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FOREWORD

(U) This is the Phase I report on the Disconnect Coupling
Requirements for Fluorine Containing Oxidizers Program,
performed by the Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc. , for the
Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory under Con-
tract AF-04(611)-10798, dated 3 May 1965. The period of
performance covered by this report is from I July 1965 to
1 March 1966. Mr. J. R. Lawrence (RPRP) was AFRPL
Project Engineer.

(U) Douglas personnel who contributed to the reported effort
are Mr. G.F. Doel, Mr. W.D. Englieh, Mr. A.R. Rowqwell,
Mr. H.H. Speth, and Mr. P.W. Van Horn, who served as
Project Engineer.

(U) The report has been given Douglas Report No. DAC 59241.
It has been reviewed and is approved.
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UNCLASSIFIED ABSTRACT

The Phase I effort described here has resulted in a set of
preliminary criteria for quick disconnect (QD) couplings for
use with fluorine and fluorine containing oxidizers. For this
study a number of vehicle system:is were examined to determine
the fundamental requirements for couplings. Also, data were
obtained from literature, government and industry contacts,
and Douglas studies. Identified are the requirements imposed
on a typical upper stage oxidizer fill-and-drain QD by vehicle
and AGE considerations, disconnect technology capabilities,
specific information voids identified during this study, and
program plans for Phases II and III.

The criteria established suggest that the design, fabrication,
and testing of a fluorine QD can be undertaken with great
confidence that the resulting product will serve its intended
purpose.

Phases II and III provide for demonstrations of these criteria
by fabrication and testing of two fluorine test model QD's,
establishment of a preliminary military specification for a
fluorine QD, and delivery of a prototype fluorine QD.
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Section I

-- INTRODUCTION

(U) The awareness of the potential of high-energy propellants for use in
advanced propulsion systems has stimulated considerable interest in the
possible application of fluorine or oxidizers containing fluorine. Such use
would require the establishment of design criteria for use in the design of
vehicle support hardware. Of particular significance is the vehicle-to-
ground oxidiser servicing line interface connector, which is usually a
quick-discontiect (QD) coupling, because its design criteria are dictated by
both vehicle and AGE requirements and considerations. These criteria
also directly influence both vehicle and support equipment design.

(U) This has prompted the Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory to
initiate a three-phase program to (1) define criteria, (2) design, develop,
and test a test coupling, and (3) fabricate and deliver a prototype coupling
for use with fluorine. The Air Force indisated its intent in the following
paragraphs from Exhibit A of the contract

This effort is intended to provide criteria to support the servicing
requirements for future military space vehicle propulsion systems
as well as existing weapon systems considered for upgrading for
use with fluorine-containing oridtaers, and establish design criteria
for quick disconnects for use with fluorine, fluorine compounds, or
mixtures containing fluorine

(U) The Requirements Sectiot .)f the contract contains the following:

"The couplings to be desiv .ied and fabricated in this procurement
afe intended for use at a aunch complex and will be used to con-
nect an AGE propellant r rvicinj line to a line on the vehicle for
loading or unloading prol -1lant. This will consist of a flight

sembly which will be n tinted as an integral part of the vehicle
P. icture and n AMlE -a-,.inbly which will be a part of the ser-
vic~ing system,'

(U) The hilt toxicity and reactivity of these oxidisers imposed the most
S"•, and restrictive requirements on the coupling: low leak&ge and the

ua of compatible mat,'rials. The last requirement all but eliminatms the
, of nonmetallics as primary sealing and valve seat 7 %terials. Further,
S,-se reactive and toxic characteristics demand that th 4,vice be extremely
,ioective and be reliable in its sealing mode of operatioh. )n the other

*Contract AT 04(611)-10798, dated 3 May 1965.
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hand, the possibility of such requirements as misaligi.ment, remote connec-

tion, and so on, increase coupling complication and reduce inherent
reliability.

(U) The vehicle system selected to provide a model upon which to
establish coupling criteria is MANSATZ. The approach adopted identifies
the requirements imposed on the MANSAT QD by vehicle and AGE consid-
erations, and simultaneously identifies disconnect technology capabilities.

Theme requirements and capabilities are reviewed to formulate MANSAT
criteria and to identify information voids. Voids specifically identified at
the beginning of the program are investigated, and definitive criteria are
generated, where possible. In other cases it is only possible to identify
voids, make an assessment of the potential effects they could have on the
established criteria and to suggest appropriate activities for gathering
needed information.

(U) In Phase I a number of vehic). systems were examined to deter-
mine the fundamental requirements for couplings and the methods used to
fulfill these requirements. Data for the Phase-I effort were obtained from
literature, government and industry contacts, and from studies and investi-
gations conducted at Douglas. Industry and governmental contacts were
made, for the most part, without the necessity of travel; local contacts and
telephone conversations yielded the bulk of the required information.

(U) One trip was necessary to obtain realimitic information on launch
facility regulations, toxicity imposed requirements, and toxic material
dispersion phenonmenon and prediction. These data were necessary for the
formulation of appropriate criteria for one of the two most critical and
controling considerations on the use of fluorine and fluorine containing
oxidirers in MANSAT and thus on allowable leakage for the coupling.

(U) The design criteria thus established and documented in this Phase I
report are for the specific requirements imposed by the MANSAT vehicle
concept as now understood. Further, the criteria have, wherever possible,
allowed for maximum flexibility in design and operation, but under no
conditions were they allowed to be detrimental to the MANSAT concept.

(U) Pertinent findings of this Phase-I effort are summarized in
Section IV. Recommendations for the demonstration of this criteria are
contained in Section V.

(C) IMANSAT is a theoretical high-energy (LF 2ILH 2 ) upper stage vehicle
under study by the Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory and
several of its contractors,

2
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II

Section II

DISCONNECT REQUIREMENTS

(us) Qick disconnect couplings (QD's) are separable connectors for
use at the Vehicle/AGE interface. They are likely to be used in hydraulic,pneumatic, propellant, and electrical systems when any of the following

conditions are required:

Rapid connecting or disconnecting.

Remote connecting or disconnecting.

Breakaway connections.

1. OXIDIZER QUICK DISCONNECT ELEMENTS

(U) A necessary step in the process of establishing design criteria for
an oxidizer QD is the identification of tentative elements and the defini-
tion of the purpose and probable requirements for each. If problem
areas exist, they must be identified and effort expended to find suitable
solutions. The most probable QD subcomponents are presented in the
following paragraphs.

a. Bodies

(U) A QD neces.,arily consists of two halves. The body of each is
the shell that performs the functions of containing the fluid at its
operating pressure, carrying loads imposed by its attached piping,
and providing a mount to the supporting structure. Consideration
should be given to making the vehicle half the simpler and lightn.Lr
weight portion when used to connect a servicing line to a flight
vehicle. Other primary considerations for the body are its internal
and external environment; for extreme temperature applications,
the effect of temperature on the physical properties and dimen-
sional changes of the material must be taken into account.

b. Interface Seal

(U) The usual function of the interface seal is to prevent escape of
internal fluid to the external surroundings. However, should the
system operate with an internal pressure lower than the external
pressure, or if the high-pressure potential alternates between the
inside and outside of the system, it may be nece.qsary to provide a
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seal that performs its function in the reverse direction or in both
directions. The allowable leakage past the interface seal depends
primarily on the type of fluid used in the system. For nonreactive
fluids, such as air or GN 2 , substantial leakage may be permissible.
However, for highly toxic and reactive fluids, suaci as F2 , a near-
perfect seal is eseintial. Limits of F leakage are discussed in
Section II, 4. An F 2 oxidizer system interface seal further requires
that it be easily clea. ed, inspected, and replaced. A multiple cycle
life for the seal is higly desirable, but not necessarily an absolutely
essential reqairament.

c. Latching Mechanism

(U) The normai functions of the latchir.g mechanism are to %old the
two QD halves together, to supply the sealing load, to withstand]
external loads transmitteQ through the -,ping, and to separate
reliably to allow the coupling to disconnect. On QD's that contain
shutoff valhes, the latching mechanism is sometimes utilized to
hold the valves open. The latching mechanism may be operated
manaally or by remote control for either the connect or disconnect
mode. Fxisting manually operated QD' s usually utilize screw
threals, ball locks, or collet type locks for latching. Remotely
actuated couplings often use linear actuators; screw-thread con-
nections cannot be conveniently used. Ball locks, collets, and
toggle locks are adaptable to remote operation.

dU) For application on a space vehicle using a highly reactive
fluid such as F2 , it appears highly desirable to be able to disconnect
the QD by remote control. Remote disconnecting has been demon-
strated to be feasible on the Saturn IV-B and the Centaur vehicles.

Remote connection of a QD on a spce vehicle application is much
more difficult because of the three dimensional space problem of
bringing the two coupling halves together when considering the
relative motions of the structures supporting the coupling halves
during the mating process. High-speed operation and protection
irom the fluid usually are not required during connection. Remote
actuation requirements are discussed further in Section [, 2. Five
possible latching schemes for providing manual connecting and
remote disconnecting for an F 2 QD are presented in Section II, 3.
The basic requirements for a latching mechanism for an F 2 QD are
that it should be simple, reliable, and add minimum weight to the
vehicle.

d. Valves

(U) Valves are not a necessary requirement in a QD. but they
may be included in one or both halves of the coupling. When
included, they are used to help prevent entry of contamination into
the systea and to prevent fluid spillage or leakage when the coup-
ling is disconnected or separated. Generally, the valves are

4



spring loaded closed when the coupling is separated and are designed
so that the actual mating and latching of the coupling opens them
and holds them open. For special applications, the valves may be
provided with an independent actuation system and may be used to
control the flow through the QD. The basic requirements for
valves are that they should operate reliably, be made of compatible
materials, have minimurn pressure drop under flow conditions,
and provide a seal with tolerable leakage for the application.
Design considerations for this type of valve are discussed in
Section 1U, 5.

e. Actuators

(U) Actuators are used when remote control of connecting or dis-
connecting of the valves is required. For an application on a
servicing line to a space vehicle, the actuation mechanism would
normally bR included in the AGE half of the QD to minimize vehicle
weight. The actuator can be designed as an integral part of the
QD; it can be component mounted on the exterior of the QD; or it
can be a component remotely mounted and connected to the QD with
a linkage or cable system. Power to drive the actuator can be
extracted from any available power source -- pneumatic, hydraulic,
electric, or chemical (including explosive). The basic requirements
for an actuator are that it shoulc be simple and operate reliably.

(U) For use in remote separation of a fluorine QD, redundant
actuators should be utilized. A pneumatic actuator would probably
be a first choice for use with a fluorine system because it could be
designed so that no incompatible materials would be introduced in
the vicinity of the fluorine system. If an explosive device is used,
it should be designed so that all products of operation are contained
within it.

f. Purge, Vent, and Drain System

(U) A purge, vent, and drain (PV&D) system is not a general
requirement for QD's. However, for special applications, such as
for use with tcxic or reactive fluids, it may be required. There
are several functions that can be performed with a PV&D system.
It can be used fc r disposal of leakage past the interface seal. For
a coupling utilizing valves in both halves, the PV&D system can be
"ased for extraction of trapped air from the coupling separation
cavity prior to flow and for extraction of trapped fluid from the
same cavity after flow. Where the QD contains no integral valves
and the primary shutoff valves are downstream of the QD, it will
be desirable to use a PV&D system to expel the propellant from
appropriate portions of the transfer system that contains the QD.
Methods of performing this task are discussed in Sections U, 2
and II, 11. The PV&D systerr also may be used to detect leakage
past the primary valves prior to QD separation. The basic require-
ment for a PV&D system for use in connection with a fluorine QD

S



is that it be made of fluorine-compatible materials. Fluorine-
compatible shutoff valves would be rcquired in both the purge,
drain, and vent piping. The same stringent cleaning requirement
applicable to the main oxidizer system also would be applicable
to this system. A further requirement is that the purge fluid must
be fluorine compatible and free from contamination.

g. Shroud

(U) A shroud is a shield or barrier used to provide a zone of
isolation between a component and its normal environment. For
the general application of QD's, it would not be required. How-
ever, for cryogenic applications it is useful, when combined with
a dry gaseous purge, as a means of isolating the cold surface of
the QD from atmospheric water vapor, thus preventing the buildup
of ice, which could interfere with latch or valve operations. A
shroud is also required with some PV&D systems. Further dis-
cussion of a specific shroud for a fluorine QD is presented in
Section II, 3.

h. Bellows

(U) Bellows offer flexibility to absorb thermal expansion and
contraction, installation misalignment, structure deflection, and
vibration. Bellows may find application in connection with a QD in
several ways. A primary application is the main fluid line, which
must be flexible to provide the movement required for alignment
and connection of the QD halves and for QD separation. They may
be used to provide both the preload and a pressure energized loading
for the interface -eal and to transmit motion for valve operation
without the use of sliding seals.

(U) The basic requirements for bellows when used in a fluorine
oxidizer system include use of compatible materials, adequate
fatigue strength at the environmental temperatures and flow con-
ditions, and use of a shape that permits cleaning and inspection of
all surfaces exposed to the oxidizer. Because of the thin material
from which bellows are constructed, they are highly vulnerable to
a drastic loss of strength if surface corrosion or pitting occurs;
therefore, careful attention must be given to the selection of a
compatio4le material for this element. Because fluorine and FLOX
are cryogenic, it is necessary to ascertain that any bellows
materials used with these oxidizers have adequate physical proper-
ties at cryogenic temperatures. Bellows used for fluorine service
should always be of the open convoluted type to facilitate cleaning.
Welded nested bellows are extremely difficult to clean and to
inspect for cleanliness and should not be used for this application.
Lap welded seams in bellows should also be avoided because of
possible contaminant entrapment.

16



i. Leak Detection

(U) A leak detector is not a general requirement for QD's. How-
ever, because of the high toxicity and reactivity of fluorine
oxidizers, a means for detecting leakage and quantitatively monitor-
ing atmospheric contamination is necessary. The permissible
limits of atmospheric contamination from a lavnch facility using
toxic propellants are presented in Section II, 4. There are various
ways in which leak detectors could be used advantageously at Jdis
type of facility. One would be to locate sensors at strategic points
and to conduct a continuous or scheduled intermittent sampling of
the atmosphere for F 2 contamination. For a specific component
such as a QD, which because it is a separable joint may have a
higher than average probability of leakage and because it is pro-
posed to use an inert-gas purged shroud around the QD to keep
atmospheric water vapor away, it may be desirable to use F 2 sen-
sors to monitor the discharging purge gas for possible F 2 leakage
through the QD interface seal and thus obtain the earliest possible
indication of seal leakage. Another use for a leakage sensor is to
monitor the F 2 concentration in the vent side of the QD PV&D sys-
tem to determine when the oxidizer transfer line is adequately
purged to permit QD separation. This same sensor could also
serve as a failure indicator if the shutoff valve on either side of
the QD did not close properly.

(U) The basic requirements for a leak detector are that it reliably
measure F 2 concentration, have a short response time, and have -I

4 reasonably long service life. Although some work has been done
with F 2 leak detectors, actual experience is limited and an adequate
system for use at a launch facility will undoubtedly require
additional development. Several possible F 2 leak detection devices
are discussed in Section II, 10.

2. VEHICLE AND AGE REQUIREMENTS

a. General

(U) The servicing of upper stage vehicles with oxidizers containing
fluorine should be conducted vnder favorable meteorlogical condi-
tions, little or no release of the oxidizer, and under the direct
control of qualified personnel. In general, the transfer equipment
and techniques will be much the same as those presently used with
liquid nitrogen and liquid oxygen. However, the toxic and reactive
nature of fluorine severely limit material selection, require leak-
tight systems, and require ducting of vented oxidizer to safe
disposal areas. Oxidizer filling and draining of the vehicle can be
performed through the same Vehicle/AGE interface coupling;
however, separate Vehicle/AGE interface coiplings will be required
in the oxidizer vent system.

7'
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(U) In establishing specific requirements for these couplings, the
following must be considered: interrelations between the location
of the Vehicle and AGE oxidizer shutoff and isolation valves,
requirement for, and location of, redundant valving, permissible
quantities of toxic vapors that may be released into the atmosphere
at time of coupling release, capability of the oxidizer drain and
purge systems to reduce oxidizer concentrations to acceptable
limits, need for remote connection, and need for remote and/or
rapid release at time of disconnect. The discussion to follow
covers the important and controlling aspects of these
considerations.

b. MANSAT System Studies

(C) The MANSAT Vehicle concept as now envisioned is a multiple-
restart, Earth orbiting, maneuverable upper-stage vehicle that
uses a high-energy fluorine/hydrogen propulsion system. Pre-
liminary design of this propulsion system has been accomplished
under separate contract, and the results are presented in
Appendix I.

(U) The entire vehicle system is shown in Figure I to afford a
concise physical frame of reference upon which to base the ensring
discussions.

(C) Propellants are fed to the engine thzough low-pressure ducting,
as shcwn schematically in Figure 2. At engine shutdown, the LF 2
in the feed line is trapped between the tank-mounted valve and the
engine prevalve. The LF 2 in the vicinity of the engine is vaporized
as a result of engine heat feedback, and the vaporized fluorine is
displaced through the bleed line into the tank Lo prevent excessive
pressure buildup in the feed line duriog coast.

(C) The fill line has a shutoff valve that seals the tank prior to
launch. This valve is located close to the tank wall in the highly
insulated portion of the s-'stem to keep liquid out of the fill line
during coast, thereby reducing heat leakage into the system and
minimizing the trapping of unusable oxidizcr. The umbilical
propellant transfer line is connected to the vehicle fill system with
a QD coupling, which does not have internal valves to trap oxidizer.

(C) Both tanks are vented during propellant filling through separate
vent lines connected to the chic)e sidewalls. Incorporated in each
vent line is a shutoff valve that seals the tank prior to launch.
This valve is located close to the tank, thereby reducing heat
leakage into the propell'[nt. The QD coupling does not have any
internal shutoff provision, thus Allowing emergeracy venting during
the mission.
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c. Draining of Liquid Oxidizers fromn Lines and Components

(U) Installation of lines and components in Vehicle and AGE liquid
oxidizer systems should provide rapid and complete drainage of
liquid under gravity-flow conditions. 00

"(U) Where components and lines cannot be arranged for gravity-
flow drainage and liquid trap points cannot be avoided, a variety
of approaches are potentially applicable for scavaging the liquid.
These approaches can be categorized into .ae of the three
follo .ng classes:

(1) Vaporization and removal as gas. Pressurization and purge
gases can be effectively used to remove liquid from trapped
areas in components, lines, and fittings by promoting heat
and mass transfer under turbulent flow conditions, thus
resulting in vaporization and gas-stream entrainment of the
liquid in the purge gas.

(2) Removal by mixing and displacement with another liquid
(probably an inert and otherwise compatible fluid).

(3) The use of special drain lines and/or fittings to promote
gravity-flow drainage.

(U) The use of a liquid to mix with and displace the oxidizer ha3
obvious d:-awbacks: (1) the mixture must be vented or otherwise
disposed of, thereoy probably requiring specialized disposal or
venting equipment; (2) eventually the displacement liquid trapped
in the system must be removed because its presence during a
subsequent operation of the system would result in oxidizer con-
tamination and dilution and could lead to degradation of perfor-
mance and hardware integrity.

(U) A significant consideration involved in the liquid displacement
approach is the type and availability of the displacement liquid.
Undoubtedly, liquid nitrogen wilJ be plentiful at liquid fluorine and
liquid FLOX installations and would be a suitable purging fluid for
these oxidizers if the cleanliness of the nitrogen and its transfer
system can be assured. Great care must be taken to preserve
the integrity of the system for oxidizer service.

(U) Liquid oxygen is a possible displacement fluid for both fluorine
and FLOX. The addition of filtering and purification processes to
maintain adequate system cleanliness is quite likely because oxygen
systems rnormally contain more nonmetallic particulate than are
allowable in fluorine systems. The use of oxygen further intro-
duces anether hazardous, although nontoxic, fluid.

(U) Gas-phase removal following vaporization of the liquid is
straightforward. The primary problem is effecting the vaporization.
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This becomes more difficult wherA the trapped liquid is in a highly
insul'ated (low-heat leak or subcooled) portion of the system. To
promote vaporization, deliberate introduction of th~e heat of vapori-
zation from external sources may be necessary; hot purge gases

may be the answer and can be applied both externally and internally.

(U) Externally applied -urges usually will be far more difficult to
handle because of the added complexity of having to effectively
shroud the exterior of the component or line containing the trapped
liquid. If these trap points are buried inside of a complex device
or in highly insulated areas of the system, the external purge
approach to vaporization of trapped liquid is useless.

(U) Much more effective are internally applied purges because
they permit direct contact of the warmer purge gas with the liquid
to be vaporized. One notable exception is dead-ended areas of the
system, components, and instrumentation lines. It is desirable to
force purge gases under highly turbulent flow -.onditions into th se
trap points, to cause the liquid to break up into droplets (by agitation
or otY r suitable means), to force the mixing of these droplets with
the pu.ge gases, and to promote the rapid turnover (replacement)
of purge gases in the system. Special techniques or devices may
be required to adequately effect these desired results.

(U) In the vehicle fill and drain system, the line from the vehicle/
AGE interface coupling to the vehicle fill and drain valve is dead-
ended and will probably contain several trap points, even if slightly
elevated to promote liquid drainage. These trap points are found
in bellows, at component and line connection points, and in valves.
Should the vehicle design be such that it is impossible to prevent
trap points in the fill line, the trapped oxidizer must be purged
from the system or effectively isolated and carried along as inert
unusable weight. The last approach is undesirable because every
pound of unusable propellant directly reduces the vehicle payload
capabilit,

(U) If the vehicle lines are short, a high-velocity stream of purge
gas directed from the ground half of the coupling might prove
adequate for oxidizer removal.

(U) When the vehicle line is long, or has a large L/D, another
approach must be used. Two possible vehicle fill and drain line
configurations are shown in Figure 3. Configuration 1 results in
trapping of liquid in the convolutes of the bellows. Removal of
liquid through application of turbulent gas flow will require that the
purge gas be introduced near the dead-ended portion of the line.
This could be achieved by introd-icing the purge gas through a
concentric purge line located inside the fill and drain line, as shown
in Configuration 1. The purge gas would then promote the rapid
and effective evapor '-n and removal of the trapped oxidizer.

12
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(U) Configuration 2 results in the trapping of liquid in a low spot in
the fill and drain line in addition to that trapped in the bellows.
Removal of the bulk of the trapped liquid can be accomplished
through use of an internal drain line positioned to drain from the
low spot, as shown in Configuration 2. The liquid would be forced
through this drain line by use of purge gas in the main fill line.
The cycle could be reversed once the bulk of the liquid was removed,
and the purge gas could be introduced through the internal purge
and drain line. Implementation of either of these approaches
requires the addition of a small line to the vehicle and the connec-
tion of this line to the ground (AGE1 purge and drain system. Both
requirements can be met easily and reliably, as shown in Detail A.
By keeping this auxiliary purge and drain line and its vehicle/AGE
connection inside the vehicle fill and drain line and coupling, the
problem of leakage and/or spillage is eliminated, the complexity
of the system minimized, and the reliability of the system is
improved.

(U) All protrusions through the wall of the fill and drain line to
bring in purge gases and to duct away purged fluids can be made on
the AGE side of the coupling, thus minimizing vehicle system weight
and complexity, The separable joint between the vehicle and AGE
portions of this purge and drain line is an off-the-shelf connector
used extensively by the chemical industry in making simple and
effective laboratory test setups. Leakage at the connector is
relatively unimportant as long as the substantial flow of the purge
gas and/or purged fluids pass through the purge line. However,
leakage could be minimal because the mating surfaces could bc.
lapped to provide good sealing characteristics. Sealing loads are
applied by compression of a bellows, shown in the AGE side of this
line, as the fill and drain coupling is brought together and sealed.
No other sealing or latching loads or connections are required with
this approach.

(U) Vaporization can also be-enhanced by providing a partial
vacuum in the system containing the trapped liquid oxidizer. This
approach is most useful where external heat sources are available
to keep the liquid from becoming cooled to the point where it
might freeze. In highly insulated systems, freezing is almost
certain and therefore limits the effectiveness of this approach for
oxidizer removal from traps in the system.

(U) Drain lines or fittings externally installed at trap points in the
oxidizer system offer a positive approach to the removal of trapped
liquid, even from highly insulated areas. Through appropriate
valving and ducting, it is conceivable that all trap points in a system
could be remotely drained of all liquid. The obvious disadvantages
are increased complexity, increased weight (of particular concern
for vehicle systems), and reduced reliability.
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d. Oxidizer Shutoff and Fill and Drain Valves - Vehicle and AGE

(C) The MANSAT System Study results indicate the desirability of
placing the vehicle fill and drain as well as vent valves in the highly
insulated portion of the vehicle as close to the primary fluid system
as possible. In so doing, the external heat leakage to the system
is minimized by containing the oxidizer within the tankage and feed
line and by maintaining the valve at oxidizer temperature well
inbulated from external heat sources by long heat paths.

(C) The mountin of these valves adjacent to the tankage or feed
system preclude I'txe trapping of (thus isolating as unusable)
liquid oxidizer. Further, if fill and drain is performed through
the engine feed line or through the wall of the tank in the immediate
vicinity of the engine feed line connection, location of the valving
adjacent to the primary oxidizer system is extremely important
because it prevents the inadvertent ingestion of a gas bubble formed
in the fill line into the feed system during engine operation. The
introduction of such a bubble into the liquid stream feeding the
engine will degrade performance and could result in destruction of
the engine.

(C) In view of this, it seems evident that vehicle fill and drain as
well as vent valves should be located in the highly insulated portion
of the primary oxidizer system (t. akage and/or feed line). Thus,
these valves will be located onboard of the outer aerodynamic
surfaces of the vehicle and will, therefore be, isolated by inter-
connecting lines (see Figure 2) from the Vehicle/AGE disconnect
couplings located at the vehicle surface.

(C) Design requirements for this vehicle fill and drain valve can-
no t be fully specified without better vehicle and mission definition
(operating pressures, operational environment, mission operations
that might require valve functioning, maximum allowable loss of
oxidizer during a mission, and so forth). Particularly in considera-
tion of the MANSAT concept, however, the following should be
noted:

(1) The Vehicle fill and drain valve is required only to prevent
excessive and/or hazardous escape of oxidizer from the
vehicle through the fill and drain line.

(2) The valve is actuated Wcycled open and closed) many times
prior to launch (checkout, testing, filling, and so forth).

(3) The valve is not actuated following vehicle launch.

(4) The valve does not serve as the contamination barrier between
the vehicle oxidizer system and the atmosphere during ground,
nonlaunch, operations (shipping, testing, checkout, connection
to AGE, and so forth). The barrier to this contamination is
required at the disconnect coupling to preclude contamination of
the interconnecting line, the valve, and the Vehicle/AGE
interface sealing surfaces.
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(5) Electromechanical valve position indica..on (open or closed) will
be available for use to ensure that the , alve has closed prior

=i to launch.

(6) Oxidizer detectors (an appropriate unic has yet to be developed;
see Section II, 10 for further details) located in the coupling and
fill-line purge-gas vent would be used to detect excessive valve
leakage. This greatly decreases thz probability that the valve
could degrade mission capabilities or cause mission failure.

(U) These considerations suggest that great confidence can be placed
in knowing that the vehicle fill and dr.in valve has functioned prop-
erly in all ground operations, including le.unch of the vehicle. This
implies that adequate sealing techniques have been used in the valve
seat design, which is, regardless -f whe~re the valve is located, a
necessary and baaic requirement fhr all valves used in the vehicle.

(U) Solution of the other mandatory oxilizer system valve use prob-
lems (engine valves, pre-vaive,•, vent valves, and so forth) will
provide the needed tech~iologý aad, potentially, even hardware for
the fill and drain valve.

(U) The following is p-,rtinn..t to 6efinition oi the valve on the AGE
side of the disconnect coupling, and the valve's influence on the
coupling:

(1) The valve must prevent the excescive and/or hazardous escape
of oxidizer from the AGE portion of the vehicle fill arnd drain
line.

(2) The valve pzobably will serve as the primary oxidizer flow-
control de-ice during fill, topping just prior to vehicle la-nch,
and during draining of oxidizer from the vehicle.

(3) The valve cannot serve as the contamination barrier between
the AGE oxidizer isystem and the atmosphere during ground,
nonlaunch operations. The barrier to this contamination is
required at the disconnect coupling to preclude contamination of
the valve, the vehicle/AGE interface sealing surfaces, and the
interconnecting line.

(4) Electromechanical valve position indication will be available for
use to ensure that the valve has closed prior to launch.

(U) There do not appear to be any particular restrictions on size,
weight, or location of the valve. The umbilical mast and oxidizer
fill and drain line support and retraction boom can be made struc-
turally adequate to permit location of the valve at any desired point.
Location close to the vehicle/AGE disconnect coupling minimizes the
amount of trapped oxidizer to be drained and purged from the line
between the valve and the vehicle oxidizer fill and drain valve. This
operation is discussed in Sections II, Z and II, 11.

(U) Packaging the AGE portion of the disconnect-and the AGE valve
into a single unit may have several advantages (fewer external leak
paths, reduced weight, and so forth). More important, however, is
that the sealing and other operational characteristics should in no
way be reduced or impaired.
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e. Identification of Disconnect Coupling Loads

(U) The QD coupling must be designed to withstand both internally
and externally applied loads that act to separate the coupling halves
and/or to separate the coupling from its mounting on the vehicle.
Loads from the following sources must be considered in the design:

(1) Load Caused by Internal Fluid Pressure -- The internal pres-
sure produces a separation load at the seal interface that must
be resisted by the connecting mechanism (bolts, threads,
latches, and so forth). Properly designed, the interface seal
can be made to take advantage of the internal pressure to
increase the sealing forces as the pressure increases. This is
done by making the seal self-energizing, possibly by using a V-
shape with the apex of the V oriented outward. Another method
of increasing the sealing forces with pressure is to use bellows
behind one of the seal seating surfaces with a larger mean
diameter than the effective diameter of the seal.

An increase in the sealing force adds directly to the load on the
latches. The pressure and separation load on the disconnect
coupling may be amplified if a vehicle shutoff valve is used to
control the propellant flow. The magnitude of pressure amplifi-
cation depends on the closing rate of the shutoff valve. The
location of the shutoff valve and the magnitude of the pressure
amplification factor, if applicable, must be determined before
final design of the disconnect coupling.

(2) Wind Load on the Umbilical Line -- The most general method
for connecting an AGE propellant servicing line to an upper
stage vehicle is to use a flexible or semiflexible umbilical line
for the span from the servicing mast or tower to the fill port
on the vehicle. This span, of course, varies for different
vehicles. When the distance between the vehicle and the mast
is great, a support boom is used to provide intermediate sup-
ports for the line. The QD must be designed to support its
share cf the load from the final sp-n of umbilical line and all
hardware attached to the QD (actuators, valves, sensors, and
so forth). A wind loading normal to the umbilical line produces
a tension load, a lateral load, and a bending moient on the
coupling. For cryogenic propellants, the umbilical line may
be insulated with a vacuum jacket or a layer of insulation mate-
rial that increases its profile area and, therefore, also
increases the wind load on the line. An estimate of the wind
load can be obtained by using the formula for aerodynamic drag
on a cylinder in a flow field.

CD= GAq
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where

D is the drag force (pounds),

CD is the coefficient of drag (dimensionless),

A is the profile area of the umbilical line (square feet)

and

q iF r dyntamc pressure (pounds per square foot).

For a smooth cylinder in a low Mach number air stream, CD
is on the order of 1. 2. A realistic maximum limit of wind

velocity to be used for design of the u'mbilical is 70 mph. The
drag corresponding to a 70 mph wind velocity and CD - 1.2 is
15 psf. Douglas currently uses a value of 30 psf for the ulti-
mate wind load on cylindrical umbilicals. This value provides
an extra margin of safety to account for some undefinable condi-
tions, such as whipping of the lines as a result of unsteady
wind conditions and increased drag from local protuberances on
the umbilical line. For analysis of loads into the coupling, it
may be assumed that the flexible line has a catenary shape as a
result of the uniformly distributed wind loading.

(3) Load Resulting from Weight of Umbilical Full of Propellant --

This is a uniformly distributed load along the umbilical line
that causes the line to assume a catenary shape, as noted, for
the wind loading. The direction of this load is perpendicular to
the direction of the wind loading; however, the two loadings can
be combined vectorially and analyzed as a single loading. A
convenient method for calculating the tension loads in a catenary
shape is presented in tabular form in Reference I.

(4) Dynamic Load Resulting from Curvature of the Flow Path
Through the Umbilical Line -- Flow through the umbilical may
or may not produce a significant load on the disconnect coup-
ling, depending on the amount of curvature in the umbilical and

A the velocity of flow. The magnitude of this load may be deter-
mined by use of the impulse-momentum principle of fluid
mechanic s.

(5) Load Resultg from Oscillatory Motion Between Vehicle and
.Umbilical Mast or Tower -- Wind loading on the vehicle and on
the umbilical mast or tower produces an oscillatory motion in
both that causes the distance between the support points for the
two ends of the umbilical line to vary as a function of time.
When the support points move apart, the catenary shape of the
umbilical becomes a flatter curve and the tension in the line
increases. The design analysis of the umbilical loads must
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account for this maximum tension condition. The umbilical
line must have sufficient length so that it is never stretched
taut as a result of the oscillatory movements of the end points.

(6) Load Required to Disconnect Coupling -- The load imparted to
the coupling during decoupling depends on the design of the dis-
connect mechanism. If the coupling is designed to be ruptured
by a tension force, this will be the maximum force experienced
by the coupling. However, if a latching mechanism is used, the
decoupling loads may be small compared to the other loads pre-
viously noted.

(7) Loads Induced by Thermal Changes Within the Coupling -- A
thermal gradient caused by flowing a cold fluid through the
coupling generally results in contraction of the compressive
members of the coupling. This causes a load decrease in the
tension members of the connector, and as a result sealing loads
are often accordingly reduced. The sealing load relaxation
must not be so great as to result in unacceptable leakage. A
detailed analytical approach to this problem is presented in
Reftrence 2.

f. Connect Disconnect Requirements

(U) The previous portions of this section have reviewed the perti-
nent portions of the MAANSAT Study of Reference 3, discussed
vehicle/AGE oxitizer valwing associated with, and imposing require-
ments on, the disconnect coupling, and discussed draining and
Furging of trapped oxidizer from the system adjacent to the discon-
nect coupling prior to coupling separation. The following discussion
focuses on the disconnect e~ement. Most specifically of concern are
the considerations of remote as opposed to manual connection and
prelaunch as opposed tc fly-away disconnect.

(U) As far as could be ascertained, none of the present vehicle
systems (military and space) has remotely connected vehicle/AGE
interface couplings. This is true for fuel, hydraulic, electrical,
pneumatic, and air conditioning disconnects, as well as those for
oxidizer systems. The primary reason appears to be that no real
requirement exists for remote initial connection or subsequent
reconnection that justifies the complexity and attendant decrease
in component reliability. Once mated and checked out, the couplings
are either not disconnected until the launch is aborted or until
vehicle liftoff (fly-away disconnect). If the coupling is disconnected
prior to launch, abort of the launch does not impose any new hazard-
ous condition as a result of the disconnect having been previously
separated.

(U) Disconnect prior to launch of fill lines to noato-ic and otherwise
safely ventiable to the atmosphere cryogenic oxidizers and fluids
represents no new hazard to an abort situation. However, such a
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disconnection without the possibility for reconnect could be the final
contributor to launch abort. Cryogenic fluids must be topped off to
the 100% level and prepressurized immediatexy prior to launch.
The time between effecting this condition and liftoff of the vehicle is
carefully controlled and limited (usually a matter of a few minutes).
Thus. any launch delays following propullant prepressurization
usually result ip venting of the propellant tank and oepe&ting of the
last portion of tie countdown, incliding propellant topping and pre-
pressurization. Because initiation of these recycling opeiations can
often be effected as late in the countdown as a fraction of a second
prior to engine ignition, it is impractical to separate prior to launch.
To do so would impcne many additional operational delays, unduly
adding to the complexity and uncertainty (connection, leakage, con-
tamination, and so forth) of the system.

(U) Coupling and system contaminatior, is potentially the most impor-
tant consideration of all. The reaction of fluorine with moisture
introduces one or more of several hazardous conditions: the forma-
tion of hydrofluoric acid, an extremely corrosive substance; the
formation oi impact-sensitive frost-fluorine or ice-fluorine com-
pounds; and the introduction of solid particles that could clog or
otherwise functionally impare the operation and safety of the system.
Therefore m•oisture must be prevented from forming on the fluorine
wetted surf s of the coupling. Dry inert gas shrouds, special
environment.lly controlled work enclosures, and so on, can be used
as required to effect a moisture-free initial connection of the
coupling.

(U) Remote connection with the coupling at cryogenic temperature,
at which frost and ice will form rapidly from all but absolutely
moisture free gases, presents many problems. The probable solu-
tions are likely to be complex and cumbersome (large gas shrouds
and enclosures), all of which result in reducing reliability, while
adding to the functional and operational complexity of the system.
Also, airborne contaminants can be trapped between the mating
halves of the coupling much more easily during a remote connection
than during an environmentally controlled manual engagement.

3. LATCHING SCHEMES

a. Latch Requirements

(U) Possible configurations for th- latch and quick release mecha-
ms - for the QV coupling have been investigated. Consideration has
been given to means for ensuring the attainment of the desired pre-
load on the interface seal. One method is to use the latch as the
mechanism for applying the seal preload. An alternate approach is
to rmare the engagement of the latch the initial step in the procedure
and to itse an additional m-echaniam, such as a set of adjustment
screws, to apply the desired preload to the seal. It appears that
the latter approach is the more effective method because it can
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accommodate a wider range of tolerances on detail parts and also
permits a simpler latch design

(U) One of the more restrictive design goals is to provide a red in-
dant release mechanism. This could be provided by incorporating a
breakaway section that would l upture should the normal release
mechanism fail. Another and perhaps more desi:able method is to
provide two independent release mechanisms at '.he same separation
i,"terface.

(U) The possibility of providing a safeguard to prevent inadvertent
actuation of the coupling release mechanism was :onsid-ved. Sepa-
ration of the coupling could be disastrous if it occurre. during
oxidizer transfer and a significant quantity of oxidizer is spilled.
Coupling separation cannot be considered hazardous if it occurs when
the transfer line is dry, however, it ciuld result in a r'ilay of launch
if it occurred in the final stages of prelaunch act vities.

(U) Precautions must be taken to preclude inadve'tent Sepai•a4on of
the coupliag during the oxidizer transfer operatioi. System" 7 -sign
criteria should provide for an interlock between the .xidi"-i transfer
system control and the QD release meL.ha,esrn sucn that .ne Q'D can-
not be released manually during an oxidizer cransfer.

(U) Before establishing a requirement ior a safety device to prevent
inadvertent manuai decoupling when the tz'- -&er line is dry and per-
sonnel are working in the are-, the effects '. such a device on the
reliability of the coupling release functior- must be thoroughly evalu-
ated. If such a safety device adds mecL-nical or system complexity,
t will almost certainly lower the reliab.lith, of th"ý coupling separa-

tion system for a normal release.

(U) On some of the latch designs considered, a shear pin could be
acorporated in the latch, thus increasing the force required for

unlatching and decreasing the probability cf an inadvertent decoupling.
One of the hazards of this method -s that a shear pin of irnproper
strength might be unintentionally substituted and prevent actuation
of tht unlatching mechanism. Also, the 4ctuation forces for this
type of device are directly aoditive to the forces required for t•-c
no.•-mal unlatching. Because the normal unlatching force is a highly
variable quantity as a result of its dependence on frictional effects
and possible galling of sliding surfaces, the total force recuired for
unlat,'hing might become excessively grea•t.

(U) A•-o"-.er scheme for safety device to reduce ýhe pose-biih*v of
inadvertent .aanua' eecoupling is to design % breakaway device (such
as a thear 1n) that is brokren before the unlatching 1 'ad i: trans-
mnitted to the latch. This -ould be accomplished by a slack cable or
a slotte. linkage th-t breaks the safety device during its initial
motion.
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(U) AlthoL.,h the inadvertent decoupling of a dry line does not result
in a hazardous situation, it could stop or delay a launch, and either
a safety device should be provided or the latch design should be such
that inadvertent manual actuation is virtually impossible.

(U) Another safety requirement for the latching mechanism is :in
electrical feedback signal to the blockhouse indicating that the QD
is properly latched and ready for propellant transfer. This easily
could be provided on an, of the latching mechanisms considered by
use of limit switches to indicate that the criti'ýal components of the
QD are in the connected and locked position. Strain gages could be
used to ensure that seal loads have been effected.

(U) All of the latch designs considered will be vulnerable to poss-blI
jamming and higher unlatch loads if ice is allowed to form on the cold
surfaces as a result of precipitation and freezing of atmospheric
water vapor. Ice or frost also represents an additional hazard
because it will become impact sensitive if any fluorine leaks from the
ti"ansfer line is absorbed by it. For these reasons, it will be neces -

sary to exclude the atmospheric air -rom the vicinity of QD coupling
during transfer of the cryogenic oxidizvrs LF4 and FLOX. It
appears that the most feasible method for excluding air is to provide
a shroud around the QD coupling and purge it with a dry inert gas,
such as NZ.

(U) To minimize the potential fire hazard that could be crea:ed if
even a minor amount of F2 escapes from the transfer system, only
F2 -compatible materials should 1,e used in tL construction of a
shroud. The use oi Teflon in limited quantities is permissible if
seals are needed to reduce gross leakage. A continuous flow of the
relatively warm purge gas is necessary to -revent the shroud itself
from becoming cold and building up a layt.r of ice that could cause
operating problems with the latch actuating system.

(U) A sketch of a possible shroud configuration is shown in Figurr 4.
It consists of a cylindrical metal bellows sufficiently large to enclose
the QD coupling and its laýxh m.echaism. The bellows is supported
by a bulkhead that attaches to the AGE-half of the coupling. To
provide access to the latching mechanism when the coupling is being
mated, the shroud bellows is moved axially along the umbilical hose
to uncover the latching mechanism. After the coupling halves have
been mated and the interface seal p-.eloaded and lea': checked, the
shroud is moved to its normal poeition with the bellows lightly com-
pressed agaiasiz the vehicle and clamped to its supporting bulkhea

b. Ewiluation of ._atch Designs

(U) An evaluation of fi-e .onfigurations for the QD coupling latch
,,rA quick release mechanism is presented in the following discussion.
A ý;onparison of the mei-ith of each of these cona gurations is
ureteitAd in Table I. The same basic interface seal has be-en
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assumed for all of the configurations. The seal consists of a soft
metal gasket that is plastically deformed on each side by two concen-
tric knife-edge serrations machined into the hard metal flanges of
the coupling. The soft seal is constrained within the AGE-half of
the coupling by a wire retaining ring. For the purpose of evaluating
the latch release loads for each of the configurations, the seal pre-
load was calculated as 8, 200 lb. This is based on a total seal length
of 13. 7 in. and a sealing load of 600 lb/in. Fieure 20 in Section II, 5
indicates that a seal load of 200 lb/in. would provide a leakage rate
of 10-6 SCIM of helium. However, to maintain a seal of this quality,
a higher loading is required to account for stress relaxation of the
seal material caased by temperature cycling and by external loads
on the QD. A factor of three was assumed to assure that an adequate
sealing 'stress would always be maintained. It is likely that this
seal loading can be reduced when a specific design is more
completely analyzed.

(U) The knife-edge serrations on each half of the coupling are
afforded some degree of protection froin physical damage by recess-
ing the sealing surface from the flange face. The flange faces are
designed to nest within each other to provide radial alignment of the
two coupling halves.

(U) It has been assumed that the actuator for the latches is not
integral with the QD but is mounted on the umbilical servicing mast
and connected to the latches by means of a cable harness. If neces-
sary, the latch actuator could be attached directly to the AGE-half
of the QD coupling. This would greatly increase the complexity of

the QD coupling and also the mass of equipment that must be
retracted at time of launch. If a suitable mounting can be made on
the mast, this location is undesirable.

(1) Latch Configuration I

(U) The Configuration I latching and release mechanism is
shown in Figure 5. The vehicle half of the coupling consists
of a simple flanged fitting (A) containing the two sealing knife
edges on its interface surface. The AGE half of the coupling
contains the soft metal seal (K) and the latching and release
components. The latching components consist of six l/2- in. -

dia balls (G) fitted into radial holes in the body (C) of the
coupling. WhcA the two halves of the coupling are mated, the
balls are forced into a circumferential groove in the vehicle
half flange (A). The balls are locked into place by the band (D)
and the three over-center toggle latches made up of links (E)
and arms (F). Preloading of the seal is accomplished by
torquing the bolts (H) to the desired preload value. To release
the coupling, the arms (F) are pulled by means of cables
attached to actuators. Actuation of any one of the threc latches
will disconnect the coupling. The retaining pins (J) restrict
the travel of the band (D) so that the balls cannot escape from
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their positioning holes when the coupling is unlatched. The
maximum depth of engagement of the balls with the flange of
fitting (A) must be such that frictional effects will not cause the
balls to hang up when the over-center latches are released.
Figure 6 shows the loads on the various components of the
latching mechanism assuming (1) that no lubrication is used and
(2) that all sliding surfaces are lubricated with molybdenum
disulfide. Case Numbers 3 and 5 in Figure 6 are ideal, cases
assuming no friction, and are included to indicate the minimum
unlatching loads that might be obtained if a highly efficient lubri-

cant such as an oil or grease could be used. For a design using
no lubricant and the assumed friction coefficient of 0. 78, the
ball loading angle always must be 380 or larger, otherwise the
balls will remain locked after the band is released.

(2) Latch Configuration YJ

(U) The Configuration II latching and release mechanism is

shown in Figure 7. The vehicle half of the coupling is essen-
tially the same as that for Configuration I. The AGE half of the
coupling contains the soft metal seal (L) and the latching and
release components. The latching components consist of six
1/2-in. -diam balls (E) fitted into radial holes in the body (C)
of the coupling. When the two halves of the coupling are mated,
the balls are locked into the latched position by the spring loaded
sleeve (D). Preloading the seal (L) is accomplished by
uniformly torquing the bolts (K) in the same manner as for Con-
figuration I. A cable harness consisting of three equally spaced
cables (N) connects the ball locking sleeve (D) to an actuator.
The coupling is released by pulling the sleeve axially until a
circumferential groove in its inner surface is in line with the
balls and provides space for them to move out of their latched
position. The sl.*3ve is stopped before the balls are completely
uncovered and free to escape from their positioning holes by
compressing the spring (F) to its solid height against the
retainer ring (H). Continuing pull by the cables after the sleeve
is fully retracted forces the balls out of their latched position
and separates the two coupling halves. The same consideration
as noted for Configuration I for establishing the maximum depth
of engagement for the balls is applicable. Figure 8 shows load
diagrams for two conditions: (1) no lubrication and (2) all
sliding surfaces lubricated with molybdenum disulfide.

(3) Latch Configuration III

(U) The Configuration MI latching and release mechanism is
shown in Figure 9. The vehicle half of the coupling is similar
to Configurations I and II, except that the latch engaging surface
of the flange of fitting (A) is tapered rather than grooved. The
latching mechanism consists of a series of metal fingers (D)
that hook over the tapered flange (A) and are locked in position
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by a spring loaded sleeve (E). Preloading the seal (N) is
accomplished by uniformly torquing the bolts (M) in the same
manner as for Configurations I and IU. A cable harness con-

sisting of three equally spaced cables (K) connect the latch
locking sleeve (E) to an actuator. Coupling release is effected
by pulling the sleeve axially. Because the inner surface of the
sleeve is conical, its initial motion relieves the positive loads
holding the fingers in the latched position. However, frictional
forces between the fingers and the fitting (A) may prevent
immediat3 disengagement. After the sleeve (E) has moved past
the pivot pins (G) it engages the ramps on the fingers (D) and
provides a positive opening force to cause the fingers to release
the fitting (A).

(U) Also shown on the configuration is a secondary seal (P)
made of Teflon and placed outside of the primary seal. Ports
are provided to the cavity between the two seals, and line (Q)
provides for vacuum scavenging of any oxidizer leakage past
the primary seal. This is an alternate sealing concept that
could be used if the single seal concept does not prove adequate.
Figure 10 shows load diagrams for two conditions: (1) no lubri-
cation and (2) all sliding surfaces lubricated with molybdenum
disulfide.

(4) Latch Configuration IV

(U) The Configuration IV latching and release mechanism is
shown in Figure 11. The vehicle half of the coupling is the
sarpe as for Configuration III, except that the flange is tapered
at k larger angle from tk'e plane of the coupling interface. The
latching mechanism consists of two identical halves of a V-band
clamp that fits over tapered flanges on the two mnating halves
of the coupling. The V-band clamp rirg halves are locked
together with two over-center toggle latches. After the clamp
is locked into place, the seal (H) is preioaded by torquing the
bolts (G). The body of the clamp (C) is slotted between -the
bolts (G) to provide sufficient flexibility so that the clamp can
expand-when the latches are unlocked. The design requires
that the clamp be machined to a diameter larger than its
installed diameter so that when either of the latches are
released it will expand to a diameter large enough to slip off
of flange (A) on the vehicle and permit the coupling to separate.
Lugs (D) form the movable side wall of the clamp. They are
tapped to receive the seal preleading bolts (G). To release the
coupling, the levers (F) are pulled by means of cables attached
to act.atori. This moves the toggle links (E) out of their over-
center locked position and npens ule clamp. The slopes of the
side walls of the clatx.p are designed so that frictional effects
will never prevent release of the clamp after either of the tog-

gIe latches have opened. Figure 12 shows load diagrams for
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two conditions: (1) no lubrication used and (2) all sliding sur-
faces lubricated with molybdenum disulfide.

(5) Latch Configuration V

(U) The Configuration V latching and release mechanism is
shown in Figure 13. The vehicle half of the coupling is similar
to that for Configuration IJI. The latching mechanism consists
of six metal fingers (C) that hook over the flange on the vehicle
fitting (A). A set of toggle links (D and E) forms an over-center
lock for each finger. The roller (G) is utilized as an antifriction
device for the unlatching mode. The seal (K) is preloaded by
uniformly torquing the bolts (N) against the fingers. The release
ring (F) is attached to the inboard pivot point of each of the
toggle links (E). A cable harness consisting of three equally
spaced cables (N) connects the release ring to an actuator.
Coupling release is effected by pliling the release ring axially,
which unlocks the toggle links and permits the fingers to open
and release the flange (A). The release system can be made
semiredundant by attaching two independent actuation devices to
the release ring. Because the release ring is not in sliding
contact with any other member, it is not vulnerable to hang up.

(U) Because the latch mechanism is AGE and its weight is not
critical, all of the components can be over designed so that the
possibility of a rupture-type failure would be extremely remote.
The only single failure that could prevent release would be a
lock up of a joint in one of the finger latches or toggle linkages
preventing movement of the release ring. By providing a func-
tional checkout of the release mechanism during the preflight
checkout, the possibility of this type of failure could be virtu-
ally eliminated. Figure 14 shows load diagrams for two
conditions: (1) no lubrication used and (2) all sliding surfaces
lubricated with molybdenum disulfide.

c. Conclusions

(U) Based on a review of the merits presented in Table I, Configu-
ration I appears to be the best overall concept for a QD coupling for
use with any of the fluorine-related oxidizers. Its chief advantage
over three of the other configurations is its redundant-release
feature. Although Configuration IV also has a redundant-release
feature, itQ mechanism for preloading the seal is unattractive. The
frictional effects between the clamp ring (C) and the adjustable lug(D)
are inherently so highly variable that the seal preload cannot be
predicted with any degree of accuracy.

(U) All. of the concepts except Configuration IV require use of a
lubricant on their sliding surfaces to obtain a reasonable low release
load. This is a direct result of the high seal-compression preload
(8, 200 lb) calculated as a requirement for the type of seal chosen.
With additional analytical work it may be possible to reduce this
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loading requirement. If a suitable seal requiring less preload could
be used, the latching loads would be reduced in direct proportion to
the reduction in preload. For instance, if a single rather than a
double knife-edge seal is used, the required preload would be
reduced by half. Additional effort should be expended in Phase II
to either reduce the preload or to improve the release concept.
Because the assumed dry lubricant molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) is
not compatible with fluorine, it should not be used if a suitable alter-
nate solution can be found.

(U) Configuration V is attractive because it can be packaged com-
pactly, could be expected to give consistent results on repeated
operations, appears to have a high probability of disconnecting nor-
mally, and has a reasonably low release load with MoSZ. Configu-
rations II and III are the least attractive because of their relatively
high release loads, because they appear to be the most vulnerable
to seizure as a result of metal galling, and because they do not have
a redundant-release feature.

4. SEALING REQUIREMENTS

(U) The design c-' ,ria of a quick disconnect assembly suitable for
fluorine service aly includes a no-leak capability. Experience w'ith
the best designer J assemblies developed for transfer of cryogenic
liquids (or corrosive cryogens) indi ates that complete sealing to achieve
repeated no-leak performance is virtually impossible.

(U) A more realistic approach must accommodate the view that leaks
are going to occur as a consequence of (1) limitations on seal efficiency
during pressure and temperature cycling, (Z) corrosive action of the
oxidizer on sealing surfaces (reactivity, effects of trace impurities, and
so on), and (3) unanticipated mechanical malfunctions.

(U) The allowable leak rate, which should be as low as possible without
prejudicing reliability, probably depends on considerations of the toxic
hazards and hypergolicity problems arising from the intermixing of
small amounts of ozidizer with air or fuel.

(U) Little data are currently available to assess the true nature of the
hypergolicity problem, but certain engineering design steps can be
instituted to prevent air mixing of oxidizer and fuel in the vicinity of the
QD device, the service tower, and within the vehicle. These factors are
discussed further in Section HI.

(U) When minor malfunctions or system anomalies occur, leak criteria
are of importance since personnel may have to go into the area to cor-
rect the situation to continue a countdown or return the system to a.
standby condition.
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(U) If the toxic hazard is, indeed, the principal factor that must be
considered, a limiting value for the leak rate must be determined to
define the engineering design requirements. An approach to defining an
allowable leak rate follows.

(U) Adopting a worst case rationale, let the following conditions be
assumed at the QD:

a. Absolutely stagnant (isotropic) atmospheric conditions: no temper-
ature convection or wind or air movement.

b. Leak rates of fluorine (for example) ranging from 10-4 to 10-6 scim.

c. The leak is constant and originates from a single orifice or point.

d. Standard conditions of temperature and pressure exist.

e. Maximum allowable concentrations of fluorine from 1 to 3 ppm are
in the vicinity.

(U) Figure 15 illustrates the geometrical model for evaluating the rate
of diffusion and mixing of fluorine with air and the rate of concentrational
advance radially outward with time.

z a4+ C 0

where

0 is any function dependent on time (t) and distance (r),
D is the diffusion constant, and
C is a constant.

One solution of the above differential equation is:

r
2

,rr* - 41-

where

r is the distance.

Partially differentiating 0 with respect to time gives
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Now, * is defined as the concentration.

At the time of maximum concentration

at

and

- 3 =0

or

2
= r

6D

D, the diffusion coefficient, was estimated by the method of *thmer and
Chen (Reference 4) using the critical molar volumes of fluorine and the
average for air, giving 0. 13 sq cm/sec.

(U) At arms length, r = 60 cm, substituting for r and 0. 13 sq cm/sec
for D in the last expression:

r 3,600 = 4, 620 sect :• 0.78

= 1. Z8 hours

(U) After the first sec, t + 1 sec, at 10-2cc/sec leak rate, 0.01 cc
occupies a volume with a radius. = 1.33 x 10-1 cm.

For steady state leak conditions, the flow throulh each advancing shell
is constant and concentration, 4, falls off as r-

(U) Assuming that pure FZ is present in the volume with 1. 33 x
10-1 cm at t + I sec arms length (60 cm)

"2 1. 33 x 10 l1(2)

€ A- (l. 6o1) x 105 (i)

-6
- x 10 = 5 ppm (V/V)

occurring in 1. 28 hours.
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The formula provides a unique solution at each fixed constant leak rate
;,n terms of concentration, distance, and time.

(U) Table II lists the values obtained by computer solution of this
equation.

(U) Under the assumed conditions, evaluation of the toxic hazard for
close emergency work requires comparison of the acceptable Emergency
Exposure Limits (EEL's) with the values of concentration, distance, and
elapsed leak time calculated from the diffusion model equation.

Table II

F 2 CONCENTRATION AS A FUNCTION OF DISTANCE WITH TIME OF
DIFFUSION MIXING WITH AIR (U)

(Based on Diffusion Model-Isotropic Conditions)

Concentration Leak Rate Distance Time

(ppm F 2 ) (SCIM) (Inches) (Hours)

1.0 10"2 133.65 41.04

10-4 28.79 1.90

10-5 13.36 0.41

I0 6 6.20 0.08

2.0 10- 2 94. 50 20.52

10.4 20.36 0.95

10-5 9.45 0.20

10 4.38 0.04

3.0 10 77. 16 13.68

10 16.62 O 63

10- 7.71 0.13

10"6 3.58 0.02
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(U) Recalling the EEL's recommended for fluorine by NAS-NRC (3 ppm
for 10 min, 2 ppm for 30 min, and I ppm for 60 min), a more or less
objective comparison can be made. Thus, it appears that total elapsed
leak times ranging from 0. 6 hours to approximately 8 hours would not
result in concentrations much above I to 3 ppm at approximately normal
working distance (30 cm), when the leak rates are in the range of 10-4
or I0-5 scim.

(U) The worst-case isotropic conditions used to develop the argument
for selection of a reasonable leak criteria would almost never occur in
practice. Range safety would not permit operations to proceed without
a minimum wind velocity and the proper wind shift and vertical
temperature-lapse conditions predicted for assuring maximum safety.

(U) As long as personnel avoid the downwind side of the leak and are
cognizant of the safety rules, the hazard risk resulting from leaks on
the order of 10-4 scim will be low. In any event, safety clothing and
breathing gear will be required if downwind ,,.rk is necessary for
longer than a few minutes.
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5. SEAL AND SEAT DESIGN

a. Seal Analysis and Design

(1) Mode of Interface Defo.-mation

(U) The compatibility requirement eliminates plastics and
elastomers from consideration as the primary seal material.
Since metals must be used, the two surfaces to be forced
together to form a seal may be either of the following:

(a) Superfinished to produce an elastically deformed sealing
interface.

(b) Machine finished to a good surface and plastically deformed
to produce a sealing interface.

(U) The corfiguration for Case 1 is one of two flat mating sur-
faces as shown in Figure 16a. When pressed together, suffi-
cient force must be applied to elastically deform the Deaks of
roughness and waviness asperities so that leakage through any
gaps and voids which remain is reduced to an allowable value.
The low viscosity of the oxidizer vapor and helium leak-test
medium to be used in the quick disconnect requires "hat remain-
ing voids and gaps be extremely small, but, due to the nonhomo-
geneous nature of metals at the microscopic level, such gaps
cannot be completely eliminated.

(U) The configuration for Case 2 is a hard, wedge-shaped sur-
face biting into a soft gasket as shown in Figure 16b. When
firbZ contact is made, a high stress concentration develops at
the contact points, and plastic d2formation results. An increase
in load causes plastic shear flow within the soft gasket, and the
surface contact area around the circumference of the seal
ircreases directly as the applieU' load. This bulk shear flow of
the softer material results in close conformation of the mating
surfaces whenever contact has been made. As ir Case 1, how-
ever, even the softer metals are not homogeneous, and leakage
still results after the apparent contact area forms a complete
line of contact at the sealing interface. Further application of
load increases the width of contact, decreasing the probability
o; interconnecting voids and thus decreasing leakage.

(U) An analytic comparison of these two approaches shows
leakage characteristics for various applied loads. The model
for this analysis iL shown in Figure 17, ana the leakage equa-
tion is the same for both cases:

D 2 1 06( (Pi + Po) .
Leakage laPoL h Dh (3)
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where:

Q leakage rate (in. 3/sec at STP)

D n-. n diameter of el; L = widLh -), seal
FU

Pi intei. -L pr ;sure psia 53.7

Po external. pressure psia 14.7

ji =viscosity of leaking medium

He = 2.8 x 10-9 lb-sec
in. f

E correction factor, 0.9 for a single gas

X molecular mean free path, 13 x 10-6 in.

h3 conductance parameter, in.3

(U) The conductance parameter is a measure of the effective
separation distance -,f two sealing surfaces.

(a) Determination of Leakage for Case I

(U) Material properties for the two surfaces are assumed
to be similar to 17-4 PH steel, and seal width (L) is
assumed to be 0. 006 in.

(U) The empirical data developed in Reference 5 are used
to determine the conductance parameter. A modified stress
ratio is defined as:

z

Stress Ratio A (4)

where:

F applied load lb/in.
2

A A - apparent contact area = 0.006 in. /in.

m =Meyer stress for the material = 238, 000 psim

n' Meyer index for !he material -- 2. 2

then: Stress Ratio = 0.0007 (F) 0 . 9 1
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(U) U, -ing th,,-, definitilo of modified stress rat' I
Figure 2-47 of tkefcfrnce 5 "DeSign Ctiteria for Lapped and
Polished Surfaces,'? is replolted for the range of loads of
interest in i.X- QD coupling primary seal an~d appears as
Figure 18 of this report.

(U" The leakage Equation I is used, together with the con-
ductance parameter from Figure 18, to express ieakage
versus ipplie-I sealing load; rcsults are plotted in
Figure 19,

(b) Determination of Leakage for Case 2

(U) Material for the soft (gasket) Surface is assamed to be
similar to liO-0 aluminum. Material for the wedge is
assumed to be as hard or harder than 1141 steel.

(U) As sealing load is applied, piastic deformation of the
gasket -.•'s-s the apparent conta.ct area to increase. If
the surface - were perfect, ltakage would approach zero at
loay soaling load. in the actual case,. however, the load
m'.st be inci rased until the wedge cuts deep enough into
i..e soft metal to close all gaps caused by waviness and
roughness asperities.

(U) Tests ]--a- b-e- ro-dctsd at Illinois institute of Tech-
nology (Reference 5) which indicate load versus contact
area relationships. The load versus leakage te-sts con-
ducted and reported by tbe same source are so similar to
the Case 2 model that the results can be used directly and
are repeated here as Figure 20. Conditions for the load-
leakage test were:

Pi - PD = 39 PSI

Test medium = helium

Surface finish -- both surfaces were
lathe turned wich 0.003-in. spiral ridge

a- - - Meyer Stre wedge = 308, 000 psi

a7 -- Meyer St-'. ., gasket= 49,000 psi. n

Comparison of Figures ;', o d 20 shows that with an
applied load of 200 lb/in. , the des&ired leakage rate of less
than 10-4 SCIM can be obtained by plastic deformation of
the interface (Case 2) or by elast-c deformation with a stir-
face firi,i iual to or better than I P in. (Case 1).
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(U) The superfinished surfaces of Case 1 have several dis-
advantages. They are difficult and expensive to fabricate,
vulnerable to handling damage curing transport and assem-
bly, and susceptible to surface damage by corrosion. Fur-
ther, the macroscopic geometry of the sealing surfaces
must be held to extremely close tolerances, flatness,
parallelism, etc. and warpage of sealing surfaces must
be prevented.

(U) Correspondingly, the wedge shaped surfaces of Case 2
are not as easily damaged as the superfinished surfaces
since the actual sealing surface is generated by shear flow
of the softer material during coupling.

(2) Interface Geometry

(U) The two basic choices available are flat mating surfaces
and wedge-shaped surface mating against a flat surface. These
are both axial seals as shown in Figure 21. A third choice,
the radial sealing method used in the AF-RPL "bobbin seal"
would be simple and effective, but may jeopardize a clean sepa-
ration. Plastic strain of the seal material at the radial inter-
face (Figure 21) does not relax when axial loads are removed
and a separation force must be applied to shear the deformed
seal material.

(U) Flat surfaces (Figure 16a) require that a superfinish be
manufactured on both halves of the seal and that these surfaces
be maintained through assembly, handling, and installation of
the connector.

(U) The wedge mating against a flat surface (Figure 16b) pro-
vides the required concentration of stress to deform the rough-
ness of a standard machined surface with minimum loads. It
is essential however, that the s4t surface be protected from
handling damage until ready for use. It may have to be
replaced before each recoupling. When these conditions are
met, the wedge and deformable surface concept appears to meet
all the requirements for quick-disconnect coupling seal,
although other concepts may be equally appropriate.

(3) Structural Configuration

(U) If the required sealing interface loads can be applied and
maintained as the loading and temperature environments vary,
the structural configuratior r this application is relatively
unimportant. Oxidizer tra er will be at low pressures, which
eliminates any advantage of pressure activated seals whose
structural shape is most significant at pressure in excess of
2,000 psi.
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(U) During final design of thr- coupling seal, analysis of seal
shape will be required to relate the deformation of the seal
structure to the load acting at th interface. For the case of a
plastically deformed gasket, this ihicludes determination of
load vcrsus deflection and optimum gasket thickness.

(U) Several commercialiy available seals which provide the
type of deformation necessary for sealing flat mating surfaces
(Case 1) are shown in Figure 22. The surface finish on these
commercial seals is approximately 5 [ in., and further surface
finishing of the seals, if practical, would be necessary to pro-
vide the desired load-leakage characteristics. Figure 22d
shows a soft metal gasket plastically deformed between hard
metal wedges for sealing (Case 2).

(4) Material Properties

(U) All components of the primary seal must be compatible
with dynamic liquid oxidizer. To ensure the desized plastic
flow characteristics, it may be necessary to select a material
such as aluminum for the soft gasket. Aluminum, however,
has a moderate corrosion rate with hydrogen fluoride. Thus,
extreme caution must be taken to preclude the induction of
moisture through the sealing interface during periods subse-
quent to passivation or oxidizec flow.

(5) Hysteresis

(U) When two surfaces are pressed together under load as a
seal, a given leakage may result. When the load is released,
little change in leakage rat. is noticed until the load is suffi-
ciently relaxed, whereupon a significant increase in leakage
occurs. This lag in leakage increase as load decreases
(hysteresis) is necessary to assure good seal performance
"when thermal gradients or dynamic structural stresses cause
seal load relaxation. The maximum allowable load relaxation
(without significant increase in leakage) depends on the maxi.-
mum applied stress. Figure 23, taken from Reference 5,
shows that a 50 percent reduction in the ioads for the previ-
ously examined Case 2 can be effected with less than 50 percent
increase in leakage. It is also noted from the same reference
that if the surfaces are disjoined and rejoined in exactly the
same position, full plasticity and, thus, good sealing will
result if the sealing load is increased five percent over the
original load.

(6) Handling Damage

(U) A seal design may be clearly optimum for the ideal condi-
tions present in a laboratory. A good seal design, however,
must perform satisfactorily after being handled and assembled
by experienced technicians.
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(U) If the surface hardness, is at least DPH = 400 (diamond point
hardnesq), a 220-lb load on the Vickers diamond will cause an
impression approximately 0. 004-in. deep and 0.020-in. wide.
It is unlikely that a greater load would be applied or that a
harder, sharper instrument would be used in damaging the sur-
face. Damage resulting from careless handling procedures may
take the form of a notch in the wedge of shape similar to that of
the Vickers diamond impression. By using this as the model
for leakage of a damaged surface, the hydraulic radius (ratio of
flow area to the wetted perimeter) resulting from z *iotch
0. 020-in. wide and 0. 004-in. deep is 0.001 in.

(U) For the case of a liquid fluorine seal, the damaged area
may allow gaseous leakage if sufficient heat is available to
vaporize the liquid as it flows through the leak path or, if the
coupling body is prechilled, liquid leakage may result. In
either cases gas or liquid temperature is assumed to be 150°R,
and internal pressure 100 psia.

(U) Gaseous fluorine flow through an orifice, assuming choked
flow, i s:

1# CAP L y(5)

where:

W = gaseous flow rate lb/min.
g

A = (0. 001)2 T in. 2
P. = internal pressure = 100 psia

R = 190 in. /OR (for fluorine)

T. = 150°R1

g = gravitation conversion factor

1. 39 x 106 in./min. 2

y = ratio of specific heats for fluorine =1.4

C - nozzle discharge coefficient 0.95

then:

W - 0.0087 lb/min.

g
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(U) Liquid flow through the same orifice, assuming turbulent
flow conditions, is:

W = WCA (- 16)

where:

w = LF 2 density = 0.054 lb/in.3

AP = 85.3 psi

then:

WL = 0.00285 lb/min.

(U) The density of fluorine.gas at ambient conditions is
5.62 x 10-5 lb/in. 3 so that the liquid leak corresponds to
50.8 standard cubic inches per minute (SCIM) and the gas leak
corresponds to 15.7 SCIM. The plastic deformation of the
soft metal gasket by a 600 wedge as shown in Figure 24 will
tend to reduce the size of leak path caused by handling damage
so these leakage estimates are somewhat larger than would be
experienced in the real case.

(U) It should be mentioned at this point that fabrication of a
circular wedge surface with the apex in a flat plane is difficult.
Test surfaces of Reference 5 typically varied 0. 002 in. from
the flat plane. Closer control of manufacturing methods will
result in a probable tolerance of ±250 itin. from a flat plane.
The variation of the wedge surface, local roughness, variation
of thickness of the deformable gasket, and handling damage to
either surface can reduce the penetration of the wedge and result
in excessive leakage. For this reason, it is recommended that
a redundant wedge be used to eliminate the possibility of
leakage caused by the ioted local surface imperfections.

(U) Special handling is required for soft metal gaskets.
Becaxie clean replacement parts must be available, only a
small additional cost will be incurred to-provide an individual
rigid container for each gasket. If the container remains
unopened until just before installation, a clean, undamaged
gasket will be assured.
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(7) Seal Housing D -formation

IU) In addition t, the structural forces applied by the missile
and AGE to the connector, the variable thermal environment
must be considered. The major effects of the thermal environ-
ment on the connector are as follows:

(a) Reduction in contact stress at the seal as a result of creep
or relaxation of the attachment mechanism.

(b) Differential thermal expansion resulting from differences
in material of the seal and housing assembly and from
temperature gradients during initiation of flow of cryo-
genic fluids.

(U) In general, the connector mechanism must be designed to
provide the required sealing loads to the seal interface at all
times. The mechanical and thermal effects on the final housing
design should be evaluated to assure that thermal deformations
acting in conjunction with mechanically induced loads will not
cause relaxation of the sealing loads b-,fond the 50 percent
allowed by hysteresis of the seal mate -ial.

(8) Primary Seal Failure

(U) After the coupling is connected and sealing load has been
apptied to the seal interface, a leak check must be accom-
plished. Helium or nitrogen can be introduced to the volume
between the vehicle and AGE shutoff valves and system pres-
sure applied. The coupling will probably not be separated
again until propellants have been loaded and the vehicle is com-
mitted to lift off the launch support structure. If leakage should
develop during the interim, the possibl- causes are as follows:

(a) Relaxation of the sealing load.

(b) Corrosion of the -, r;rface.

(c) Relative motion between the sealing surfaces.

(d) Structural failure of the seal material.

(9) Structural Failure

(U) Structural failure of the seal material is not probable if an
adequate quality control procedure has been followed in selec-
tion of the material and during the manufacture of the coupling.

(10) Relative Motion

(U) If the two opposing surfaces which sandwich the gasket are
allowes to move laterally with respect to each other, the
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possibility of breaking the seal exists. Either the gasket mate-
rial will deform or sliding will occur at the interface. If sliding
occurs, the microscopic contact is lost, probably opening a leak
path. Transverse structural loads should not be carried by the
seal if the coupling is properly designed, but differential ther-
mal expansion resulting from dissimilar materials, gasket
shape, or severe temperature grad;-ntc could cause reLative
motion. When the thermal gradient disappears, the seal may
return to a different condition of stress equilibrium, with loads
sufficiently reduced to cause increased leakage.

(U) Dynamic relaxation of stress,. caused by superposition of
an alternating stress on a highly stressed region, ccui'Le siag-

nificant if vibration and/or shock conditions are encountered
during propellant transfer and valve shutoff. Leakage then
results, as previously discussed, when sealing loads are
reduced and surface contact is lost.

(U) Because of the unknowns involved in the dynamic and ther-
mal stress relaxation cases, it is recommended that a closed
cavity external to the primary coupling seal be designed into
the coupling irom which a continuous or at least periodic sample
can be taken to verify that there is no seal leakage before and
during propellant transfer. This cavity can be continuously
evacuated or purged and the vent gas disposed of safely in the
event of leakage. If the vent gas is monitored, any fluorine
leakage which might develop can be detected in time to avert a
failure. A design concept is shown in Figure 24-

(11) Summary

(a) The primary seal must be made of metal because it is
exposed to liquid propellant flow.

(b) The primary seal must be designed for a leak rate less than
10- cc/sec when tested with ambient gaseous helium at the
expected system pressure. This value satisfies the "no-
leak" specification of the Preliminary MANSAT Oxidizer
QD Requirements.

(c) btudy of surface finish and load required to form a seal
indicates that plastic deformation of one surface is the
best method of sealing for this application.

(d) For the 100 to 500 lb per in. range of loads available for
this application, a hard wedge acting on a soft aluminum
surface provides an excellent seal.

(e) The circular wedges must be made of the hardest )mpat-
ible material available. Hard materials will mini i;ze
mechanical handling damage.
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(f) The possibility of liquid leakage will be reduced by the use

of a redundant wedge.

b. Seat Analysis and Design

(U) During the initial QD evaluation study, design and analysis were
carried out to determine the capabilities of a poppet check valve,
designed as an integral part of the QID vehicle half. Several con-
cepts for the valve design were evolved and evaluated. One concept
utilized spherical poppets and seats for the valve and another uti-
lized spherical poppets and seats for the valve and another utilized
flat poppets and seating surfaces. Conical mating surfaces for the
valve were considered, but the conical concept was eliminated early
becauz.c il. apF .• , to be more vulnerable to the buildup of adverse
tolerances during fabrication than either the flat or spherical con-
figuration. Figure 25 is a concept of a 2-in. quick disconnect show-
ing probable arrangement and size of poppet and seat.

(1) Leakage Analysis

(U) The following paragraphs discuss a preliminary analysis
to estimate the leakage of a flat seat made from Inconel X with
yield strength (y) in the range of 95,000 to 110,000 psi. In this
analysis, surfaces of the poppet and seat are considered to be
flat within 6ji in. and smooth within 1•I in. peak to valley (PTV).
Waviness is considered to be surface variations with a wave
length greater than 0. 035 in. Also, the poppet must be angu-
larly unrestricted so the surfaces will be parallel when closing.
Case 2 is a baseline with the above restrictions; Case ! and
Case 3 will show the effect of changing surface finish variables.

(U) The Reference 6 method will be used to predict leakage
which requires use of the surface finish variable E , a measure
of the average asperity slope as well as h, the effective asper-
ity height. Because slope is difficult to measure diredtly, this
may be represented by:

2h (7)
6 peak-to-peak wave length
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(U) The equation for leakag- estimation is:

3

4. 71 Ds(P 2 z 2 2h3) 1}32

2

+ 1.42 1  P 2 ) 5 j sFR3(362S20)/3

(8)

where:

Ds = seat mean diameter = 2. Z5 in.

P 1 = internal pressure = 64.7 psia (max.)

P 2 = external pressure = 14.7 psia (max.)

I = seat land width = 0. 006 in.

S= fluid viscosity = 4.72 x 10-11 I b-m in.

in.2

(for helium)

R = gas constant = 4632 lb. mi.

(for helium)

T = absoiute temperature = 540°R

=' elastic constant Z(I - v2 ),'E = 5.87 x 10-8

in. /Ib (for Monel)
P

S apparent contact stress- -•D

h = PTV roughness of one surface

h' = PTV waviness of one surface

*= average asperity slope (roughness)
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average asperity slope (waviness)

I - width of seal contact

(U) Because minimum weight a.d complexity for the QD vehicle
half is a design goal, the spring force required for scalinc, must
be k2pt tc z. miniznum. A"or the 2-in. ,vulirng uf Figure i3,
the range of available load from a simple spring is from 100 to
600 lb, resulting in an apparent sealing -,-ress of 2, 500 to
14, 000 psi. Listed in Table III and plotted in Figure 26 are the
calculated values for helium leakage x ersus apparent contact
stress for the following surface conditions:

Case 1 -- Roughness h = .i in AA = 3j± in PTV

S/40 = 1/229 radians

Waviaess l' = 2-1 /24L in PTV

4' 1.43 x 10-4 radians

Case 2 -- Roughness h 1/3p in AA =: lin PTV

1/40 = 11/2-19 radians

Waviness h' 12P in PTV

6.86 x 10-4 radians

Case 3 -- Roughness h 4p in AA = 1.u .n PTV

I 1/Z0 = 1/115 radians

Waviness h= 24ja in PTV

0' 13.72 x 10-4 radians

(U) The analysis indicates that a well designed cK" _t valve
with a good poppet and seat surface finish, represented by
Case 3, will result iu Ir xage of approximately I SCIM . The
best known (Reference o) surface finish, represented by Case 2,

will result in a leakage rate of 10-2 to 10-3 SCIM. From the
standpoint of controlling the excessive loss of liquid propellants,
any of the cases investi-ated wouid be more than adequate.
Should this type of valve ne required to seal the oxidizer from
ara3 inhabited by personnel, the capability of a poppet check
valve is questionable, and a different valving approach is
presently indicated.
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(2) Poppet Configuration

(U) A spherical poppet acting on a narrow seat as shown in
Figure 25 has several advantages over a flat seat, as follows:

(a) The spherical poppet provides a smoother flow path for
the flowing fluid.

(b) The valve seat can be machined as an integral part of the
valve housing.

(c) The valve seat will be easier to refurbish if it should be
damaged by pits or scratches.

(d) Because of its geometry, a spherical poppet has a groater
seating force than a flat poppet.

(U) The disadvantages of the spherical concept are as follows:

(a) Spherical surfaces are generally more difficult and costly
to produce than flat surfaces.

(b) Measurement of roughness and waviness on a spherical
su: lace is more difficult than on a fiat surface.

(U) The spherical seat may be formed by lapping with a tool of
diameter identical to the poppet or by coining with an extremel-,
smooth hardened tool of poppet diameter.

(U) Lapping surfaces to the required degree of smoothness
requires special care on the part of the machinist. The tool
must be constantly checked and compared against a master for
wear and expansion resulting from the heat of lapping.

(U) The manufacture of precision surfaces by coining requires
the fabrication of a hardened steel tool with a surface better
than the desired seat surface. Experimental evidence described
by Archard (Reference 7) indicates that metal surfaces pressed
fiat by a carefully polished hardened steel anvil assume a sur-
face contour similar to the anvil. It was shown by electron
microscopic examination that the resultinb, slopes of the asperi-
ties were in all cases less than 1-1/20 and were completely
elastic in that the asperities could be prt-ssed just fiat without
plastic flow. Having confidence from these results that coining
will produce a satisfactory seat, the required coining load can
be determined. To produce a 2.25-in. diam seat of 0.006-in.
width at an included angle of 600 (assuming full plastic flow of
the seat material at an apparent stress level of
37 300,000 psi),

P = 0.006 (7.07) (300,000) sin 30' - 12,700 lb

-.
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(U) Contact is made at an angle to the direction of closing
motion so that the interface load is increased over that of a flat
poppet.

(U) The closing load q is resisted by a force q' (which is
normal to the spherical surface) and a friction force, F (see
Figure 27b).

q1 Z"- Fcoso
sin 0

F = fq' (9)

q1= q~T~~ssine +fcosb

If 8 300 and a coefficient of friction (f) of 0. 39 is assumed,
then q' = 1.2 q.

(U) In tis case, the sealing load for a spherical poppet is
1. 2 times the sealing load for a flat poppet for the same
applied axial load. As noted from the above equation, the
coefficient of friction between the closing surfaces influences
the applied force, and, from Reference 8, the coefficient of
friction has been observed to change because of the formation
of a fluoride film after exposure to the oxidizer. Further info:.-
mation is required concerning the tenacity and toughness of the
flouride film during closing of the valve for both spherical and
flat poppets.

(U) Douglas has concluded that the spherical seat design con-
cept is best for this particular application.

*|
*t
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6. SUMMARY OF MATERIALS COMPATIBILITY

(U) Fluorine reacts spontaneously with many materials at room tem-
perature and, under suitable conditions, with virtually every material.
No organic material is completely resistant to fluorine except carbon
tetrafluoride, which is the stable end product of the reaction between
fluorine and carbon. Fluorine also reacts with most inorganic mate-
rials, except the light inert gases and metal fluorides in their highest
valence states. The reaction with most metals is comparatively slow
at room and lower temperatu.-es but vigorous at elevated temperatures
(Reference 9). Insofar as compatibility with materials is concerned,
the oxidizers may be divided into two groups, cryogenics (liquid fluorine,
LF2, and FLOX) and storables (chlorine trifluoride, or CTF, and
Compound A). In general, materials which are compatible with F 2 are
compatible with FLOX, and materials which are compatible with CTF
are compatible with Compound A. The metals most resistant to LF 2
are nickel, Monel, low-silicon stainless steel, aluminum, copper, and
magnesium (see Appendix III for some tabulated test results). Wrought
Monel is one of the most satisfactory materials for use with LF2. In
addition to resisting LF 2 , Monel also resists attack by hydrogen
fluoride (HF) which is a common coijtaminant in LF 2 . The corrosion
resistance of metals is appa.'ently based on the formation of fluoride
films which protect the metal from further attack. However, permea-
bility of the metal is one of the controlling factors in corrosion rate,
and the fluoride coating varies with the material. The least reactive,
or the most resistant metals, are the least dependent on the fluoride
film.

(U) Based on information gathered and published by the Defense Metals
Information Center (Reference 10) metals which should not be used in
LF 2 service include low-carbon steel, cast iron, cast Monel, lead,
molybdenum, tantalum. titanium, columbium, and zirconium. Almost
all of the nonmetals react rapidly with LF 2 and cannot be used.

(U) Teflon is sufficiently inert for limited use. Its use must be limited
to static environments, and extreme precautions must be taken to ensure
that the material is free from contamination. Other nonmetallic mate-
rials such as synthetic sapphire, Norbide, and Kentanium reportedly
react very slowly in F 2 and may be suitable for certain applications.

(U) The common structural metals most resistant to CTF and Corn-
pound A. roughly in the order of decreasing resistance, are nickel,
Hastelloy C, Mnnel, copper, Inconel, aluminum, 300 series stainless
steels, low-carbon steel, and magnesium. Teflon and Kel-F can be
used under limited and controlled service conditions. They should
never be used in service with these oxidizers when subjected to heat,
shock, or flow conditions.

(U) Metals known to be unsuitable for use with CTF and Compound A
include titanium, columbiurn, molybdenum, uranium, zirconium,
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lithium, vanadium, niobium, tungsten, mercury, boron, silicon, arse-
nic, and antimony. Almost all of the organic compounds react with
these oxidimers. Carbon and graphite with plactic binders are also
incompatible.

(U) With fluorine, the key to using compatible materials has not been
so much the choice of metals as the cleaulineas. Most erratic behavior
and ignition of metals has resulted from contamination. Most metals
show little or no signs of corrosion following prolonged exposure to
contaminant-free LF 2 . However, most metals are attacked severely
by HF, particularly in the presence of free moisture (Reference 11).
By choosing basically compatible materials, corrosion problems
involved in handling any of the fluorine oxidizers will be relatively insig-
nificant if HF can be excluded from the system and the oxidizer kept in
a high state of purity.

(U) NASA has conducted tests with streams of LF2 impinging on mate-
rial samples at flow velocities up to 400 pfs and pressures up to
1, 500 psig. No measurable physical attack occurred with nickel, stain-
less steel, aluminum, or brass specimens. The results of the tests
showed that turbulence, fluid friction, and impact effects resulting from
high-pressure, high-velocity LF 2 flow through clean tubing or past
irregularly shaped or sharp-edged objects will not initiate system fail-
ures (Reference 11).

7. MANUFACTURING AN-- T-rPECTION TECHNIQUES

(U) The primary components of the QD coupling will be made from
metal by machining processes. These parts include the bodies for the
two coupling halves, the interface seal, the latching mechanism, and
the release mechanism. For a 2-in. diameter coupling, the bodies will
probably be machined from bar stock. Other possibilities are to start
with a forging billet or a casting. For the limited quantities which will
be required for development hardware, it is not economically justi-
fiable to make the tooling for forgings. The use of castings presents
other problems which have not been sufficiently investigated to warrant
their use. These problems include contaminant inclusions and difficul-
ties in welding.

(U) The most critical machined areas are the sealing surfaces. They
• must be relatively flat smooth, and free of imperfections such as nicks

and scratches. Two concepts for metal-to-metal seals were considered.
In one concept, the interface seal is iormed by mating two hard metal
surfaces with extremely fine surface finishes. In this case, the sealing
forces cause stresses at the sealing surtaces less than the yield strength
of the materials. Sealing i6 effected by closing the gaps between the two
mating surfaces by e1astic deformation of the materials until a contin-
uous ring of contacting area is achieved. In the second concept, a soft
metal seal ring is sandwiched between two hard metal surfaces. The
hard surfaces are designed so that their area of contact with the soft
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seal ring is initially very small (sharp corners or knife edge# may be
used). The sealing force must be sufficiently high to cause plastic
deformation of the seal ring, thereby permitting all of the gaps between
the sealing surfaces to be closed.

(U) The machining is much more critical for the hard-to-hard (elastic
deformation) metal seal approach. The amplitude of waviness of the
mating surfaces must not exceed a few microinches and a surface rough-

ness in the order of I, in. or less is necessary if a reasonably low
leakage rate is to be achieved. The usual methods for achieving these
near-perfect surfaces is to use a lapping technique. The production of
surfaces to this degree of flatness and smoothness requires special
care and skill on the part of the machinist.

(U) 71at aurfacec a:c the easiest and least expensive to lap because
they may be produced on a flat lapping table, whereas for contoured
surfaces such as spherical or conical surfaces, a contoured lap of the
same size and shape as the finished surface must be made. One of the
principal problems in lapping of flat surfaces is the tendency of the
edges of the surfaces to round off as a result of the particles in the lap-
ping compound piling up in front of the surface being lapped as it is
moved over the lapping table.

(U) Additional problems are encountered in protecting the. surface from
damage after it has been machined. It must be handled carefully to
keep it from being damaged by contact with hard obj.ects iuch as tools,
work tables, and inspection instruments. When the two sealing sur-
faces are being mated, they must be aligned before contacting each
other and must not be permitted to slide with respect to each other
because the sliding motion can cause scratches or galling which could
prevent a satisfactory seal.

(U) The matching of the components for the soft metal seal is much less
critical. Since the sealing loads cause the harder mating componenzs
to cut into the soft seal, a surface finish of 125 arithmetical average
(AA) L in. is adequate for the soft part. It is not permissible to have
pits or scratches in the surface which are deeper than the specified
maximum surface roughness. It is desirable to have the surface pro-
duced by a turning operation so that the machining grooves form a
circular lay and there will bea minimurn number of these grooves cross-
ing the sealing area. The sharp corners or knife edges on the hard
components must be free of nicks and the amplitude of waviness of these
sealing edges measured in the direction parallel to the axis of the cou-
pling should not exceed 2501 in. peak-to-valley. The roughness of the
intersecting surfaces which form the sealing edgcs should not exceed
32AAp in.

(U) Although the soft metal seal version does not have as stringent
requirements for surface finishes as the hard seal version., it is also
vulnerable to damage from careless handling and must be given the
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same considerations during handling and mating of the coupling as noted
above for the hard seal version.

(U) It is expected that normal tolerances and surface finish require-
ments will apply to the remainder of the-machining operations on the
coupling and it will be capable of being produced in any machine shop
with standard milling and turning machine shop with standard miling
and turning machines.

(U) Inspection methods for surfaces finished to the tolerances specified
above for the hard metal seal coupling must be limited to optical methods
of measuring flatness and smoothness. The use of inspection equipment
such as a Profilometer or a Proficorder which utilize a stylus to trace
over the surface for measuring roughness are not permissible because
the stylus may cut a groove deeper than the surface irregularities being
measured and thereby create a leak path. The optical inspection devices
which are useful in measuring the quality of a surface finish are the
optical flat and the interference microscope. Both of these devices
make use of the phenomenon of optical interference.

(U) Besides machining, the manufacturing processes which may be
applicable to the QD are welding and brazing. Since it is desirable to
control the leakage of the toxic fluorine related oxidizers to a minimum
the transfer systems should contain a minimum number of mechanical
joints. Welding or brazing should be used wherever possible for joining
components. Typical applications for welding include joining the body
of the coupling to the vehicle fill line, joining the body of the coupling to
the AGE umbilical fill line, adding bosses to the body for attachment of
drain and purge lines, and additio-- oi extenai flanges and lugs to the
body for mounting to the vehicle or for attachment of the iatch mecha-
nism. Weld joints should be carefully designed so that after welding
there will be no cavities or crevices formed by layers of metal exposed
to the oxidizer. Weld joints should be butt joints rather than lap joints.

(U) The following procedures for welding a pipe joint for a fluorine
system is recommended in Reference 11 and is applicable for any wvld-
ing required on the QD.

(U) Pipe ends to be welded should be beveled suitable for full-penetration
V-notch butt welding. Sleeve joint should be avoided unless the overlap
joint can be brazed or isolated by welding. Welding should be performed
by a qualified welder using a shielded arc (heliarc) with an inert gas
backup so that the inside of the pipe is iiot contaminated by slag or other
contaminants which cannot be cleaned off by normal cleaning procedures.
The weld shotld be protected by purging with argon or helium gas
before welding is started. The purge may be reduced during welding to
prevent blowout of the weld. Gas protective devices should be in place
during all of the welding process. An appropriate filler ring should be
used on the first pass. The remaining passes may be metal-arced to
minimize distortion and carbon precipitation in susceptible alloys and
to in&.rease welding speed. The weld penetration or depth ol fusion must
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be to the bottom of the vee groove (excess penetration of a bead 1/16-in.
high on the inside of the pipe is acceptable if the bead in smooth and well
rounded.

(U) There must be no cracks, crater defects, pinholes, or slag. After
the first pass, the welder should inspect the weld carefully for defects.
Craters, cracks, and rough It npy spots must be ground or chipped out
before continuing the weld.

(U) The arc should not be broken at the centerline of the weld. The
welding rate should be accelerated until the weld pool becomes small,
then the arc should be moved off to the side of the groove before being
broken. The bead, where broken, should have a tapered end. It is
recommended that the work be turned to allow downhand welding wher-
ever possible.

(U) Welded joints should be stress-relieved, if necessary by heat treat-
ing. Welded seams and connections used in fluorine/FLOX installations
require X-ray inspection of all welde I joints. Welds with poor penetra-
tion, flux or slag inclusions, pockets, bubbles, or surface flaking can-
not be permitted. Welded connections must be cleaned and passivated
before being placed in fluorine service.

(U) There are few comments to be found in the published literature con-
cerning experience with brazing in fluorine systems. Gold-nickel and
copper brazing alloys should be compatible with fluorine; however, it is
expected that silver brazing would not be compatible. Douglas expe-
rience indicates that some silver braze alloya are rapidly attacked by
fluorine as well as by a dilute nitric acid solution which is sometimes
used in the cleaning of components. Before using any brazing alloy in
a fluorine system, a brazed sample made from the actual metals to be
joined should be exposed to fluorine and hydrogen fluoride to establish
that the material actually is compatible. If brazing is used, the finished
joint must be thoroughly inspected to make certain that there are no
unfilled crevices remaining and that all traces of brazing flux have be-n
removed.

(U) All brazed joints should be X-rayed to ensure that no hidden cavities
or flux and slag inclusions are present. When defects in the brazed
joint are foun-'&, the component must be rejected.

8. CONTAMINATKIN

a Importance of Contain nation Control

(U) The imiportance of contaminatior. control on components or sys-
tems used for service with any of the four fluorine-related oxidizers
cannot be overemphasized. The princi:•a? areas of concern are
reaction of the contaminant wiJb the c idizer and system malfunction
as a result of the contamination. Because flunrine reacts, vigorously
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with most of the nonmetal materials, as well as with some of the
metals, the presence of these materials as contaminants could
initiate a reaction and cause a system overpressure or a burn-
through of the walls of the oxidizer system. Types of system mal-
functions which can be caused by particulate contamination are
plugging of orifices or other small passages and interference with
mechanical functions such as valve closing.

b. Types of Contamination

(U) For must iluid systems, the primary contaminants may be
grouped i-#-- the following three categories:

(1) Noncombustible contaminants (particulate matter such as metal
chips or sand)

(2) Combustible contaminants

(3) Water.

(U) These categories are not really suitable for application to
fluorine because water and many of the contaminants normally con-
sidered noncombustible are highly reactive with fluorine. Some of
the less reactive contaminants such as metal chips, particles oi
metal oxides and metal fluorides, and some forms of carbon parti-
cles may remain in the fluorine oxidizers as solid particles for a
sufficient time to cause a system malfunction.

(U) The most common forms of combustible contaminants are
organic materials such as preservatives, lubricants, paint, sol-
vents, lint, etc. , which may produce fire or an explcqion hazard.
Although a sufficient quantity of water would constitute a fire or
explosive hazard, it may also be detrimental when present in the
small quantities found in the atmosphere because its reaction with
fluorine produces hydrogen fluoride which promotes corrosion of
the metal components of the system. Also, in the case of the
cryogenic oxidizers, the water may build up as frost or ice on the
outside of the system and create an explosive hazard in the event of
an oxidizer leak.

c Sources of Contamination

(U) Sources of contamination of the hardware in a fluid system can
be divided into the following two groups:

(I) Internal contamination (contaminants initially in the system or
generated by the system).

(2) External contamination (includes airborne contaminants, con-
taminated fluids, and contaminants introduced by negligence in
handling or maintenance of the hardware)

. - -. . .
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(U) Considering a complete oxidizer transfer system which would
be required in conjunction with the subject OD coupling, internal
contamination may be present before the system is operated for the
first time. The sources of this type of contamination are from the
manufacturing, assembly, and installation operations, as well as
from contaminated storage ta s and test fluids. Some types of
contaminants resulting from n anufacturing operations may be hard
to dr •ct and remove. If abrasive grinding or lapping materials are
used, they may be left irnbedded in the surface of the metal com-
ponent. Also, if welds are made in areas which are inaccessible
for inspection and cleaning operations, they may contain slag and
scale which could cause trouble when the oxidizer is introduced
During assembly and installation, contamination may be introduced
by the mechanic in the form of oil or dirt particles from his hands,
as well as from his tools and work bench. Also, there is the pos-
sibility of a noncompatible lubricant being used to mate close fit-
ting parts. During functional testing, components .- ay be
contaminated from test fixtures used as sealing closures as well as
from a contaminated system supplying the test fluid.

(U) System-generated contaminants result from the wear and dete-
rioration of components through mechanical and chemical action.
Mechanically generated particles may result from the movement
of surfaces with respect to each other such as the opening and
closing of valves Particles resulting from chemical action may be
in the form of metal fluorides or oxides which have formed on the
metal surfaces and s•.bsequently become dislodged.

(U) External contamination may be a problem to both the interior
of the system and to the exterior of the hardware if external mecha-
nisms are used. The interior of the system may be exposed to
airborne contaminants, such as sand, dust, lint, and water, at any
time it is opened to mate the propellant transfer linc to Lhe vehicle,
to connect the propellant transport trailer to the vehicle loading
system, to connect the vent and purge system, and to replace com-
ponents. Contamination may enter an opened system from the use
of a temporary closure which is either contaminated or made of a
material which can leave a residual contaminant in the system when
the closure is removed. The fluids used in the system are also a
possible source of contamination. Any solid contaminantn in the
oxidizers would probably not be chemically reactive but could be a
source of trouble for the satisfactory operation of mechanical com-
ponents such as shutoffvalves. The gases used fo:- leak checking
and purging the system could carry contaminants such as water,
oil, or solids which are chemically reactive with the oxidizers into
the system. Contamir,'tion of the exterior of the hardware is of
concern in areas where it could lead to a system malfunction such
as failure of the disconnect latching mechanism to operate or failure
of a shutoff valve to operate. Of primary conicern in the case of
the cryogenic oxidizers is the exlusion of water which not only could
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cause a malfunction by the formation of ice around an operating
mechanism but also could become an explosive hazard if it becomes
contaminated with fluori -e.

d. Effects of Contaminants

(U) The principal problems caused by contaminants in a transfer
, system suitable for the four oxidizers under consideration are as

follows:

(1) Interfe-ence with moving mechanisms.

(Z) Damage to sealing surfaces.

(3) Chemical reactivity with oxidizers.

(4) Incompatibility with filters.

(U) The types of moving mechanisms that may be found in an oxi-
dizer transfer system include shutoff valves for the oxidizer and
purge systems tnd the latching and retraction mechanism for the
QD coupling. Close-fitting sliding surfaces are especially vulner-
able to jamming by solid particles, which wedge into the clear-
ances, thus incm, _,sing friction and, in extreme cases, causing
weldment of metai surfaces.

(U) Damage to sealing surfaces of shutoff valves or of the interface
seal in the QD coupling may be caused during assembly or instal-
lation by the presence of hard contaminant particles on the sealing
surfaces when they are brought together. The damage may be in
the form ,f scratches across the sealing areas or the particles may
becomes partially imbedded in one of the surfaces and thus hold the
sealing surfaces apart. For the shutoff valve, contaminant parti-
cles may damage the sealing surfaces by abrasion during flow of
the oxidizer. .>-iother possibility of damage to the sealing surfaces
is that, if a contaminant particle caught between two sealing sur-
faces reacts chemically with the oxidizer, a leakage path larger
than the initial particle size may be created as a result of a portion
of the seal being consumed during the reaction.

(U) The chief concern about chemical reaction of contaminants with
the oxidizers is that the reaction may have sufficient energy to
cause a rupture of the system. Other lesser effects are degrada-
tion of the oxidizer and possibl.e physiczl damage to some of the
internal components of the system.

(U) Use of filters in particular with liquid fluorine, has been
generally unsuccessful. The filter elements usually disappear after
very short periods of use. It is suspected that the entrapment of

contaminant particles in the filter may cause an acceleration of the
corrosive effects of the fluorine on the filter element.
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e. Contamination Considerations In Design (Adapted from
Reference 12)

(1) Design Criteria

(U) Contamination control approaches in the design of'compo-
nents and systems for the four noted oxidizers may be grouped
in the following categories:

(a) Reduce the sources of contaminants in systems and compo-
nents by selecting materials and mechanical designs that
will reduce the rate of wear, friction, and stress.

(b) Increase the tolerance of components to contamination by
using maximu.-n dimensional clearances compatible with
functional requirements.

(c) Protect components and systems from contaminants by
means of adequate filtration (when possible) sealed
modules, clean fluids, and clean environment during
assembly and installation.

(d) Provide accessibility for the inspection of systems and
components for the removal of contaminants by allowing
means of disassembly for cleaning, drainage, post-
assembly cleaning, and maintenance operations.

(e) Establish adequate levels of contamination control by
relating the cleanliness requirements to the actual needs
and nature of the system components.

(2) Component Design

(U) Use of the following in the design of components will aid in
contamination control and make the component less vulnerable
to malfunction as a result of minor amounta of contamination.

(a) The interior of all fluid components should be smooth (to
eliminate flaking) and continuous (to promote flushing
action during flow). Pockets, dead ends, crevices,
labyrinth areas, and cavities should be eliminated; they
collect dirt that may be difficult or impossible to remove by
cleaning operations.

(b) Although it is desirable to limit the number of joints to
minimize leakage, the design should permit disassembly
where necessary for inspection and cleaning ol hidden
areas.

(c) Avoid threaded joints in areas directly exposed to the
oxidizer.
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(d) Strong positioning and actuating forces should be used to
preclude jamming of mechanisms by particles.

(e) Feather edges and other delicate features susceptible to
cracking should be eliminated. Minimize the number of
abrading surfaces and friction points. Rubbing surfaces
should be carefully designed to prevent excessive wear.

(f) Delicate design features should be prctected and airborne
dirt should be kept away with protecti,. e caps or covers.

(g) The widest possible tolerances in orifices and clearances
should be provided. Design the components to operate with
a fluid contaminated witli the largest particles tolerable.

(h) Screw-type fasteners and other particle generating con-
nectors or devices should be minimized in locations where
the resulting particles are exposed to the oxidizer.

(i) Dynamic mechanisms with wearable surfaces should be put
through a breaking-in period to run-in the friction points
and abrading surfaces. The intended working fluid should
be used. After the operation, the component should be
disassembled, inspected for excessive wear, recleaned,and reassembled.

(3) Materials Section

(U) Wear and corrosion of components constitute large sources
of contamination; to reduce them, proper attention must be
given to the, process of materials selection and application. The
following guidelines are recommended:

(a) Select materials according to the following steps:

(1) Determine expected service conditions for the parts.

(2) List the materials resistant to corrosion by the
oxidizer, the external environment, and combinations
of both and also that fulfill the mechanical require-
ments of the parts.

(3) From the above data, narrow the number by picking
only those materials that have shown low wear in
similar applications.

(4) Follow up by actual testing.
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(b) Hoses and flexible connections in direct contact with the
oxidizer must be of compatible all-metal construction. For
the cryogenic oxidizers. the materials must retain good
impact strength characteristics at low temperatures. For
the purge system, it is permissible to use Teflon hose rein-
forced with stainless steel braid for the part of the system
that is isolated from the oxidizer by a shutoff valve, if a
filter is installed to catch any Teflon particles that flake
off and prevent them from being carried into the oxidizer
system during purging. Rubber hose should not be used
becOe it is difficult to clean, and filler materials can be
dislodged to contaminate the fluid.

(c) Aluminum castings shed large quantities of very fine par-
ticles in the 3 IL range. Aluminum alloys must be anodized
to prevent them from adding particles and corrosion
products to the fluid stream.

(d) Avoid the use of plating and other built-up surface finishes
in direct contact with the oxidizer unless testing under
simulated service cond" !ons has demonstrated that the
surface finish is completely compatible with the fluid and
will not flake or peel off. The possibility of galvanic or
catalytic reactions at the interface between coatings and
base materials is likely; it is here that much of the appar-
ent damage takes place.

(e) Do not use ceramics-unless they are compatible with the
oxidizer and have glazed nonporous surfaces.

(f) Soft and stringy packings are not to be used because they
are gradually deposited in the fluid stream.

(g) Development work will be required to obtain a filter suit-
able for use with lVquid fluorine. Some of the existing
filter designs may be suitable for the other three oxidizers.
Before utilizing any filter in the oxidizer system, it must
be thoroughly tested. Filter materials must be compatible
with the oxidizer, structurally adequate, corrosion and
temperature resistant, and not migrate downstream.

(h) Careful consideration of material, hardness, and finish will
reduce wear and particle generation. Surfaces that rub
against each other should be smooth and of different hard-
ness. A surface hardness of 60 RC is considered optimum
for minimum wear (Reference 12, Paragraph 10. 6. 2. Z).
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(4) Manufacturing Operations

(U) The following recommendations are aimed at curtailing the
generation of contaminants during marufactura of components:

(a) Use shrink fitting of mating partti in preference to press
fitting or threading to prevent shaving off metal splinters
that later contaminate the syste-..

(b) Avoid metal castings, because t.hey generally carry
inclusions and molding residu."s, svch as core sand. Use
forged or bar stock. If castings are used, the cast sur-
faces should be machined.

(c) Clean tools and molds duriag forming and drawing opera-
tions to avoid embedding hard contaminant particles.

(d) Deburr each part before forming operation, and degrease
it with ultrasonic cleaning ard vapor degreasing.

(e) Clean weld, braze, *.r solder joints to remove oxides. If

possible, machine the weld areas exposed to the fluid.

(f) Use butt joints rather thzn lap joints for welding to elimi-
nate areas .hat cannot be cleaned of contaminants.

(g) All functional surfaces should be finished to a level of
smoothness that will permit efficient operation without
generating contaminants.

(h) Oxides formed by heat treatment in an oxidizing atmos-
phere are a source of contamination. To prevent forma-
tion of oxides on surfaces to be exposed to the fluid, an
inert atmosphere should be used during heat treatment.
An alternative is to machine after heat treatment a.U sur-
faces that will be exposed to the fluid.

(i) Do net plate springs or other parts subject to high torsional
stress to avoid flaking the coating.

(j) Avoid cored passages in castings; drilled passages are
smoother and do not hold core molding materials.

(5) Component Testing

(U) To reduce possible contamination of the components during
functional checkout, the following procedures are recommended:

(a) Maintain close control over contamination level in all test
equipment. All fittings, fluids, and assemblies used to
test components must be as clean as, or cleaner than, the
component being tested.
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(b) Clean all test equipment connectors thoroughly before
making connections.

(c) Use dummy components to validate the cleanliness of the
test c.ircuaits.

(6) Cleaning and Packaging

(U) The following practices are recommended for the cleaning
and packaging of components:

(a) Clean components and parts immediately after machining
before oils set.

(b) Clean all surfaces and channels of filters thoroughly, using
a combination of ultrasonic cleaning and flushing.

(c) Clean parts with small passages carefully to remove
contaminants from these passages.

(d) Clean at the component level, even when components are
not contaminant-sensitive, to avoid contributing later to
the system contamination, which is harder to eradicate.

(e) After cleaning, package parts and components in heat-
sealed plastic bags, avoiding the use of preservatives and
coatings.

(f) Cleaned components should have all ports and connections
capped. Threaded male fittings should be capped with
anodized aluminum caps or with clean aluminum foU..
Female fittings should be plugged with the fittings used in
service and capped with aluminum caps or aluminum foil.
Avoid the use cf plastic and scat metals for cappings.
Other types of opening, such as flanged connectors or weld
connect points, should be capped with clan aluminum foil
secured by an adhesive tape.

(g) A practical and feasible level of filter element cleanliness
is that point when approximately the same amount of par-
ticles that could be removed by vibration and flow are
removed by process cleaning.

(7) As .embly and Installation

(t') contamination by foreign matter and airborne dust must be
co isrolled until the component is assembled into a system.
Re :omnrendations are as follows.:

f*1 Final assembly', cleaning, and inspection of components
must be done in a clean environment commensurate with
levels ot cleanliness required.
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(b) Thread compounds and lubricants are inccmpatible with
the oxidizers and must not be used.

9. CLEANLINESS REQUIREMENTS

a. Component Cleaning

(U) Because the fluorine related oxidizers are so highly reactive
with all the oranic compounds, such as oils, grease, and so on,
the cleaning procedures for the components and systems used to
handle these oxidizers must ensure that essentially all such reactive
materials are removed prior to exposure to the oxidizer. On the
basis of present experience with liquid fluorine systems, it must be
assumed that filters are not compatible with the oxidizer, and
therefore particles in the fluid large enough to cause a malfunction
of any of the system components must be excluded by exercising the
strictest control in the cleaning of components and maintaining of
system cleanliness.

(U) Each user of the fluorine oxidizers develops special cleaning
procedures for the oxidizer handling equipment. Cleaning methods
recommended by NASA, Rocketdyne, and Bell Aircraft are
presented in Reference 9. Douglas now uses a modified version of
the cleaning procedures developed over a number of years for
liquid oxygen components. Additional work in determining cleaning
requirements for fluorine hardware is currently being accomplished
by Douglas to fulfill the requirements of a NASA development
program for a liquid fluorine rocke-t feed system. The materials
and procedures presently used with complete success are as shown
in the foU.-wing example.
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A. Cleaning Materials

A. 1 Vapor Degreasing

Solvent used for vapor degreasing cleaning processes shall be per
0-T-634, Type 2, except the nonvolatile residue shall not be greater
than 0. 010 gr per 500 ml.

A. 2 Component Cleaner

A. 2. 1 Trichlorotrifluorethane

This solvent, when used in the final cleaning processes, shall be per
MSFC-SPEC-237. (U)

A. 2.2 Methylene Chloride

This solvent, when used in the final cleaning processes, shall be per
1•A-06998, Grade A.

A. 3 Drying or Freservation Gas

A. 3. 1 Air

Air used in the drying and preservaticon processes shall be prefiltered
to a 100 mc level (absolute), the hydrocazbon coLtent shall not exceed
0. 5 parts per million by weight in terms of n-cetane, " the moisture
content shall not exceed 26. 3 ppm by weight.

A. 3.2 Nitroen

Nitrogen gas used in the drying and preservation processes shall be i
accordance with MIL-P-27401, Type 1, and in addition, shall adhere
to the purity requirements listed in Paragraph A. 3. 1.

B. Precleaning

Components, except those made of leflon, requiring precleaning shall
be processed outside the clean.room and shall include removal of dirt,
grit, chips, grease and other major contaminates by flushing with com-
pressed air, scrubbing with methylene chloride using a bristle brush,
and again flushing with compressed air. Repeat any or all of this pro-
cedure until the component is visually free of these major contami-
nants. After removal of major contaminants, the following individual
material cleaning procedures shall be used.

B. 1 Low Alloy Carbon Steel

B. 1. 1 Vapor degrease using solvent per Paragraph A. 1
(U)
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B. 1. 2 Immerse in an alkaline steel cleaning solution. The solution
concentration and temperature and the component immersion time to be
in accordance with the recommendations of the manufacturer of the
alkaline cleaner used. (U)

I•

B. 1. 3 Rinse thoroughly with tap water.

B. 1.4 Immerse in a solution of 10 to 15% (by volume) sulfuric acid,
85 to 90% water maintained at room temperature for approximately
20 m.in

B. 1. 5 Rinse thoroughly with tap water.

B. 1. 6 Dry thoroughly with warm air.

B. 2 Stainless Steel, Monel, Inconel

B. 2. 1 Vapor degrease using solvent per Paragraph A. I

B. 2. 2 Immerse in an . .,ýaline steel cleaning solution. The solution
concentration and temperature and the component immersion time to
be in accordance with the recommendations of the manufacturer of the
alkaline cleaner used.

B. 2.3 Riuse thoroughly with tap water.

B. 2.4 Immerse in a solution of 35 % (by volume) nitric acid, 65%
water maintained at a temperature of 125 * 5"F for 20 min.

B. 2. 5 Rinse thoroughly with tap water.

B. 2. 6 Dry tt-roughly with warm air.

NOTE: The above procedure, Paragraph B. 2, shall not be
used with annealed or unhardened 440C.

B. 3 Aluminum Alloys

B. 3. 1 Vapor degrease using solvent per Paragraph A. I

B. 3. 2 Immerse in an alkaline aluminum cleaning solution. The solu-
tion concentraton and temperature and the component immersion time
to be in accordance with the recommendations of the manufacturer of
the akaline cleaner used.

B. 3. 3 Rinse thoroughly with tap water.

B. 3.4 Immerse in a solution of 15% (by volune) nitric acid, 85%
water maintained at 1U5 5"F for 20 min. (U)
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B. 3. 5 Rinse thoroughly with tap water.

B. 3. 6 Dry thoroughly with warm air.

B. 4 Mi-gne~ium Alloy

B. 4. 1 Vapor degre;se using solvent per Paragraph A.'.

B. 4. 2 Immerse in a solution of 10% (by weight) chromic acid. 911%
water maintained at a temperature of 140 * 10*F for 1 to 5 min..

3. 4. 3 Rinse thoroughly with tap water.

B. 4. 4 Dry thoroughly wi:h warm air.

B. 5 Copper and Copper Alloys

B. 5. 1 Vapor degr-ase using solvenr per Paragraph A. I.

B. 5. 2 Immerse in a solutiorn of 10% (by volume) sulfuric acid, 90%
water maintained at a temperature of 1-.5 * 15"F il the surfaces are
free of oxides.

B. 5. 3 Rinse thoroughly with hot water.

B. 5. 4 Dry thoroughly with compressed air.

C. Finak Cleaning

Clean -A component exterior surfaces, except Teflon, by vacuuming
ane 'or air durging, and purge the 'nterior of the part with gas, per
Paragraph A. 3. 1 or A. 3. 2, if possible prior to transferring into the
clean room.

C. 1 Single Material Meta.11ic Components and Subcomponents

C. 1. 1 Flush all significant surfaces (those surfaces that will come in
contact with the system flu'1) with trichlorotrifluorethane of methylene
chloride pei Paragraph A. 7 for 2 to 5 min.

C. 1.2 Place m an oven 3t a tenmperature of 240 to 260"F and bake for
1 hour.

C. 1 3 Pazkage per Paragraph D if assembly into a component is not
forthcoming wit in a reasonable time.

C. 2 Filters and Antivortex Devices

C. 2. I Disassemble the component per i.e applicable drawing.
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C. 2. 2 Immerse parts in. a component cleaner per Paragraph A. 2 for
a minimum of 15 min. A nylon brush may be used to remove dirt.

C. 2. 3 Purge the interior of the filter element with a component
cleaner per Paragraph A. 2.

C. 2.4 Place in an oven at a temperature of 240" to 260 °F and bake ±ir
I hour.

C. 2. 5 Repeat the above procedures until the component parts are

visually clean.

C. 2. 6 Reassemble the components following the applicable drawing.

C. 2. 7 Package as noted in Paragraph D.

C. 3 Teflon Subcornponents

C. 3. 1 Flush all significant surfaces with a 3olution of water contain-
ing I or 2% (by volume) of detergent; that is, Alconox or equivalent,
maintained at room temperature for a minimum of 5 min.

C. 3. i' Rinse thoroughly with d&stilled wat-r.

C. 3. 3 Place in an oven at a temperature of 240" to 260 'F and bake for
1 hour.

C. 3.4 Package as noted in Paragraph D if assembly into a componenr.
is not forthcoming within a reasonable time.

C. 4 Component Assembly

C. 4. 1 All necessary component assembly shall be accomplished per
the applicable drawing, --fter individual subcomponent final cleaning
has been completed.

C. 4. 2 Package as noted per Paragraph D. (U)

D. Packaging

D. I Small Components

Componcnts and/or assemblies tha! are sufficiently small or possess
external significant surfaces shall be packaged ais follows:

D. '. 1 Wrap 3LU significant surfaces and/or openings thereto with a
minimumn of two layers of aluminum foil. Secure the foil with tape,
completely covering all loose ends, obtaining as tight a seal am possi-
ble. Under no conditions shall the tape contact any significant surface.
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D. 1. Z. Place the component in a polyethylene bag.

D. 1. 3 Purge the exterior of the bag with gas conforming to
Paragraph A. 3. Exhaust the gas atmosphere from the bag by hand.

D. 1. 4 Heat seal the open bag end.

D. 1. 5 Identify as noted in Paragraph D. 3.

D. 2 L ge ,omponente

Comqponents .and/or assemblies that do not meet the limitations stated
in Paragraph D. I shall be packaged as follows:

D. 2. I Place an Aclar tu•C' over all significant surface openings.
Secure the tube with tape to the external component surface, obtaining
as tight a seal as possible.

D. 2. 2 Purge the interior of .he component and tube with gas conform-
ing to Paragraph A. 3. Exhaust the gas atmosphere from the tube by
hand.

D. 2. 3 Heat seal the open tube end.

D. 2.4 Idertify as noted in Paragraph D. 3

D. 3 Identification -

Firmly affix a tag to the outside of the packaged component without
penetrating any portion of the protective bag that forms the contami-
nant barrier for the component. The tag sLhaih contain the following
information:

D. 3. 1 Part name.

D. 3. 2 Part number.

D. 3.3 Manufacturer's serial number, if applicable.

D. 3. 4 Clsaned for flu.:,rine service.

D. 3. 5 Date of cleaning.

D. 4 Packaging for Shipment

D. 4. . Small Cmponents

Srmali parts shall be protected by wrapping with protective riaterial
end placing each part in a container prior to transporting. The parts
sashl) be packed with the corntainer to prevevt movement. (U)



D. 4. 2 Large Corriponents

Place large components in compartmented padded box, one part per
compartment. Large components may also be placed on a pallet or
within an individual container with designe-I padded covers. These
components shall be secured to the pallet or within the container to
prevent 

movement. 
(U)

Ir
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b. Installation Requirements

(U) Care must be taken to prevent contamination of the components
at the time of installation. It in frequently impossible to r3quire
that the installation of components be made in a clean room. In the
case of the QD coupling under consideration, it vill be necessary to
install the coupling half for the vehicle in a vehicle assembly area,
and the AGE half will be installed at a launch site in an outdoor
environment. Observance of the following guide lines for installation
of the coupling halves will limit the contamination of the components
to an acceptable level:

(1) As:certain that the environmental atmosphere is reasonably
still, dry, and free of qust. Good housekeeping practices in the- indoor assembly area should keep the dust level acceptably low.
For installation at the launch site, operation ubliould be restricted
to a period when wind conditions are calm and atmosphere is
reasonably free of dust and dry (no rain or fog). If these condi-
tions cannot be met and it is not feasible to wait for favorable
atmospheric conditions, then a shelter with a controlled atmos-
phere, and suitable for making the coupling installation, should
be improvised.

(2) Components to be joined will havwe been cleaned for fluorine
service at the component level and should remain in their sealed
plastic bags until actual installation is ready to ,egin, thus
controlling the exposure of the critical internal surfaces to the
external atmosphere to a minimum time.

(3) Visually inspect components being installed for evidence of
contamination or corrosion.

(4) Keep hands away from surfaces that will be exposed to the
oxidizer to prevent contamination with oil from the skin.

(5) Do not use a lubricant on any 'f the components.

(6) Purge the interior of the system with a clean, dry inert gas
after installation is complete.

(7) Seal the open ends of the coupling with expeadable closures
after purging.

(8) Cover the exterior of the coupling with a plastic bag containing
a dessicant to keep dirt and moisture away from the mating
surfaces and latching mechanism.

c. Mating of Coupling Halves

(U) Because the joining of coupling halves will be accomplished in
an outdoor environment at the launch site, care must be exercised
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to ensure that contamination of the internal areas is kept to a
minimum. The following procedures should be used:

(1) Take precautions, as necessaý-y, to ensure that the environment
is as clean and dry as practicable. The coupling should not be
mated under conditions of high wind or precipitation.

(2) Remove the temporary closures and visually inspect both halves
of coupling for evidence of contamination or corrosion.

(3) Join the coupling halves and tighten until the design load is
applied to the seal.

(4) Purge the transfer line with dry clean He, then raise the He
pressure to the design pressure for the transfer system and
check for leaks.

(5) If propellant loading is scheduled within 48 hours, leave a
small positive He pressure on the system until it is time to
load the propellant. Then passivate the transfer system with
gaseous F 2 just prior to propellant loading.

(6) If propellant loading is not scheduled within 48 hours after the
leak check is completed, close the valves that isolate the purge
system from the transfer system; then cover the exterior of the
coupling with a plastic bag containing a dessicant to ketep out
dirt and moisture.

d. Passivation

(U) Passivation of metals, as reported in Reference 9 and based on
Douglas experience, with gaseous F 2 prior to exposure to liquid
F 2 is not a substitute for cleaning, but is considered useful for
reruoWing traces of moisture adsorbed on metal surfaces. Passiva-
tion with gaseous F 2 at normal temperature and pres lure will not
remove traces of hydrocarbons from metal surfaces (Reference
No. 9). Passivation should be accomplished just prior to fluorine
service and the passivated surfaces must be kept in a dry inert
atmosphere or the protection afforded by the fluoride film is lost.
Initial passivation involves the introduction of gi seous F2 diluted by
a dry inert gas (usually N 2 or He). This is held for a few minutes,
then the pressure is vented to just above atmospheric pressure.
Further passivation is accomplished by increasing the F2 concen-
tration in steps. Final passivation should utilize pure F2 at a
temperature and pressure above contemplated operating conditions.
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10. LEAK DETECTION AND MEASUREMENT

a. General

(U) The checkout, tests, and qualification of a QD coupling designed
for use with fluorine oxidizers require sensitive and reliable instru-
mental physicochemical methods to detect concentrations, ideally,
in the range of 0.1 ppm to several percent in air or purge gas.

(U) A variety of chemical reactions known to give traceable reaction
products has been tested in the laboratory and has been used to
detect leaks. In most cases the chemicals and sampling equipment
are awkward to handle and require a highly trained engineer or
chemist to use them successfully. Some development of specialized
instrumentation has taken place and several types are now available.
Others are in the laboratory developmental stage or have been con-
structed only for in-house use. The operational Lriteria for a
satisfactory detector for use in the field are as follows:

(1) Sensitivity -- The minimum concentration of a substance that
can be detected and indicated by an analytical instrument or
method. At least 0. 1 ppm full scale.

(2) Specificity for fluorine, CTF, FLOX, and Compound A -- The
ability of an instrument to detect one substance without inter-
ference from impurities or other foreign substances. Less
than 1% interference from other oxidizers.

(3) Precision and accuracy -- Precision - the degree to which the
analytical instruments or method repeatedly indicates the con-
centration of a substance. Accuracy - the measure of the
difference between the indicated concentration and the true
concentration, assumed or accepted on the basis of a standard
independent method. *10j0 or better in ppm range; *2%6 orbetter in percent range.

(4) Response -- (Response Time) -- The time interval required for
an instrument or device to detect and measure the concentration
of a subtance. Automatic gas sampling rates permitting the
following:

(a) Dynamic response -- 80%6 of final reading in 10 sec or
better.

(b) Integrated Data (Total Dose) -- Direct readout in ppm-
minutes or ppm-hours.

(5) Range of concentration detected -- 0. 1 ppm to 100, 000 ppm
full scale.

(6) Read out

(a) Alarm -- Visual and sound.

(b) Remote -- Recording in blockhouse.
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(7) Maintainability

(a) Corrosion Resistance -- Against weather and acid gasec.

(b) Detector Life -- Maximum possible or paralleled units.

(c) Ease of Calibration -- Internal or simple standard source.

(8) Portability -- Not over 75 lb with batteries and amplifier.

(9) Cost -- $5,000 or less.

b. Commercially Available Instruments

(U) Four instruments are commercially available for leak detection
and on-site monitoring. The salient features of these instruments
are compared in Table IV.

c. Noncommercial Methods for Detection of F2 and F 2 Compounds

(1) Methods based on direct F2 measurement

(a) Spectrophotometric (Ultraviolet Absorption)

(U) The F concentration in F 2 -O 2 mixtures has been
determine by completely vaporizing a liquid sample,
allowing it to expand into a special 10-cm-long spectropho-
tometer cell, and measuring the intensity of the broad
absorption band for fluorine in a spectrophotometer (Refer-
ence 13). Because of the corrosive properties of fluorine,
the cell was constructed of stainless steel and coated with
Teflon, which served to minimize the absorptive effects of
the metal. Sapphire windows were used because of their
adequate ultraviolet transmission characteristics and
resistance to attack by fluorine. A Backman Model DK- I
recording spectrophotometer was used for the intensity
measurements. The intensity of the absorption at a wave-
length of 278. 0g, which is a function of the fluorine concen-

tration, was measured. Unknown concentrations can be
determined immediately by reading the intensity and corn-
paring it with calibration curves prepared f rom known

concentrations. The liquid fluorine mixtures were sampled
with a Cosmodyne sampler and transferred to -.he spectro-
photometer cell through a system containing a vacuum purmp
and manometer.

(U) Concentrations of F4 that can be analyzed rarge from
0. 5% to 100%. The precision and accuracy claimed for the
method are 0. 3% and *0. 6%, respectively. This method is
not applicable to CTF and Compound A analyses since they
will not absorb at the same wavelength of the ultraviolet
spectrum. This technique could possibly be adapted to
in-line monitoring of F 2 concentrations.
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(b) Radiochemical Exchange by Use of Kryptonates

(U) Radioactive Krypton (Kr-85) is incorporated in the
surface of solid silver iodide (AgI) and is released when
F2 reacts with the AgI (Reference 14). The proportionate

i* amount of Kr-85 is detected by a Geiger tube.

(U) A kryptonate differs from a clathrate in that a
-" kryptonate consists of any solid material into which Kr-85

has been incorporated, while a clathrate consists of a
three-dirnensional organic crystalline cage in which a
second component such as the inert gas, krypton, has been
trapped. The most commonly used clathrate is hydroqui-
none krypton 85. In this clathrate, the element or compound
to be detected must oxidize the hydroquinone to release
Kr-85, which in turn is radiochemically counted. It can be
used to detect F 2 , 03, CIOZ, and other oxidizers. One of
its severest shortcomings is its sensitivity to relative
humidity, which must be compensated for in calibration.

(U) In the kryptonates, the Kr-85 is entrapped in a lattice
of solid. To release the Kr-85, the kryptonated solid must
undergo a chemical reaction to destroy the surface layers.
Presumably the kryptonates can be made to have greater
specificity for detecting gases, because a solid can be used
that will only react with the gas to be detected.
Parametrics, Inc., have developed a kryptonate in which
the F 2 reacts with AgI to form AgF and release 12, which
in turn releases the Kr-85, which is radiochemically
counted. This company has developed one instrument for
use at Wright Field. It is superior to the clathrate because
it is selective for F 2 and is not sensitive to relative huid&
ity, HF, or 03. The kryptonated cell has a life of several
weeks at the 1-ppm level but will only last I hour if used
at the 1 to 5% F 2 level. From the weight of the kryptonate,
and knowing flow rate and F concentration, ce!l life can be
calculated. FLOX, CTF ani Compound A should also be
detected by this instrument, because, they will react with
the AgI.

(c) Electrochemical

(U) This oxidation-reduction instrument was designed and
assembled at General Dynamics/Astronautics (Reference 1$5)
The cell consists of a glass tube in which a platinum gauze
electrode and a silver wire electrode are immersed in a
lithium chloride solution. When an atmospheric sample is

* bubbled through the lithium chloride solution, any fluorine
present will oxidize an equivalent amount of chloride to
chlorine. The electromotive force (EMF) developed by the
cell is a function of the partial pressure of chlorine and,
ctierefore, of the partial pressure of fluorine in the
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atmospheric sample. The EMF developed in the cell
produces a proportional electric current in the external
circuit, the value of which is continuously recorded on a
strip-chart recorder. In the absence of fluorine, the cell
still produces a small EMF as a result of the difference in
electrochemical potential of the silver and platinum elec-
trodes, but this is nulled by a bucking voltage provided by
a small battery.

(U) The atmospheric sample is drawn through the -ell at a
nominal flow rate of 220 cc/min.

(U) The instrument is 14-1l2 in. wide by 10-1/2 in. Ligh by
11 in. deep and weighs 32 lb. It is completely portable and
powered by batteries. No provision is made for remote
readout.

(U) Normal ranges of concentrations of fluorine determined

are 0 to 5 ppm and 0 to 10 ppm. It could possibly be
adapted, I-y buffering the electrolyte, to 1,000 ppm detection.
The response is approximately 90% in 30 sec in the 0 to
5-ppm range.

(U) While the instrument is selective to fluorine, with no
HF interference it should also detect CTF, FLOX and
Compound A, individually, since they undergo similar
reactions with lithium chloride.
(U) The cost to build the instrument was repiorted as

$1, zoo.

(d) Mercury Reaction

(U) Gaseous fluorine oxygen mixtures are introduced into
an apparatus and mercury is added to react with the fluorine
(Reference 16). As a result of the reaction, in which the
fluorine gas is reduced by the mercury to form mercuric
fluoride, the pressure in the apparatus is reduced. After
completion of the reaction, Kel-F polymer oil is added to
restore atmospheric pressure in the apparatus. The volume I
of oil plus the volume of mercury equals the volume of

fluorine in the sample. The apparatus is a simple glass
setup, not requiring vacuum-type stopcocks, because it is
operated at near-atmospheric pressures. A manometer and
vacuum manifold (to 1 mm Hg pressure) are needed. Part
of the apparatus is submerged in a constant temperature
bath. This technique was used to analyze fluorine in
approximately 30% fluorine oxygen mixtures. A precision
of *0. 3% was indicated from 5 tests.
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(U) These operations would be limited to laboratory use
and to the determination of percentage amounts of fluorine,
such as in FLOX. CTF and Compound A could be analyzed
in the same manner, since they will also reactwith mercury.

(e) Chemical Fluorine and Fluoride Dosimeter

(U) General Dynamics Corporation has also packaged this
instrument, which operates as an absorber of atmospheric
contamination and, as such, gives only the total integrated
dose for the test run. In operation, an atmospheric sample
is purged through a cylinder containing an absorber solution
of 1% potassiurm iodide and then is expelled through the out-
let tubing. The potassium iodide solution absorbs both
fluoride (from any hydrogen fluoride formed from hydrolysis
of fluorine) and fluorine and further reduces the absorbed
fluorine to fluoride, and equivalent amount of iodide being
oxidized to iodine in the process.

(U) At the conclusion of a test run, the absorber solution
is removed to the laboratory and analyzed for total fluoride
and iodine. The iodine is probably titrated with sodium
thiosulfate. One of a number of methods could be used to
determine total fluoride. The amount of iodine present is
proportional to the amount of fluorine absorbed and the total
iituoride present minus the fluorine absorbed is proportional
to thr. 'mount of hydrogen fluoride absorbed. Alternately,
the fluorine and hydrogen fluoride content could be deter-
nrined as Levy and Copeland (Reference 17) did by titrating
the liberated iodine with bodiurn thiosallIate to determine the
fluorine content, and hen, by adding potassium iodate solu-
tion, further iodine is fýrmed from the hyArcgen fluoride
present and is then titrated with sodium thios,'!fate.

(U) The packaged instrument, prepared by Gene.-al
Dynamics, is 14 in. wide by 12- 1/2 in. high by 8- Z 2in.
deep and weighs 24 lb.

(U) The nominml instrument sampling rate is 2Z0 cc!min.

(U) Power to operate the purnp is s•pplied by batteries.

(U) The approximate cost of the instrument is $1, 000.

(U) The range of cor_:entration determined is 20 to 200 ppm
for fluorine and 0 to 550 ppm for hydrogen fluoride.

(U) This type of de c ._)r should also determine FLOX,
CTF, and Compound A since they will oxidize iodide to
iodine.
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(f) Gas Titration Analyzer (Continuous Monitor)

(U) An automatic fluorine analyzer was developed at
Oak Ridge National Laboratory by C. W. Weber for moni-
toring on-stream gas systems (Reference 18). It is based
upon a gas titration of fluorine with sulfur dioxide and the
detection of the subsequent reduction in molar flow. A gas
titration consists of transferring two gases, each from a
chamber called a buret, into a reactor, where chemical
combination is reduced. The volumes of all chambers, or
at least the relative volumes, have been predetermined.
The titration is followed by plotting the pressure changes in
the reactor after each incrementnl addition of the titrant
gas. The method is applicable to most gaseous reaction,
that bring about a change in molar volumes. The change in
molar flow is apparent in the reaction

S02 (g) + F 2 (g) -- S2 F 2 (g).

(U) The greater the fluorine content of the sample gas, the
greater the flow change. Adapting the gas titration to a
continuous analyzer involved the continuous introduction of
the reactants and removal of the products, proper reaction
conditions, and appropriate means of detecting the molar
flow changes, which indicate the concentration of the
unknown. This was accomplished by use of metering capil-
laries, pressure control valves, and pressure transmitters,
which converted the gas pressure signals to air pressure
signals, various pressure gages, and so on. The resultant
gas flow product, which varies with the fluorine concentra-
tion, was reflected in the forepressure- signal changes at
an exit constriction. The exhaust gases from the analyzer
were removed and disposed of with cherr~cal traps and a
mechan-icall yacu_- purnp. With the reactor maintained at
2000 C, reaction was complete for 0. 1 to 91% fluorine. The
residence time in the reactor was 2.5 to 5. 0 sec. The flow
rate for sample and reagent was 25 standard cc min.
Seventy samples analyzed in the range from 5 to 60% fluor-
ine matched a calibration curve within *2. 5% fluorine at the
95% confidence level. Precision is *1% fluorine. Neither
oxygen nor hydrogen fluoride interfere; therefore, it would
be possible to analyze FLOX by this method. Materials
similar to CTF and Compound A were not tested but UF6
did not react.

fg) Thin Film Sensor

(U) This method is based on the detection of toxic vapors
by their reaction with thin metal films to reduce the mass
of the inetal. The rate of metal removal is dependent on
the conceutratfon of the vapor. Because the electrical
resintance of a conc'uctor is inversely dependent on its
c- ass-seetional area. a reduction in metal mass resu1I, in
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a reduction of cross-sectional area and thus an increase in
electrical resistance. The amount and rate of reaction of
the thin film under controlled conditions, therefore, is
proportional to the amount and rate c' change of electrical
resistance and can be measured witi oroper instrumentation. !
(U) Thin film sensors for the detection of low concentrations
of nitrogen tetroxide and fluorine were developed by the
Magna Corporation (Reference 19). They found that silver
films deposited on plastic substrates and sensitized with
potassium chloride had the highest sensitivity for both
nitrogen tetroxide and fluorine. The effects of temperature
and humidity were studied and found to be significant in some
cases, but not large enough to prevent use of the sensors
over a wide range of atmospheric conditions. The sensors
can be used to provide an indication of exposure to toxic
vapors of nitrogen tetroxide and fluorine. A portable
instrument was devised that could be carried in a pocket or
worn on a belt. The instrument will respond to nitrogen
tetroxide in concentrations of 0. 05 ppm and to fluorine in
concentrations of 1 ppm, in air, within *30% of the true
value. The effects of other toxic vapors were not studied.
The instruments were developed as a study for the
Air Force, hence the company has not pursued further
development or manufacture.

(2) Methods Based on Replacement of Fluorine with Chlorine and
Its Subsequent Detection

(U) Fluorine quanitatively displaces an equivalent amount of
chlorine by reaction with sodium chloride and, in turn, the
quantity of liberated chlorine is determiniu oy various methodq,
which could not readily be applied to fluorine directly.

(a) Thermoconductivity Measurement

(U) This technique has been applied to analysis of fluorine
in fluorine-oxygen mixtures, where the measurement of
fluorine is too similar to oxygen to be detected but where
chloride can be readily detected (Reference 20). These
detectors work on the principle that gases differ in their
heat conduction properties. The sample gas .s passed over
a heated wire in an analysis cell. The resulting change of
temperatures of the wire will change its resistance. This
results in unbalancing a bridge circuit that has been cali-
brated in terms of concentration of the gas to be detected.
While the detector is portable, the sodium chloride reactor
may restrict the method to the laboratory. Concentrations
of fluorine from 0 to 20% in oxygen were analyzed by this
method. It should be applicable to the determination of
CTF and Compound A. because these also will displace
chlorine from sodium chloride.
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(b) Photometric

(Uj The concentration of chlorine, Aiberated from the
reaction of fluorine with sodium chloride, is measured by
passing the ga. through a chlorine-sensit-ve colorimeter,
which generates an electrical signal directly related to tLe
cc-icentration of fluorine in the samplef (Reference 21).
Ilhe analyzer consists of the hcated sodium chicride reactor,
flow co'ýorimeter, pressure-control system, flo, limiter,
a vacuum pump for drawing a continuous sample through the
analyzer, and a recorder. The colorimeter used was a
Beckman Model 370C flow colorimet r, ihed with sectral
filters to measure the chlorine absorption at the wavelength
of 3603k. A 10-cm-long nickel cell with fluorothene windows
was used for the optical cell. The range for the instrument
with the 10 cm cell length and 500 mm of Hg pressure was
0. 05 to 15% fluorine. With a shorter cell or a lower pres-
sure, up to 100% fluorine could be determined.

(Ul Hydrogen fluoride has no effect on the-anal•zer, but
while bromine and certain oxides of nitrogen cause optical
interferences. Ozone would probably interfere by liberating
chlorine. CTF, Compound A, and FLOX could be deter-
minied by the analyzer because they also liberate chlorine.

(U) The anualyzer requires intermittent renewal of the
sodiuni chloride, the chemical trap, and the recorder chart,
occasional replacement of the tungsten source lamp in the
co. %.eter, and cleaning of the Lolorirneter cell as
indicated by inspection.

(U) The relative ,ndard deviation of the analyzer is
about --. 5% above 0. 8% fluorine.

(3' Methods

(a) Gas Chromatography

(U) A gas chromatograph utilizing only Monel and stainless
steel parts was designed at Rocketdyne for analyzing fluor-
inated materials (Reference 22). A gas chromat:graphic
substrate was developed from 50% Kei-F polymer plasti-
cized with 50%c Halocarbon oil. This substrate is classified
as a monophase gel and is vastly superior to the duophase
columns for separating fluorinated materials. A hot-wire
thermoconductivity detector, with the hot wires coated with
Teflon, was used. Rocketdyne claims analyses of fluorine,
CTF, and HF are possible, and from its data it appears
that the compounids could be determined even if present in
n: xtures. Small gas samples were used for analysis, and
no attempt was made to use the instrument for in-stream
analysis. Gas liquid chromatography was applied to in-line
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analyses of plant streams containing CTF, C1 2 , HF, and
other reactive gases at the United Kingdom Atomic Energy
Installation at Capenhurst, England (Reference 23). A
split-column chromatograph was developed and automated.

(U) Clemons and Altshuller (Reference 24) used a
Micro-Tek dual-column gas chromatograph, equipped with
an electron-capture detector mounted in parallel with a
flame ionization detector, for studying various halogenated
compounds. It is interesting to note that they made sample
dilutions of 250, 000, 000 to 1 with nitrogen.

(b) Radioactive CI-36

(U) This technique is being developed at Douglas.
Radioactive sodium chloride will be prepared from C 1-35.
The fluorine to be determined will be passed over the
sodium chloride to release radioactive CI-36. This chlo-
rine, equivalent to the amount of fluorine, will be detected
by radicchemical counting techniques.

(c) Infrared absorption

(U) Infrared absorption might be used for detecting CTF and
Compound A directly or by their reaction with carbon to
form CF 4 , which, inturn, could be detected by infrared
absorption. The conversion to CF 4 could be used for fluor-
ine and FLOX detection. Detectors have been developed
using infrared absorption for N 2 0 4 and UDMH.

(d) Microwave Detectors

(U) Microwave (1 mm to 30-cm wavelength) detectors are
being developed where positive identification of specific
compounds is possible.

(U) The interaction of a unique microwave frequency with
a nmolecule of vapor will result in its partial absorption by
the molecule. This energy can be detected and measured
by electronic methods.

d. Summary

(U) None of the instruments available commercially or those known
to be for laboratory test satisfactorily fulfill all the requirements
for leale test measurement and site monitoring.
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(U) A new instrument or an adaptation of a currently available
instrument should be used to detect and measure leaks in the
QD coupling for the following:

(1) Internally -- From the vehicle or AGE shutoff valves following
transfer and purging.

(2) Externally -- From the sealing surfaces into tihe volume
surrounded by the frost-prevention shroud.

11. ANALYSIS OF LIQUID FLUORINE VAPORIZATION AND REMOVAL

ME THODS

a. General

(U) The oxidizer transfer lines should be arranged to promote
complete gravity drainage, but irregularities and trap points in the
flow channel will undoubtedly exist in a real system. A portion of
the transfer line between the vehicle and AGE must be flexible to
ensure proper retraction from the vehicle after separation and to
prevent excessive loads on the disconnect coupling. Although they
are difficult to clean properly and do not present a sinooth flow chan-
nel, convoluted metal flexible lines are presently the best method to
provide the required flexibility. These lines should be kept to mini-
mum length and should be supported to minimize the trapped volume
resulting from sag or slack in the line. A typical installation, such
as that shown in Figure 28, may trap as much as 20% of the line
volume. A well supported or positioned line (on a slope, and so
forth). as shown in Figure 29, would be more likely to trap only the
contents -f the bellows convolutions -- 5% of line volume. Cryogenic
propellants will be loaded in the subcooled state through liquid nitro-
gen jacketed or vacuum-jacketed lines. The heat required for
vaporization of trapped liquid, then, must be introduced by design.
The system may be purged internally N'ith warm gas to vaporize
liquid and remove the resulting fluids.

(U) The portion of fill and drain line from vehicle/AGE interface to
the vehicle fill and drain valve will probably be very short and
slightly elevated to promqte liquid drainage. Residual liquid can be
removed by directing warm purge ga3 into the dead-ended line to
induce turbulence and ensure liquid vaporization. Turbulent flow
past all surfaces of the tube can be expected if the column of gas to
be agitated is of a length-to-diameter ratio less than 6. Should the
vehicle design be such that lergth-to-diameter ratio for this portion
is greater than 6, the warm purge gas must be introduced at the
vehicle fill-and-drain vaive end of the line.
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b. Purge System Description

(U) The purpose of this section is to interrelate the fluid flow and
heat transfer parameters and develop methods of predicting flow
rates and time necessary to ensure removal of the oxidizer from the
trapped portions of the fill and drain line located between the vehicle
and AGE shutoff valves. For this purpose, an example based on the
transfer line shown in Figure 28 is chosen.

(U) Following liquid fluorine transfer, the line is gravity drained
through Valve E, but some liquid remains as a result of convolutions
in tI. flex line and other trap points in the line. It is estimated that
5% of the total line volume is trapped in the convolutes (Figure 30a),
and an additional 15% of the total line volume is trapped at Section BB
(Figure 30b) as a result of line sag.

(U) Nitrogen purge gas at 38 psia and 80'F is introduced through
Valve C (Figure 28) and directed into the vehicle fill and drain line
through directional nozzles. The gas is allowed to exhaust through
Valve E to a vent and disposal system at a static pressure of
15. 7 psia.

(U) Sonic flow through Valve E will result when the internal pressure
reaches

Pv,!° ~Pi = P

(10)
P 15.7

0.5283 = Z9.8 psia

where

Pv - vent system pressure = 15.7 psia

and

Y = ratio of specific heats for nitrogen = 1.4.

Weight flow rate, WE, through this orifice at sonic velocity is

WE = CDAo Pi ._(2 ; y-I (II)

Do RTi \y + I
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where

*E a weight flow rate (lb/sec),

Ao a orifice area, ft2

R - gas constant (lb-ft/lb°R),

Ti - 5400 R,

and

CD a orifice discharge coefficient = 0. 8, for a short tube

then

WE = 77. 1 Ao, lb/sec

(U) When steady-state purge-gas flow has been established, the
subcritical weight flow rate through Valve C is approximately equal
to the weight flow rate through Valve E.

*~ = CADtA~c Wo o/ •2g RTo (12)

where

Aoc = orifice area at G(ft 2 ),

Wc = weight flow rate (Ilb/sec),

wo = density of purge gas upstream of C(lb/ft 3 ),

Po pressure of purge gas upstream of C 38 psia,

To 5400 R,

then

Wc = 82 Aoc(lb!sec),

because

Wc * WE

Anc a. 0.94 Ao
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(U) The heat required to vaporize trapped liquid may be added by
passing warm purge gas through the transfer line. Area-of-surface
contact between warm gas and liquid depends on the local geometry
*of the tube, but is assumed to average 3/4 diameter-to-length ratio
over the total tube length.

A 3/4 D L 3)As 12

where

D transfer line diameter = 2 in.,

and

L = transfer line length (ft),

then

S= 0. 125 L (ft2 )

(U) Additional heat will be transferred to the tube walls, butbecause
of the thin section of the tube wall the rate of heat transfer to the
liquid is small. It is, therefore, conservative to neglect heat trans-
ferred to the tube walls.

(U) The rate of heat transfer to the trapped liquid is

q = hAs T

q .125 Lh 3600 = 3.475 Lh T x 10 Btu/sec (14)

where

T is the difference in temperature betweer the GN 2 and the
trapped liquid.

h the film coefficient of heat transfer

h x 0.023- (Re) 0 8 (Pr)0. 4 , Btu/hr ft F
where

k = thermal conductivity of GN 2  .0.O15Btu/hrft 0 F

Pr = Prandtl number = 0. 7 (approx for GN.)

Re = Reynolds number

D a tube diameter (ft),
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since

S= Avw

v = purge gas velocity

= visicosity of nitrogen = 12 x 10-6 lb/sec ft

w = specific weight for GN 2

then

v = 286 W ft/sec

a w

and

Re = 6.4 Wx 105

(U) The GN 2 temperature drop (AT) due to LF 2 vaporization is

q
AT = (15)W Cp

where

0Cp = specific heat, constant pressure = 0. 25 Btu/lb F.

"low the time required to vaporize all the trapped LF 2 can be
determined as follows:

t - (16)q

where

t = time (sec)

k = heat of vaporization for LF, - 74. 1 Btu/Ib,

V * initial volume of trapped liquid, ft 3 ,

and

w density of LF 2 = 94. 3 lb/ft3 ,

then

2V
t -- L x108

t Eh111



(U) Figure 31 represents time required to vaporize 20% trapped
liquid frorm a 20-ft transfer line as GN 2 purge gas flow rate is
increased. Figures 32, 33, and 34 represent the variation of time
required to vaporize all Li Z with line length for several GN2 flow
rates.

c. Residual liquid in the Vehicle Fill and Drain Line

(U) For simplicity in the purge system, the GNz should be
introduced through the ground half of the QD coupling. If the vehicle
portion of the fill and drain line is short (L/D<6), residual liquid
trapped in convolutions can be removed by introducing purge gas
through nozzles pointing into the tube at a 450 angle to the axis, as
shown in Figure 35. Because the gas must flow inward near the
walls and outward near the center of the tube, a conservative esti-
mate of velocity at the wall is made by assuming expansion from the
nozzles to half the area of the tube and that velocity diminishes
linearlt to zero at the closed end. Because the nozzles are directed
at a 45 angle to the tube axis

v = initial velocity at wall = Sin 450 ft/sec

(17)
v? velocity at closed end 0 ft/sec

if

W 0.151b/sec

55. 3 ft/°R

P = 38 psia

T = 530°R
A = I 2 i"

A 2(2) 4T 1.57in.'?

then
vIV 2~

v = average vehlcity at wall 26 fti'sec

The Reynolds number is

Dwv
Re
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D 1/6 ft

w specific weight - 0. 14 lb/ft3

v 26 ft/sec

= 12 x 10-6 lb/sec ft

then

Re 5 .08x 1r '

and the film coef. 'heat transfer at tt vall is

h 0.023 (-., 8 3 2 O_
(P -.) IL.3B , i.2 ro(1-8

(U) If it is assumed that rzoidual liquid fills 5%. of the tube volumeand that liquid surface area is 3/4 diameter times length of the tube,then LF 2 vajiorizati-7n rate per fo - : t;.be leijgth is

q h As AT b
74.11 - 3 6 0 0x7 7.x 1 = 0.00185 I/f, (19)' -" sec

Residual LF 2 per foot of tube is

\2 Tf
94.3 x 0. 05 x 0. 103 lb/ft (20)

(U) the calculated time required to vaporize a residual 5% _LF 2 fromthe short dead-ended tabe is less than 1 mi. for a purge flow rate
of 0. 15 lb/sCc.
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Section III

FAILURE MODE ANALYSIS

1. GENERAL

(U) Failure of the QD could result in the release of oxidizer in quan-
tities that may vary from 100% of the liquid mateiial in a brief instant
of time to a slow passage of gas through minute openings or leaks in
sealing surfaceýs or metal imperfections. The problems which can
arise up-n development of oxidizer escape will, of course, depend upon
the rate .)f escape, a. id their severity is probably some expor ential
function of this rate Another more serious iactor that must be con-
sidered is the p( ,ility of simultaneous escape of fuel and -,.cidizer.

(U) r..other Jacct of the leakage problem that must be subjected to
carefui analysis in fluorine oxiaizer systems is that of passage inward
of unwanted contamination from the outside of the system. Any per-
ioration or leak can allow passage of materials in either direction --
during periods of relatively low internal pressure (subcooled LF?),
there is the possibilii~y of materials passing inward, while, if the
system is held at c^c,_ to-atmospheric picssure, rzpeatd LycieS V
inboard-outboard materials transfer (breathing) become jf consequence.

(U) Consider a typical cycle of vehicle fill and drain operations as
shown in Table V. The possible modes of inadvertent escap,- of
oxidizer or entry of contaminants for each operation are listed in the
right-hand column. For purposes of this argument, it is assumed that
properly operational, cleaned, and protected quick-disconnect couplings
have been installed on the vehicle before the start of the operations
listed in Table V.

Table V

INADVERTENT OXIDIZER RELEASE VS
VARIOUS OPERATING MODES (U)

Operation Propellant Escape or Contamination Sources

Connection of No propellant is present. Aerosol contamination
vehicle to during time co~uector elements are outsioý! of
umbilical wrappers and before connection is made. Degree

of contamination is small because of selection of
proper weather conditions and purges on
elements. (U)
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Ope ra tion Propellant E-scape or Contanr:ino tion Souh c, *

Leak check of
Connection

1. Pressure No propellant present. No inboard contamination
because of excess pressure dtering leak check.

2 Vacuum Some inboard contamirnatiu.. possible because c
vacuum -a s-yitem. Serious ccntan~ination
unlikely because (i) previous pressi check
tentatively OK'd system, (2) large It would
"indicate failure of connector (or line,-.

Cryogenic No propellant is present. InL leak pos-
check of sible if th, mnal contraction opens up seals, but
connection should not happen if previous design and testing

is adequately done. Severe contamination wo-qd.
arise frorr inboard leak because of condensation
or frost.

Passivation Propellant present, fairly low press-rc (above
with GF? atmospheric), ambient temperature. Outboard

escape of oxidizer in connector area should be
small enough to be handled by normal GNZ parge
of area. Concentration should be monitored to
determine rate of escape and size of escape
path. Increase of rate with time would be dan-
gerous and would require correction. Connector
should be enclosed to prevent access of escaping
F 2 vapors onto other structural (vehicie or AGE)
systems to prevent corrosion because of HF from
F 2 + H 2 0 (air) - 2HF + 112 02. Inboard con-

tamination unlikely because of excess pressure

Complete failure of connector or seal would
release a cloud of F 2 or FZ - N, gas (depending
on time of occurrerce). This c-uld be of consid-
erable volume during vassivation.

Partial failure of connector or seal could result
in impingement of jet of GF 2 onto inside of con-
nector enclosure and then out purge exhaust. The
automatic controls on the valves (above) might
not respond rapidly, and considerable F? may
pass out purge exhaust.

(U)
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Table V. Continued (U)

Operation Propellant Escape or Contamination Sources

Purge removal Situation similar to passivation except that con-
of passivation centration of Fz is continually decreasing. Con-
gas tamination may be introduced by purge gas. No

inboard lea are assumed.

Static hold Only trace, propellant present. Two conditions
of empty ar. possiblt J) lines at atmospheric pressure--
passivateU b- .athing th gh seals and leaks introduces
vehicle rr sture and causes deterioration of passive film

, alvanic corrosion; (Z) lines held at positive
,: :ure -- any leak is outward and is not a

• I..m. Pressure monitoring will detect
leakage.

Vehicle fill The period when LFZ is being pumped through
the fill line and connectors is obviously the most
critical time in relation to inadvertent escape of
oxidizer. If the connector is designed with a
venturi present, inward leaks of contaminant
may also develop.

The most serious single incident which might
occur would be a parting of the line or connector.
The most serious time for this to happen would
be during the period when LFz is flowing at its
maximum rate into the vehicle tank. Simultan-
eous failures that would increase the problem
would include:

1. Failure of the vehicle fill and drain valve to
close if the fill coupling parted, so that all
oxidizers pumped into the vehicle could be
discharged to the atmosphere.

Z. Failure of the AGE shutoff valve, so that
LF2 continues to be pumped from a separ-
ated coupling until backup valving could be
activated.

At the connector that is enclosed in a purge box,
a jet of escaping LFZ would impinge the
inside of the box, evaporate rapidly, and be
swept out the purge vent. F2 sensors located
in the vent would announce the existence of the
leak and shut off the flow of LFZ. (U)

Best Avalable Copy
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Table V. Continued (U)

Operation Propellant Escape or Contamination Sources

Smaller openings could be expected to allow only
GF- to escape, again in the connector area to be
swept away in the purge gas stream.

Leaks developing downstream of the connector,
i. e., inside the skin of the vehicle, would pose
problems. It is unlikely that the vehicle portion
of the fill and drain plumbing will be vacuum
jacketed, but is more likely to be covered by
multilayer (super) insulation. It has been shown
that Dimplar and NRC-2 are not easily ignited by
static LF2, GF 2 , or by low-pressure GF 2 jets
although they do show impact sensitivity when
immersed in LF2. In general, it would be
expected that other fluorine -incompatible mater-
ials would be present inside the skin of the
vehicle and that a major leak would probably
result in an extremely hazardous situation. The
effects of LFz emmissions would probably depend
on the material upon which they impinged.
Evaporation would be rapid, and the internal
inert gas purge necessary to maintain the integ-
rity of the system would be extremely large, if
not impractical.

The cycle of conditions to which the connector
will be subjected during a fill operation will be
as follows:

1. GF2, ambient temperature, volume flow rate
about 103 greater than that of the LF 2 . This
GF 2 is boiloff resulting from cooldown of hot
plumbing.

2. GF 2 , temperature decreasing steadily toward

the boiling point of LF2 at the pressure at
which it is being transferred.

3. Mixture of GF 2 and violently boiling LF 2 .

4. LF2 containing some entrained GF 2 plus a
certain amount of boiling from surfaces.
This flow will continue until the tank in the
vehicle is filled.

(U)
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Table V. Continued (U)

Operation Propellant Escape or Contamination Sources

5. A short interval when flow ceases because of
closure of the AGE shutoff valve. Thi.
interval lasts until the vchicle fill and drain
vaive closes and purge valves are opened.

6. Reverse flow of boiling LF 2 , GFZ, and purge
gas (GHe) from the fill and drain line on the
AGE side of the vehicle'fill and drain valve
to the disposal or recovery facility.

It is highly probable that flow during periods I
through 3 and perhaps the first part of 4 will
not be at a constant rate, nor will the pressure
remain constant. Pressure and flow pulsations
are to be expected.

At the end of the fill cycle, the AGE shutoff
valve is closed, then the vehicle fill and drain
valve, followed immediately by opening of the
fill line drain and purge valves. If the last
two do not open successfully with the main
valves closed, a pressure rise can be expected
which could lead to bursting of the line contain-
ing the trapped liquid. An uninsulated 2-in. line
(heat transfer of 600 Btu/hr/-t) will probably
burst (Z00 psi) in less than 10 sec. ; a vacuum
jacketed line of similar rating would not reach
this point until 5 to 10 min. had passed. Rup-
ture would cause a spray of rapidly boiling
fluori-.e in all directions.

Topping off During the topping of the propellant tanks, it is
likely that both LF 2 and LH? will be transferred
at the same time. Simultaneous leaKs in any
portion of the system will lead to the possibility
of the two propellants mixing. If both systems
leak into the interior of the v7",icle, it is likely
that ignition would occur, r.., sng in severe
damage to some components . ,,u possible des-
truction of the vehicle. Slow leaks might be
purged away before reaching the other propel-
lant, especially if there is a barrier between
the areas around the LH 2 , and LF 2 tankage.

(U)
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Table V. Continued (U)

Operation Propellant Escape of Contamination Sources

Coupling Two situations are possible: (1) disconnect
disconnect following ground checkout and flow operations.

The coupling and fill and drain system has been
completely warmed to ambient temperature and
thoroughly purged using an inert gas until no
liquid oxidizer is present. Only trace amounts
of oxidizer present is absorbed from or in
trapped areas, and then at very small concentra-
tions. Aerosol contamination is possible during
the interval between disconnect of coupling andl
sealing of coupling halves for storage. The
degree of contamination is small because of
selection of proper weather conditions, use of
purges on the elements, and use of protective
shrouds. (2) disconnect at time of launch.
Residual oxidizer remaining in interconnecting
lines as a result of drain and purge system failure
could cause a spray of rapidly boiling fluorine
from both the vehicle and the AGE oxidizer fill
and drain lines. The maximum quantity is that
which could be trapped between the vehicle and
AGE fill and drain valves. Although localized
surface reactions and the possibility of fire is
ever present, the highly turbulent and reactive
launch vehicle first-stage exhaust products are
of a potentially far more significant nature. The
rapid retraction of the oxidizer fill and drain
umbilical bcom will result in the rapid dispersal
of residual oxidizer. This, coupled with the
motion of the vehicle and the air movement
caused by the exhaust products, should result
in the very rapid evaporation, dilution, and
dispersion of the residual oxidizer.

Unloading " vehicle launch is aborted following filling cf
vehicle the vehicle with propellant, it will be necessary
oxidizer to unload these propellants. Three possible

conditions exist:

1. Extreme vehicle hazard -- a condition (pro-
pellant 1-akage, uncontrollable pressure
rise, fire, and so forth) exists that could,
at any instant, result in a catastrophe.

(U)
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Table V. Concluded (U)

Operation Propellant Escape or Contamination Sources

2. Possible vehicle hazard -- a malfunction or
abnormal condition exists that is of unknown
degree or potential effect (failure of booster
engine to ignite, failue to receive a con-

ponent or system signal needed to launch the
vehicle, and so forth).

3. Nonvehicle imposed aborts (poor weather,
mission cancellation, range problems, and
so forth).

The conditions imposed by the first two situations
suggest the rapid removal of all prcpellants from
the vehicle to a *afe storage area so thaL the
hazard ca1, I- uced and hopefully eliminated.
The pro' 1ems of propellant escape that might
aribe during the ez ,ptying are the same as those
during fill

£h.o situatic- of condition 3 impose no require-
ments ioi rapid or simultaneous propellant
unloa.ng. The problems are, therefore, no
cliff ,rent from those associated with filling the
vehicle. (U)

2. EFFECTS OF FLUORN.NE ESCAPE AND/OR INBOARD LEAEAGE OF
CONTAMINANTS

(U) Other than toxicological effects, the problems associated with the
escape of fluorine from the connector and associated apparatus are of
three main catagories. These are as follows:

a. Local effects on structural materials through which the escape takes

place.

b. Effects on materials upon which the escaping propellant impinges.

c. Problems which may arise if both LF 2 and LH2 escape at the same
time.
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(U) Inboard leakage of contarninarf-, possibly through the same pLhways
as that of'F2 escape, can again result in several effects a.i follows:

a. Local damage on structural materials through which the contaminant
passes.

b. Degradation of other structural materials in the propellant system
through corrosion caused by the contaminant.

c. Interaction with the propellant to degrade the latter or cause unsafe
conditions to develop.

d. Clogging or otherwise restricting the proper functioning of the
system and its components.

(U) In many cases, it may be expected that inboard leak of contaminants
and escape of fluorine would be combined (though usually not at the same
time). This would usually result in a considerable increase in magni-
tude of the effects. The areas included in this discussion are ones that
have not been carefully studied. In most test programs, leak-tight
systems are a prerequisite. If leaks develop, their effecto are gon-
erally not studied; instead, the system is shut down until the leak is
corrected.

(U) Nevertheless, some observations have been made as to what were
the effects of the leaks, and some data collected in other stuaies cisn
be applied to the leak problem. These are discussed below, and ^.e
remaining information voids are pointed out.

(1) (U) Local Effects on Structural Materials Involved in the Leal:
Path -- Nonquantitative observations bhive beer reported in which
the claim is made that flourine has the property of increising the
diameter of extremely small leak paths. It is claimed that minute
openings through metal-metal aud nietal- Teflon seals, which will
pass GHe but not GN2 , will be .-irge e..ough t. a11ow passage of
GN 2 and GF 2 after a period of exposure of F 2 . Like observations
on integral metal structurez 'such as porosities in castings) have
not been reported.

(U) The observations were itot siff Lciently controlled to determine
whether leakage in only one direction wcs possible, or whether
there could have been a breathing action with alternate attack by
fluorine and airborne contaminants caused by H20 reacting with F2.
Nor were other conditions defined, so that individual effects of
pressure difference, temreratut-e, timc, initial diameter of open-
ing, materials, and so forth, could be isolated.

(U) If potential contaminants, espicicl-y wattir, are drawn inward,
the behavior to be expected is related but not id'ntical. R'irst, -f
LF2 is present or added shortly thereafter, the formation of "ce
crystals, which are shock-sensitive with LF2, i3 assured.
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Moisture in the presence of ambient temperature, GF 2 , reacts
rapidly to yield HF. The presence of HF will increase corrosion
rates. In addition, if the HF then dissolves in LF2, it makes the
now impure LF 2 an electrical conductor. This introduces the
possibility of electrochemical corrosion. Electrochemical corrosion
in fluorine has not been investigated. A mixture of HF and CTF is
a sufficiently good electrolyte to be considered for fuel cell appli-
cations, and there are isolated but sufficient reports of electro-
chemical corrosion in impure LF 2 (Reference 25) to indicate that
the effect can be serious.

(U) If alternate passage of materials both into and out of the system
at the same opening (breathing) takes place, there generally are
rcactis, e substances available on the receiving side to combine with
the substance passing. Thus, as H2 0 enters, there is sufficient
GF 2 nearby to react immediately and the HF formed then attacks
the immediately adjacent structure. For the reverse situation, the
same reactions occur when F 2 passes outward. This appears to be
the best explanation of observations of certain occurrences at the
Douglas Fluorine Flow Facility. Corrosion is confined to the
immediate area of the leak a:ad is fairly severe. The maximum
distance fron the leak that corrosion occurred was about eight

i! inches.

(U) One type of danger that has not yet been explored is that posed
by metal fluoride hydrates. Most metal fluorides are efficient
tbsorbers of moisture to form hydrated crystals of various stoichi-
ometri;s. Initial :1ndings at Douglas indicate that these hydrated
compounds are not impact sensitive in LF 2 .

(U) A system in which leak paths increase in size with time is much
more dangerous than one in which leak path size remains constant.
Small leaks can be neutralized by purges or vents, but if the pas-
sage rize grows, such remedies will not suffice. Accurate defini-
tion of this situation is required to preclude the possibility of
potentially hazardous or catastrophic results.

(2) (U*1 Effects on Nearby Structural Materials -- The effects to be
sfudied in this area W.ll depend to a large extent on the rate at
which the active materials (F 2 outward or H2 0 inward) reach the
materials in question. The majority of structural metals are
almost unaffected by elemental fluorine, either liquid or gaseous.
Static corrosion rates in pure fluorine are found to be less than
0. I rnil/year.

(UM Frost with GFZ and LFZ are impact sensitive, although tests
have not completely defined all variables.

(U) The results of the studies conducted on frost -- F 2 impact
sensitivity with an ABMA impact tester are presented in Table VI.

The specimens were as shown in Figure 36.
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(U) Thus far, in the discussion of the effect of escaping F 2 on
surrounding structures, we have focused solely on metals. But it
is a rare structural device that does not contain other materials.
This includes structures both within or outside the vehicle. Many
of these other -aterial, ,'o, r r.rganic; plastics, wood, paint, lubes
and greases, poting compounds, paper, etc. Others include con-
crete, glass, fired clay and other similar substances. Many of
these substances are basically spontaneously reactive with fluorine.
But at this point, another void becomes apparent. Under what
conditions will such spontaneous reactions start? There is aimost
no information about the fluorine concentratiun, the ýempe*-ature,
or the time factor E t which various incompatible materials are
susceptible to reaction. It has been determined at Douglas that
Mylar and H-Film plastics are stable to 10016 GF 2 at room temper-
ature and to LF 2 at .-320°F in static exposure. However, both are
shock sensitive. Mylar reacts 100% of the time in LF 2 at a 72 ft.
lbs. drop; H-Film reacted 2 out of 9 times under the same condi-
tions. Certain rubbers (red gum, neophrene) have been used in! contact with GF2 at up to 2O0°F for extended time periods,
generally without any sign of violent reaction, although hardening

to a non-elastic solid is generally noted. Identification of the
major parameters which control initiation of reaction with fluorine
is seriously needed. Only with such data can proper and safe
design be applied for areas which could see accidental short
exposure fluorine releases

S(3) (U) Simultaneous Escape of Propellants -- Spontaneous fluorine
reactions can be expected if fluorine and hydrogen simultaneously
escape from their transfer lines. It is obviously a very serious
problem, but the amount of data to confirm this statement is
negligible. The following observations are available:

(a) Very pure GH 2 and very pure GF 2 have been mixed in a
special apparatus without igniting spontaneously. The mixture
detonated when purposely ignited.

(b) All engine tests involving fluorine and hydrogen ignited spon-
taneously. Hard starts are very rare.

(c) Injection of LF7 into the GH 2 ullage of an LH2 tank did not
result in a spontaneous reaction. A violent reaction was then
experienced. It was hypothesized that the LFZ froue, dropped
thru the LH2 until it came to rest at a point where there was a
heat leak (closed valve body).

(d) An accidental occurrence in which plumbing to cylinders of
GH 2 and GF 2 sprang simultaneous leaks about 15 feet apart
occurred. There was no ignition, although the odor of F2 was
quite prominent in the neighborhood of the HZ leak.
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(U) The problem is complicated by the fact that the system is not
simply F 2 -HZ, but in reality F?-H -0 2-N 2 . Special mixing tests
would be of interest as a method of rapidly determining the scope of
the hazards. This must include basic data related to ignition limits
and explosion limits of F2-H?-O2-NZ mixtures.

3. TOXIC RELEASE AND DISPERSION

(U) While the information required to determine the site and range
operational constraints would require an evaluation of the whole system,
certain useful conclusions concerning the relationship of QD leakage to
toxic spill criteria may be arrived at by application of empirically
derived atmospheric dispersion forml1as. The purpose here is to
determine the contrbution of the fluorine oxidizer credible release
modes of the QD to the potential toxic hazard risk to range personnel
and to the population outsirle the boundries.

(U) Two general types of release modes must be cor.4idered:

a. Hot Release

Major .spills will probably produce a hot reacLion on contact with
oxidizable material. The highly reactive character of fluorine
oxidizers will produce fires with oil, grease, asphalt, plastics,
nihbers, adhesives, paints and vegetation. Limited reactions can
occur even wi' - sand, gravel, limestone, etc.

b. ,lId Responz.

Large sized spills which do not ignite materials b\ ccontact with
either liqu*.d -,r gaseoub ')xidizer, are defined as cui, releases.

Because ,f the Lryogeni- temperai.ur.. (-306*F) of fluorine, high
flash-off rates would be oxpected, due to the difference in temper-
abtre '.wtveen the T,F2 and the contactinp surface. However, the
gao pio,-:iced will be more dense and tend to hug the ground for a
time. flowin,- along the I , spots in the terrain. This is a specially
hazardous con.",Lion -luring times when wind movement is low and
thermal gradients aie absent. Further complications in defining
rate of bii(.,ff (emission or source strength) arise, depending on
the :haracter of the surface upon which the spill occurs. Boiloff
rate will be highest from surfaces of high heat capacity and con-
d,ictivi.ri. Reduction in rate will result where puddling, containment,
or contact with materials of low heat capacity or conductivity occurs.

(U, 'onsiderable theoretical and empirical work exists which attempts
ro precict mathematically the aii pollution hazard in terms of the mode
)I release, quantity releascd, distance downwind, and various meteoro-
I gical and topogr; phical variables knowi, to exist in a test area.
'3eginnin3 with the atmospheric turbule, t diffusion cquationq for
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continuous and point sources developed by Sutton (Reference 26), a
number of extensive experimental programs were initiated to improve
the predictability.

(U) Some of the more favored range dispersion equations applicable to
toxic rocket propellant releases have evolved out of Projects Prairie
Grass (Reference 27) Ocean Breeze and Dry Gulch (Reference 28),
Sand Storm (Reference 29), and a Travelers Research Center study
(Reference 30).

(U) Statistical methods were employed to simplify the prediction
equations and obtain data upon which reliability figures could be stated.

(U) For pre-lictien, of fluorine oxidizer turbulent diffusion arising as a
consequence of the credible release modes of a QD associated with a
flight vehicle, the behavior of both quasi-instantaneous and continuous
point sources must be known. A leak developed during fueling or off-
loading of a propellant tank is probably best described by considering it
a continuous point source if the release time extends for a period of
10 to 30 minutes and occurs at a low level near the ground. A rapidly
occurring relatively large cold spill which has been contained and boils
off at some average rate over a similar period of time at ground level
may also possibly be treated as a continuous point source.

(U) The prediction equation favored for continuous point sources,
developed out of Projects Ocean Breeze and Dry Gulch, has the following
form:

C /Q= KXa U b(e)c (AT +k)d (Z1)

p

Where:

C = peak concentration at a given downwind, (milligrams/
P cubic meter, or ppm by volume)

Q = source strength (grams/sec. , lbs. /min., etc.)

S= mean-wind speed (knots, or miles/hr. )

X = distance, downwind of the sources (meters, feet or miles)

" (8) = standard deviation of the wind direction (degrees azimuth)

AT difference between the temperature at two levels above

ground. (A negative AT indicates a decrease of tempera-
ture with height. The quantity k is added to AT to avoid
raising a negative number to a power)

K/a/b/ parameters of fit (estimating equation co-efficients)
c/d determined by lei--t-squares regression techniques
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(U) These factors operate in the following way to describe the diffusion
rate.

(U) The mean wind speed, U, is an indicator of the downwind "stretch-
ing" of the cloud emitted from a continuous source. In general, the
higher the mean wind speed, the lower the concentration at a given
travel distance.

(U) The standard deviation of wind direction fluctuations, o-(0), as an
indicator of the horizontal rate of mixing. As the value of a-(6)
increases, the rate of horizontal mixing increases and the concentrations
decrease. Further, as the cloud grows in size, smaller eddy sizes
become increasingly less effective in diffusing the cloud. In practice,
this means that smoothing the wind direction data fluctuations before
computing the standard deviation of the wind direction tends to increase
its prediction "efficiency" for the travel distance of interest here.

(U) The vertical temperature gradient, AT, is an indicator of the
vertical rate cf mixing. 1f the temperature decreases with heighL, t•-.
rate of vertical mixing is enhanced, and the concentrations are rela-
tively low. If the temperature increases with height, the rate of
vertical mixing is inhibited, ard the concentrations are relatively high.

One quantity of immediate interest to a pollution problem is the peak or
maximum inhalation level concentration, Cp, at a fixed distance down-
wind from the source. By definition, this is the concentration found on
the axis of the diffusing cloud, Concentrations decrease as one moves
off the axis of the cloud.

(U) Another factor pertinent to the development of the diffusion predic-
tion equation is the amonwt of material released per unit time. The
downwind concentrations are obviously directly related to this factor,
called the source strength, Q. As a result, one usually speaks of a
"normalized peak concentration" Cp/Q; i. e., a peak concentration
divided by the source strength.

(U) The final factor to be considered is the distance, X, downwind
from the source, since the peak concentration can be expressed as a
power law of dwnwnwind travel distance. In actuality, it is travel time
that is imiportant to the diffusion process rather than travel distance;
however, for microscale motions such as those considered here,
travel time is usually discussed in terms of mean travel time to some
fixed travel distance as a function of wind speed.

(U) A large amount of experimental data was introduced into a computer
program to determine the parameters of fit (K, a, b. c, d) and to test
the prediction efficiency of the resuiting equation.

This equation in simplest form as it is now used is:

C /Q = .0OZ1 x "1 . 9 6 (AT+10) 4 " 3 3 (W 0 .05 0 6  (ZZ)
p
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Where

C /Q = the normalized peak concentration in s, /m3
P

X = downwir.d travel distance in meters

e(G) = standard deviation of wind directions in degrees azimuth,
with a 15 second smoothing interval

AT = the temperature difference in the atmosphere between
54 ft and 6 ft altitudes, in 'F

(U) The number 10 was added to thc AT term in order to avoid handling
the logarithm of a negative number.

(U) It will be noted that the mean wind velocity, IT, has been eliminated
from the operating formula. Because an evaluation of prediction
accuracy showed that wind velocity correlates with the wind shift [cr(e)],
and temperature lapse (AT). Inclusion of U does not improve prediction
accuracy.

(U) The diffusion equation is basi : to the operation of the Weather
Information Network Display System (WINDS) which has been developed
to control toxic propellant launch operations both at ETR and WTR
(Reference 31). The system is computerized and takes into account
persistency of various meteorological factors, range boundary distances
from the operational site, quantities of toxic propellant being handled,
etc., to determine go/no-go operational conditions.

(U) At Cape Canaveral, the WIND System is set to predict CP/Q for a
downwind distance of 1. 5 miles; at Vandenburg, three different dis-
tances are used depending on the location of the launch emplacement.
A sample graphical solution of the equation for fluorine is included in
the Appendix IV, Figure 41.

(U) It must be emphasized that application of the WINDS equation for
predicting C /Q is strictly limited to ground level continuous point
sources of aFout 10 to 60 r-iinutes duration and to downwind distances
of 5 to 10 mi'ces.

(U) In the case of a fast liquid flow from rn uncoupled MANSAT QD, the
source would be elevated as shown in Figure 30. The WINDS systerm is
not presently designed, therefore, to predict downwind distances an
do-ages for elevated releases. Oxidizers released under these condi-
tions could be characterized by considering them as elevated point or
line sources. Some work has been done to improve the original Sutton
equations for these cases (Reference 32 and 33).

(U) What rational can be adopted. then, for determining the degree of
hazard risk for elevated source leakage from the QD?
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(U) Th-re are various possible ways in which a sizeable spill of iiquid
oxidizer might occur during fueling; the line might rupture or the dis-
connect coupling might inadvertently release. For example, if pumping
were not ir. progress at the time, probably only the gaseous and liquid
fluorine in the line would spill. For a 2-inch diameter, 30 foot line,
completely full of liqui•i fluorine, this would result in spilling only about
62 pounds of fluorine.

(U) For the situation where a break occurs, or the QD becomes
uncoupled during a filling operation, roich more fluorine would be
releas.,. . Assuming a pumping rate of 20 pounds/second, and delay
of 30 seconds before initiation of AGE valve closure to cut off the
supply, 600 pounds of fluorine would be spilled.

(U) Although there have been several studies made of the dispersion
behavior of contaminant clouds or puffs resulting from a leak or 3pill,
it is not pos bole to apply them accurately to the spill situation
described above, as the oxidizer spill will be occurring at a ccnsider-
able distance above the ground.

(U) Th'ý shape of the cloud developing downwind is difficult to predict
since it will depend on one or more of the following factors:

(1) The flow forces set up by the oxidi:;er jetting may cause the
the transfer line to whip around in several direct,-ns.

(2) Spreading may oc Ar due to impingement on adjacent vehicle
or AGE surfaces.

(3) Downward streaming may occur because of the low temperature
of the cryogen and its vapor density difference from that of the
atmosphere.

(4) LF 2 , or high concentrations of gas may come in conteat with
intervening inflammable materials and develop into a hot spill.

(5) Meteorological conditions existing at the time including wind
speed, wind direction, ambient temperature, temperature lapse
rate with altitude, arid atmospheric eddy currents will alter the
shape.

(U) Qualitatively, the relative toxic hazard associated with inst-.ntane-
ous and continuous releases may be evaluated as follows I" '.ferencc 28):

(U) With the instantaneous type of release, a puff of some ma~znitude
and original dimensions is gene.ated which will expand and be otluted by
turbulent diffusion as it travels with the wind. Turbulent eddies larger
than the dimensions of the puff will a ise it to meander acrosF the ter-
rain with but a small epreading .- .:t as it travels downwind. With the
continuous source, however, Ia: Re edr'ies tend to spread concentrations
over a wider area relative to th? instantaneous puff width. Assuming no
significant differexi:e in the rate of vertical mixing and assuming an
equa' total arnount of material :s released, a lower dosage .n terms
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of time integrated peak concentrations wil- result at tie center of
a plume from a continuous source of 10 to 30 minutes duration,
than at the point passed by the center of an instantaneous puff.

(U) Instantaneous sources released at some height or those which rise
because they become hot spills produce inhalation level concentrations
which differ from continuous ground sources. As a rule, the toxic
hazard is greatly reduced at shorter travel distances simply because
the elevated source vaults over the near areas and provides a greater
depth of atrTosphere between the source level and the inhalation level.
This is illustrated in the Figure 37.

(U) At travel distaace A, a wide margin of safety exists for the
elevated soturce as compared to the ground-level source. At travel
distance B, the maximum inhalation level concentration occurs, but
this is a function of the effective source height and the atmospheric
stability. in general, as with effluent from chimneys, greater source
heights and greater atmospheric stabilities tend to increase the dis-
tance at which maximum concentrations occur. At travel distance C,
however, little difference in breathing level concentrations will be
noted between elevated and continuous ground sources.

(U) As a first approximation to evaluation the toxic hazard arising from
the hypothetical elevated spill described above, the following ground
level conditions will be assumed:

(1) Instantaneous, point source

(2) 600 pound total quantity

(3) Ground level surface

(4) No reacticn with other materials -•

(5) Density of release material equal to atmospheric density
(approx.)

(U) All of these assumptions aie more or less inaccurate for the
release being considered, but are necessary in order to calculate a

downwind dosage using existing diffusion equations.

(U) Equations similar to the following were developed in Project
Sandstorm (Reference 29) to describe diffusion of an instantaneous
point source:

0. 180 X -1.59 (mean value formula) (23)
Q
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Where:

the peak dose normalized for source strength,
Q seconds/meter 3

X = distance from the source in meters

0. 180 = coefficient to accommodate units.

(U) At 7, 000 ft downwind of a 600 lb spill, the mean dosage, Ep, will
be 2. 47 ppm-min. Similarly using the improved formulas (Reference 29)
for the 50th and 90th percentile confidence levels the calculated dosage
will be 3, 4 ppm-min. and 10. 2 ppm-min. , respectively. In other words,
the dose 7, 000 ft downwind and along the centerline of the source will be
greater than 3.4 ppm-min. once in every two cases, while the chance
that it will exceed 10. 2 ppm-min, will be one in ten. From this it is
possible to gain some idea of the precision of the instantaneous point
source diffusion equations available from Project Sandstorm. Actual.
operations will require safety factors.

(U) The above dosage calculations were made selecting 7,000 ft
arbitrarily as a representative exclusion distance for safe range
operations. A comparison based on emergency exposure limits (EEL's)
and total integrated doses (TID's) for fluorine recommended by National
Academy of Sciences, National Research Council Committee on Toxicol-
ogy with the doses calculated by the Project Sandstorm method for a
600 lb, spill is indicated in Table VII.

(U) The figures indicate that peak doses at the centerline of the cloud do
note exceed those recommended. The probability of exceeding the EEL
with a 600 lb spill is low, particularly because the concentrations
arriving at inhalation level will be less on either side of centerline.

(U) Cold spills of other magnitudes calculated with the mean value
formula produce the doses listed in Table VIII.

Table VII

COMPARISON OF TID RESULTING FROM 600 LB. F 2 SPILL
WITH RECOMMENDATION TID (U)

Recommend EEL
TID Calculated Dose

ppm Duration (min.) (ppm-min.) (ppm-min.) Q = 6001b

3 10 30 3.4 (50th percentile)

2 30 60 10 !90th percentile)
2.47 (mean formula)

1 60 60 (U)
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Table VIII

FLUORINE DOSES 7000 FT DOWNWIND FROM COLD SPILLS
OF VARYING STRENGTH (U)

(Instantaneous Source, Mean Value Equation)

Q Dose (Ep)
(lb/min.) (ppm-min.)

1 0.004

2 0.008

5 0.020

10 0.041

20 0.081

50 0.204

100 0.409

200 0.818

500 2.046

1000 4.092

(U)

(U) Cp/Q is the continuous source equation and Ep/Q in the instantane-
ous source equation are normalized peak doses, i.e. grams of con-
taminant per cubic meter (g/mrn) divided by grams of contaminant
spilled or evaporated per second (g/sec). Thus, the normalized ratio
is given in seconds per cubic meter (sec/rn3 ).

(U) To obtain parts per million per pound per minute at standard
temperature and pressure, multiply Cp/Q (sec!m 3 ) by 1. 7 x 105 and
divide by the gram molecular weight of the oxidizer:

To obtain: Multiply Cp/Q (sec/m 3 ) by:

ppm F2
4. 47 x 10

ppm CIF 3  1.84x10

lbimin.
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To obtain: Multiply Cp/Q (sec/m 3 ) by:

ppm OF3
lb / nin.- 3.15 x 103

*ppm HF (at 70°F) 3. 3 x 103

lb/min.

(U) The *average gram molecular weight of hydrogen fluoride (HF) at
ambient temperature (70*F) is estimated to be 51. 3. Conversion nomo-
graphs relating CGr/( (sec/m 3 ) to Q, source strength (lb/min.), at
various peak concentrations in parts per million for fluorine and
chlorine trifluoride are shown in Figures 38 and 39, respectively.

(U) The nomographs aid in assigning a numerical value of the normal-
ized peak concentration (Cp/Q) that can be substituted into the diffusion
equation most nearly describing the particular spill or leakage mode for
the purpose of determining the distance downwind beyond which the EEL
established for the site (or other limit) is not exceeded.

(U) For example, returning to a consideration of the hypothetical
600 lb/min. fluorine spill: If the EEL value that must not be exceeded
is 10 ppm-min. , what is the exclusion distance when the Cp/Q resulting
from the spill is substituted into the instantaneous point source formula.
Entering the fluorine nomograph, Figure 28, when Gp/Q exceeds
3.7 x 10-6 second per cubic meter, one would expect the 10 ppm level
to be exceeded at the distance for which Cp/Q is predicted when the
source strength exceeds 600 lb/min.

(U) Using the distance form of the formula,

X (meters) = 0.340 Ep--0" 6 9  (23)
Q

and substituting the value for Ep/Q, 3. 7 x 10-6 sec/m 3 , obtained from
the nomograph, the distance is computed as follows:

X = 0.340 (3.7 x 10 -0. 629

log X log 0. 340 - 0.629 log (3.7 x 10"6)

= .993

X = antilog 2. 933

= 984 meters - 3,260 feet downwind
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(U) If 10 ppm-min. is the EEL for the control of the operations set by
the cognizant range safety organization, and the nearest personnel are
beyond 3,260 feet, the toxic hazard risk would be acceptable.

(U) For the type of cold spill where some degree of containment has
been provided, and the oxidizer is evaporating at ground level, the
period of time may be extended. Dispersion under these conditions
will be most reliably described by the WINDS continuous point source

equation currently in use at ETR and WTR.

(U) Here again, the nomograph, Figure 28, for fluorine may be used to
illustrate how the toxic hazard associated with a spill can be predicted
when employed along with the continuous point source equation. Suppose
that with some degree of confidence, the meteorological factors regis-
tered in the WIND system yields a normalized peak concentration
(Cp/Q) of 2. 24 x 10-6 sec/m 3 at a distance of 7000 feet downwind (the
site exclusion distance) and that the fluorine peak concentration per-
mitted is 3 ppm. What is the source strength, Q, that can not be
exceeded in order that a concentration of 3 ppm will not be carried
beyond 7,000 ft downwind? Entering the conversion nomograph, it is
found that about 300 lb of fluorine released per minute will equal a peak
concentration of 3 ppm.

(U) These examples oversimplify the problem of range management.
Actually the prediction accuracy in terms of a confidence limit must
be determined for each situation which takes into account the meteor-
ological forecasting accuracy and the statistical accuracy of the WINDS
equation or other applicable equation. The predication accuracy of the
instantaneous point source equation has been discussed previously.

(U) The accuracy of WINDS equation for continuous sources is some-
what better. Briefly, iu appears that multiplying the Cp/Q obtained
from the equation by 2 gives 86% confidence that the predicted peak
concentration will not be exceeded. The same confidence level is
achieved for the predicted distance by multiplying by 1. 4.

(U) During the foregoing discussion to explore the various possible
most credible release modes involving a QD and its associated AGE,
it was assumed that personnel would be excluded from the site.
Furthermore, the additional assumption of a 30 second delay before
cut-off of the AGE valve closure resulting in a 600 lb/min. emission
(at the rate of 20 lb/sec. ) is probably longer than would actually be the
case during a blockhouse monitored, critical transfer operation.

(U) It is reasonable to conclude therefore that the toxic hazard risk
under these conditions is quite low, if the operation has been placed
on a site with sufficient distances to the nearest range industrial. com-
plex, and to the nearest populated areas.
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(U) There is some concern an.ong various knowledgeable range safety
personnel concerning the difficulties of prediction in all cases (Refer-
ence 34). More data on higher atmosphere behavior, including wind
deviations, speeds, and particularly the deviations brought about by
upper atmosphere wind shear are needed to improve prediction accuracy.

(U) At ETR, an additional 500-ft tower has been erected for the purpose

of gathering such data in order to correlate it with that already feed into
the WINDS system from lower altitude equipment.

(U) finding adequate "weather winds" for launch purposes may become
a problem. Diurnal variations in wind velocity, deviation, and temper-
ature lapse in coastal areas limit the times when certain types of
launches could be made. With on-shore breezes, +1°F vertical tem-
perature lapses, and standard wind shift deviations of less than 10°, the
WIND system prediction may not permit a launch operation to proceed.
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Section IV

ESTABUSHED CRITERIA

(U) Summary of the design criteria established in the preceeding sections
of this report are summarized here for the specific requirements imposed by
the MANSAT vehicle concept presented in Section 2. 2. These criteria have
provided for maximum flexibility in design and operation whenever possible,
but not to the detriment of the MANSAT concept.

(U) The design objective for a coupling servicable in a system contain-
ing any of the fluorine-related oxidizers must be a leakproof separable-fluid
connector that can be easily cleaned and kept free fronm contamination. The
coupling must be adequate for transferring oxidizer from an AGE storage
facility to a flight vehicle under potential temperature, vibration (induced
either from the vehicle or servicing tower), wind, moisture, dust, etc. envi-
ronments. It must be suitable for draining the oxidizer from the vehicle under
the potential environments should a launch is abort after the oxidizer has
been loaded. It must be capable of remaining attached until vehicle launch
is committed and then separating cleanly and reliably.

(U) Because of the highly reactive and toxic nature of the oxidizer, the
oxidizer should not be loaded into the vehicle until all tasks requiring per-
sonnel in the immediate area have been completed and the personnel evac-
uated. All operations involving oxidizer transfer, draining of the vehicle
tank if required, draining and purging of the transfer line after transfer, and
separation of the coupling at time of launch should be done by remote control.

(U) Facility and Regulatory agencies place fc-rther restrictions on the
oxidizer loading and the vehicle launcl activity. These regulations provide
protection of employes, civilians, plant and animral life, and property on
and off the site in case of inadvertent release of fluorine. The Weather
Information Network Display (WIND) system controls launch operations
involving toxic propellants at ETR and WTR. The system considers persist-
ency of meteorological factors, range botindary distanc-' from the opera-
tional site, quantities of toxic propellant being handled etc. to determine
go/no-go operational conditions. As a specific application of these restric-
tions, the oxidizer system for the MANSAT vehicle has two separate flow
paths between the AGE and the vehicle to provide fill and drain ant vent.

(U) For presently conceived vehicles, there is no apparent reason to
require remote connection capability. This capability would greatly increase
the complexity of the design, lowering the reliability of the device and
increasing maintenance problems.
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(U) The following requirements, applicable for the MANSAT system as
well as for any other system using a fluorine oxidizer, consider operations,
flow, and mechanics.

1. GENERAL

a. (U) The coupling Ehould be manually connected and capable of pro-
viding positive indication of being mechanically latched.

b. (U) The coupling must be designed for fly-away as well as for
manual disconnect operations.

c. (U) The fly-away disconnect provision must be highly reliable.
(A redundant release provision may be the appropriate provision.)

d. (U) The coupling should not provide oxidizer flow control or fluid
shutoff provisions. (No integral valves would be required.)

e. (U) The coupling must be capable of sealing against leakage in
excess of 10-4 SCIM's when subjected to operational limit conditions
(system proof pressure, vacuum, ambient, and cryogenic
temperatures).

f. (U) The coupling must adequat.lv provide for draining and purging
of wetted fluid lines between the vehicle and shutoff-isolation valves
of the AGE oxidizer.

g. (U) Provisions are required for the instantaneous determination
and display of oxidizer concentration in the purge gas from the
vehicle/AGE disconnect purge and drain system.

h. (U) External leakage through the coupling seal must be safely
disposed of through a duct.

i. (U) Provisions are required for detecting external leakage through
the coupling seal before the leakage could become damaging or
hazardous.

j. (U) T" ie vehicle half of the coupling must withstand repeated use
without damage or functional degradation and without needing
peculiar or extensive maintenance or rework. It must be designed
to guard agauist potential damage when not in use.

k. (U) It is desirable that the ground (AGE) half be capable of repeated
use although this half could be expendable if required.

1. (U) The coupling must be capable of carrying all externally applied
loads (wind, propellant weight, thermal stresses, etc.) without
degradation to the c-upling-to-coupling seal and without rendering
the coupling inoperable.
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m. (U) The coupling halves must be sealed when not in use to prevent
mechanical and c:,emical damage.

n. (U) The coupling must be adequately isolated or otherwise protected
to prevent formation ot ice or frost which could potentially result
in a coupling malfunction (freezing of the quick-release mechanism,
etc.)

2. DETAIL DESIGN

a. (U) Avoid the use of bellows with welded nested configuration
because this configuration is difficult to clean and impossible to
inspect for contaminati-n. Make the bellows from either seamless
tubing or from butt-welded wrapped sheet that is 100% X-rayed.
Avoid possible hidden contamination in this weld. Bellows must be
made from oxidizer-compatible materials capable of beiag formed
into cc ..... ions and have good fatigue properties througk.ut the
potential temperature ranges.

b. (U) Eliminate all possible dead-end passages.

c. (U) Make the interior of the coupling smooth and free of cavities
that could collect contaminants.

d. (U) Make wherever possible all interior surfaces exposed to the
oxidizer capable of being visually inspected.

e. (U) Minimize pipe and tubing runs. The shortest length will have
the smallest area and, correspondingly, the lowest potential source
of contaminants. Minimize the number of tees, courses, elbows,
and other fittings that generate and trap particles. Use man folds
wherever possible.

f. (U) Eliminate all close-fitting dynamic parts capable of generating
contaminant particles.

g. (U) Avoid exposing threaded joints to the oxidizer. These joints
form a trap for contaminants and can generate particulate contam-
inants during mating of the threads.

h. (U) Avoid threaded connections. If impossible arrange them so
that the flow does not nc rub particles out of the threaded crevices
and carry them into the vehicle.

i. (U) Place gaskets or seals to permit minimum con~act with the bulk
of the working fluid.

j. Design critical sealing surfaces to have some inherent protection
(e.g. recessed surface) from damage because of handling during
coupling mating.
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k. (U) Provide a pilot for aligning the mating halves of the coupling
before the primary seal is engaged.

1. (U) Avoid the necessity for rotational indexing of the coupling at
the interfac between the two halves.

mn. (U) Eliminate all loose hardware when the coupling separates
(seals must be retained).

n. (U) Use only clean, bagged, and sealed components to assemble
the system. Inspect the bags for the presence of foreign matter.

o. (U) Preclude moisture (water vapor, frost, and ice) from inside
anQ ddjacent to components.

p. (U) Perform assembly and disassembly in environmentally con-
trolled areas commensurate with the degree of cleanliness in the
components being used.

q. (U) Minimize the need for assembly and installation of fittings on
a component after it has been fabricated and cleaned.

3. MATERIALS

a. (U) Choose materials on the basis of the best possible compatibility
witth the oxidizer, consistent with the function of the part.

b. (U) Require testing of the material with the oxidizer before using
it in a component if there is doubt about compatibility.

c. (U) Avoid the use of platings and coatings on metals wherever
possible.

d. (U) Avoid the use of nonmetallic materials in areas exposed to
oxidizer flow. If Teflon is usee as a static seal for the storable
oxidizers, use it in small sections, closely surrounded by metal,
and with minimum surface area exposed to the oxid;zer. Teflon
may also be used for a secondary seal if the cavity between the
primary and secondary seals is either vacuum scavenged or purged
with an inert gas.

e. (U) Do not use lubricants or pipe compounds on joints in the fluid
systems.

f. (U) Do not use soft or stringy valve stem packings requiring
periodic replacement; they are gradually deposited in the fluid
stream.

g. (U) Investigate before using two different metals in direct contact
with each other whether they are compatible from the galvanic
corrosion standpoint.
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h. (U) Use nonporous castings (if castings are necessary) free of
sand and other foreign materials. Porous castings (particularly
aluminum and bronze) should not be used because they are difficult
to clean. All castings should be X-rayed or dye-penetrantinapected.

p2.4
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Section V

FUTURE WORK

(U) The results of this Phase I study indicate the design, fabrication,
and testing of a fluorine quick disconnect (QD) can be undertaken with confi-
dence that it will serve it- intended purpose. The established criteria, design
sketches, and calculations suggest a way of verifying these findings: by
designing, fabricating, and testing the coupling sketched in Figures 4 and 5.
The objective of the testing program will be to verify that these study findings
are -,lid by demonstrating the quick disconnect in a simulated fluorine trans-
fer system.

(U) Although several information voids were identified in this study,
none appears to affect the design, fabrication, or testing of this quick dis-
connect. In summary, these voids are as follows:

1. (U) Fluorine oxidizer leak detection and measurement devices for
use with an operational QD are nonexistent.

2. (U) Data on the corrosion of metals by galvanic couples in LF 2 are
lacking.

3. (U) Quantitative data on the effects of fluorine oxidizers passing
througn small passages or porous materials are lacking. Qual.tative
data indicates that small leaks, which are likely to develop during a
fluorine QD development program, should not present any problems.

4. (U) Data on the interaction of F., H2., air, and H2 O vapor are
needed to more clearly define system and component leakage limita-
tions. rhe development of a fluorine quick disconnect (QD) will
occvr in the absence of H2 and under conditions where HZO vapor
can be very carefully controlled.

1. DESIGN OF A TEST QD
(U) Because of the potential hazards of fluorine leakage, the interface
seai between the halves of the coupling is perhaps the most critical area
in the design. The development program will include determination by

testing of the effect on leakage of varying the seal materials and seal
preloads, and of using single, as opposed to double, sealing surfaces.
The design phase comprises the steps in the following paragraphs.
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a. Preliminary QD Specification Drawing

(U) This step identifies in Military Specification format the specific
requirements that must be met in the design and testing of the QD.

b. Conduct a QD Sizing Analysis

(U) A sizing analysis will be conducted in conjunction with Step 1
to determine the permissible pressure drop and the required flow
area through the coupling. A purge flow analysis of the propellant
transfer line will be conducted to determine the required sizing and
location for vent and purge ports.

c. Sketch Concepts

(U) Concurrently with Steps I and 2, sketches will be made of the
QD concept in Figure 4 and of those related system components
required to conduct demonstration tests. The QD concept will be
refined. After the sketching and ev-aluating, the most likely fill-
and-drai. system concept for MANSAT will be selected and further
efforts will be confined to developing it into a final design.

d. Conduct Design Analyses

(U) Design analyses will verify the structural integrity of the QD
and its related systems and will provide assurance that design
requirements will be met. The following analyses are required:

(1) Strength analysis.

(2) Thermal effects analysis.

(3) Seal Preload analysis.

(4) Pressure effects analysis.

(5) Fill-line external loads analysis.

(6) Unlatching loads analysis.

(7) Anti-icing shroud purge flow analysis.

e. Finalize Layouts

(U) Concurrently with Step 4, the following layouts for the selected
concept will be completed:

(1) QD coupling.

(2) Anti-icing shroud.
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II

(3) Simulated transfer system for test.

(4) Purge and drain systems for test.

(5) Latch actuation system for test.

f. Prepare Test Plan

(U) Concurrently with Steps 4 and 5, a test plan will be prepared
based on the requirements in Subsection 2, Test Program
Requiremedf, of this document.

g. (U) The following tasks will be included:

(1) Finalize the test requirements.

(2) Finalize the testing approach.

(3) Identify the test equipment required.

(4) Prepare a detailed test plan.

h. Submit for AF-RPL Approval

(U) When the above steps are completed, the layouts and test plan
will be submitted to the customer for approval before preparation
of detailed fabrication drawings

i. Prepare Test Equipment Drawings

(U) During the interim between submittal of the layouts and test
plan and the approval by the customer, drawings of equipment and
fixtures for use in testing the QD will be prepared.

j. Prepare Detail Drawings

(U) After approval of the layouts by the customer, detail drawings
will be prepared of the OD, the anti-icing shroud, the propellant
transfer line, and the vent and purge system.

k. Prepare Test Procedure

(U) Concurrently with Step 9, test procedures will be prepared,
providing detailed instructions for implementing the test program.

1. Fabricate and Test QD

(U) A test model OD will be fabricated from detail drawings. The
necessary test equipment and fixtures will be procured and "abri-
cated. Testing will be conducted in accordance with the test pro-
cedures of Step 10.
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m. Evaluate Results
(U) Test results will be evaluated, and the following items will be

investigated:

(i) Effects of varying seal parameters on leakage.

(2) Performance of purge system in removing trapped fluid from
transfer line.

(3) Performance of shroud purge system in preventing formation
of frost and ice around the QD.

(4) Performance of latch release mech.-ism.

(5) Performance of any F2 leak detect-.n devices that may have
been used during the testing.

(6) Effects on the OD of dynamic liquid and gaseous fluorine
exposure.

(7) Durability of the QD to undergo typical repeated connect-
disconnect cycles.

(U) If, as a result of the testing program, it becomes evident that
any of the criteria established in Phasl.s I is incorrect or not appli-
cable, the criteria will be uI graded in the final report. Also,
problems not anticipated may be encountered and result in new
information voids in .luorine technology. In this event, an attempt
will be made to fill the voids if feasible (without embarking on a
major new program.). If a void develops in a major problem, it will
be so noted and th', solution will be recommended for a future
program.

n. Modify Design as Required

(U) In case any deficiencies in the design of the test model QD
are discovered during the testing program, the design will be
modified to correct the deficiencies. The detail drawings will be
changed to reflect the redesign before release for fabrication of
a prototype model of the OD. The specification drawing will also
be updated with any changes required in the design.

o. Fabricate and Acceptance Test Prototype QD

(U) A prototype QOD incorporating all design improvements dis-
cussed in the preceding steps will be fabricated. It will undergo
acceptance testing, including proof pressure, leak check at liquid
nitrogen temperature, and functional testing of latching mechanism.
After satisfactory completion of these tests, the coupling will be
delivered to the customer.
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p. Prepare Final Report

(U) A final report summarizing the results of the entire program
will be prepared (including all conclusions and recommendations).
It will be supported by all available daia:ertinent to the subject of
the contract. It will include hardware details and unsuccessful test
results.

2. TEST PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

(U) The primary objective of the test program is to prove that the
design is functionally good and compatible with the use of liquid fluorine
as an oxidizer. The program will prove system concepts, rather than
qualifying detailed hardware for use on a particular vehicle. In addi-
tion, limited design data on scaling and environment will be evolved.
Major areas of concern are as follows:

a. Fluorine Detection

(U) Requires further development testing to adapt existing devices
to function as i fluorine indicator for the purge system and for the
leak detection s) 'tem.

b. Drain and Purge Syst'm Effectiveness

(U) Requires investigation to prove the concept that liquid and
gaseous oxidizer can be removed from the fill and drain line to
safe concentration Lev-l before the coupling is separated.

c. Separation Mechanism Effectivenes3

(U) Requires demoAstration testing to verify a design concept for
primary separation and redundant separation methods. Although
the separation mechanism chosen will not involve a new, untried
concept, evaluation of such a mechanism under the particular
environmental conditions of the MANSAT vehicle is required (field
assembly environment, corrosive cryogenic media, etc. ). Testing
will serve to prove the effectiveness of the separation mcthod withI
the particular seal design chosen.

d. Interface Seal

(U) Requires investigation to prove the sealing capability under
the expected field conditions and the reliability when used to tank
and detank with liquid fluorine after being connected and leak-
checked. In addition to this demonstration testing. investig,tion
should be made to determin* the effect of varying key sealing
parameters to indicate the true factors of safety involved and the
capability for scaling the critical elements of the design.
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e. F 2 Compatibility

(U) Requires exposure to typical service conditions involving F2
to prove compatibility.

f. Anti-icing Shroud Purge

(U) Requires investigation to establish effectiveness of preventing
the formation of ice and frost on the QD latch and separation
mechanism.

3. PROPOSED TEST PLAN OUTLINE FOR QD COUPLING TESTING

a. Seal and Separation Mechanism Checkout (GHe or GN2 )

(U) After fabrication, set up test baidware in Propulsion Labora-
tory for a dry checkout. ModificatioLs made as required.

(1) Mount vehicle half in support fixture and attach blind flanges.

(2) Install secondary (Teflon) gasket and attach ground half.

(3) Torque bolts eqzally to 20% while measuring gasket deforma-
tion with a dial indicator.

(4) Check for overall leakage with bubble bath.

(5) Release and recouple to checkout attach mechanism and sec-
ondary gasket.

(6) Install aluminum gasket and Teflon gasket and torque to 50%,
75%, 100%, IZ5%, and 150%, measuring leakage each time.

(7) Release to checkout mechanism under load.

(8) Repeat with a new aluminum gasket to confirm.

(9) Repeat with the gaskets specially modified to show the effects
of a sing~e wedge, a corroded gasket, and an improperly
torqued gasket.

b. Cryogenic Functional Tests

(U) Set up coupling with a liquid nitrogen source and a shutoff
valve downstream so that LN2 can flow through the coupling under
30 to 50 psig.

(1) Install new gaskets and frost shield, torque to rated value,
and leak check with rr•ass spectrometer.

I
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(2) Flow LN2 , record exterior temperature at 4 points, purge
frost shield with helium, and leak check secondary gasket.

(3) Shutoff LN2 , pressurize that chamber with helium, and leak
check primary seal as the cr. 'pling warms.

(4) Flow LN2 again to chill down c oupling and separate to check
mechanism while cold.

(5) Repeat leak checks with new gaskets.

(6) Repeat leak checks with modified gaskets to show effects of
single wedge, and an improperly torqued gasket.

c. Liquid Fluo .ine Compatibility Tests

(U) Clean and set up coupling in the fluorine flow loop at remote
test site with shutoff valves to simulate vehicle conditions and all
leak detection, purge, and vent systems installed.

(1) Install new gaskets, torque to rated value, and leak check.

(2) Purge and passivate coupling, leak detection, and vent sys-
tems. Purge and checkout leak detection system.

(3) Purge flow loop and recheck for leakage with helium.

(4) Flow 250 gal LF 2 through coupling in both directions. Purge
and vent trapped volume between the shutoff valves to check-
out tht vent system function.

(5) Hold system under blanket purge for 8 to 24 hours.

(6) Disassemble, check vi&ualiy, and install special gaskets to
show the effects of a damaged and improperly torqued gasket.
Conduct these tests using gaseous fluorine to check out leak
detection and purge vent system.

(7) Replace gaskets and conduct a series of tests to evaluate liquid
fluorine extraction from the trapped volume between the two
shutoff valves. Use thermocouples in the lines to detect
presence of LF 2 and use F, detector to record the concentra-
tion of F 2 in purge gas.

(8) Flow 250 gal LF2 in each direction and disconnect as soon as
F2 concentration is safe.

(9) Replace gaskets and flow 250 gal LF 2 . Purge F2 from system
and disconnect QJ).

(10) Repeat latter test as time permits.
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Appendix I

MANSAT SYSTEM STUDIES

(U) The following discussion of the MANSAT Vehicle System was taken

directly from Reference 35.

1. FEED-LINE SYSTEM

(C) "Propellants are fed to the engine system through low-pressure
ducting as shown schematically in Figure 2. Both feed lines are vacuum
jacketed and contain several layers of high-performance insulation
within the vacuum jacketing to reduce feed-line heating during coast.
Vacuum jacketing is used to prevent the formation of liquid air around
the feed lines and to reduce the heat flux into the lines during propellant-
fill and ground-hold operations. Further analysis may indicate that
vacuum jacketing is not required for the LF 2 feed line."

(C) "The LF 2 feed line is approximately 14 ft long. Because of its
length, this line must be wet prior to engine start to avoid excessive
LFZ lag during the Art transient. A wet line is maintained by incor-
porating a tank-mounted valve and a bleed line into the feed line. This
system design is based on the results of a preliminary thermal analysis.
After engine shutdown, the tank-mounted prevalve is closed, trapping
liquid in tha feed line. As the LF 2 , in the vicinity of the engine, is
vaporized due to engine heat feed-back, a portion of the LF2 is dis-
placed through the bleed line into the LF? tank. Once the vapor bubble
grows to a height which uncovers the bleed line, further heating results
in surface evaporation of the LF2 . Regression of the LF 2 in the feed
line is sufficiently slow so that the line will be at least 85% full prior to
engine restart. The vaporized fluorine is continually bled into the tank
to prevent excessive pressure build-up in the feed line during coast.
The tank ýalve prevents back-flow of liquid into the tank during the
coast period. A shutoff valve was used for this purpose rather than a
check valve to reduce the line pressure drop during engine operations.
A low AP check valve is located in the bleed line to prevent ullage gas
from entering the feed line during engine operation."

2. FILL AND DRAIN SYSTEM

(C) "The propellant tank fill system is shown schematically in
Figure 2. Both tanks are filled through separate lines passing through
the vehicle sidewall and into each Lank. Incorporated in each fili line
is a shut-off valve which seals the tank prior to launch. This valve is
located close to the tank wall in the highly insulated portion of the
system to keep iiquid out. of the fill line during coast, thereby reducing
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heat leak into the system and minimizing the trapping of unusable
oxidizer..During main fiU and topping operations the umbilical propel-
lant transfer lines are connected to the vehicle fill system with quick-
disconnect couplivgs. These couplings do not have internal poppets,
thereby preventing trapping of oropellants between the main shutoff
valve and quick disconnect. During the filling and toppin6-, operation,
the tank vent valves are open, allowing the vented gases to escape into
the grotTnd-venting system. Both engine prevalves are closed and the
tank-mounted LF2 prevalve is open during the entire filling operation.
Just vrior to liftoff, all valves are closed, and .*.he fil] umbilical lines
are dre•ued and purged. "

(C) "According to the criteria of Reference 36, the LtD ratio (65) of the
LF2 feed lines is high enough to result in geysering during fil]. This
can be prevented by using the bleed line (which is already r• •ired to
maintain a wet line during coast) to allow recirculation of the feed line
ch•lldown vapor int• the main-'ank ull,•ge. By proper sizing of bleed
line, backflow or geysering •f .lie LF2 in the feed line can be prevented.
The pressure buildup, due to the rapid vaporization of +he LF2. while
chilling the foed line, is •elieved directly into the uila• Cursor•,
analysis ha• indicated that a 3{4 inch diameter bleed line should p. event
geysering i,, the LF2 feed line during fill. "

(C.• "Prior to selection of the fi!l system, sl,•w•. •n Figure 2, • •ve-al
other concepts were considered. T•ese are shown schematicall• in
Figure 40. The fluorine-fill concept, shown in Configuration l, was
not satisfactory because it provides an •dditiona• heat path from the
vehicle sidewall to the feed line. This heat path ' ald create a vapor
bubble at scrne point midway ir the -let portion o: •e feed line. During
engine start, the vapor bubble could be ingestec by •,_he engine l•amp,
This bubble ingestion is not desirable since it :•ay cause pump damage
due to 31ugging and/or pump overspeed during the •oo•strap period to
full power. Because of the critical nature of feed line heating, which
m• /res It in improper functioning o• ",he proF llant orientation system,
the philosophy for the •ll-system design has b•-en to minimize heat
additi• • into the feed line wherever possible, i'he LH2 fill-line cuncept
of :ovfigu•ation I was discarded because it permits an increase in he•t
flux into the critical sump area. "

(C) "The •ll-iine concept shown in Configuration 2 is designed to
elin •n,•te feed-line heat shorts int•, critical a r•as as described above
Hob-ever, LF• trapped in •he fill line must be vented, The nuisance of
having t,• vent t•ap•d propellants, e•-en thcugh heat shorts are removed
from the critical regions, negates any real advantage of this system
over t•e semected one. "

(C) '•hort, :!•ed-co•pled, fi'! lines, shown in Configuration 3. we.•::
also consideTed. Vhile .'ninimiziu• tr•pped propellants and feed-line
• •eat shorts, othe." coosi•eratio•.s d s=ouraged the use of this system.
For example, the umbilical tr•,•fe• !ines must pa-.s througL •e inter
staue are to rn:::te w•th th fill-•ine c<,uplings. This is not desirable !
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from interstage structural considerations. Also, the umbilical/stage
propellant transfer couplings would not be visible during the filling
operation. Any leakage could go undetected until a dangecrwus accumu-
'ation of propellant vapor existed within the confined inter.4tage area.
In addition, any propellant spillage during transfer line cisconnect
would also accumulate in the interstage area creating an explosion
hazard. "

(C) "Two schemes were evaluated for filling the propellant tank through
the tank vent-line penetration. These are shown on Configurations 4
and 5 in Figure 40. These methods reduce the number of tank pene-
trations by combining the fill and vent lines. In Configuration 4, a
concentric line is routed into one valve body which has internal porting
to separate the vent and fill functions. The tanks are filled through the
inner annulus and vented simultaneously through the outer annulus.
This vould require the development of a cryogenic concentric line and
a rather coanplex valve. Separate vent and fill valves can be used if a
i-anifold is used to separate the fill and vent lines prior to the valving,as shown in Configuration 5. "

(C) "The total system weight for Configuration 4 or 5 should be about
the same as for the selected fill method. Because there is no urgent
need to reduce the number of tank penetrations, and, since the concen-
tric fill vent system is structurally cornplicated, this system is not
recommended.

3. VENT SYSTEM

(C) "Both tanks are vented during propellant filling through separate
vent lines which are connected to the vehicle sidewall. Incorporated
in each vent line is a shutoff valve which seals the tank prior to launch.
This valve is located close to the tank rather than the sidewall to keep
liquid out of the vent line during coast, thereby reducing heat leak into
the propellant. During main fill and topping operations, the umbilical
vent lines are connected tc the vehicle vent system with quick disconnect
couplings. The quick disconnect couplings do not have internal shutoff
provisions, thus allowing enmergency venting during the mission.,

!C) "Since in-flight ventiLg is not expected, the vehicle vent system
will be sized to prevent tank overpressurization during the filling
operation. However, the fill-time and ground-propellant transfer and
venting system characteristics were not specified, and sizing analysis
was not performed. Therefore, 2-inch diameter vent lines were
arbitrarily selected.

4. THERMODYNAMIC ANALYSIS

(C) "This analysis includes propellant heating during propellant loading
and ground hold conditions. Propellant boiloff occurs by absorbing heat
from two sources (1) heat storced in the warm walls of the oxidizer
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system prior to loading with oxidizer; and (2) heat transferred through
the tank walls and heat shorts trom the surrounding environment. "

(C) "Propellant required to remove the residual heat in the tanak walls
is significant, but is only a small percentage of the weight of propellant
required to fill the tanks. To chill the tank walls from an initialS~temperature of 100*F to the temperatures of the oxidizer, -306*F for
LF 2 , 62. 5 lb of LF? are required. This represents approximately

0.404 of the LF2 required to fill the tanks."

(C) "The insulation technique chosen for the vehicle piping involves
vacuum jacketing the propellant leed lines while leaving the fill and vent
lines bare. The total heat transfer rate to the oxidizer from all of the
subsystems, that is, the tank walls, line supports, fill, vent and feed
lines are determined to be 12,415 BTU/hr. for LF 2 , or 169 lb/hr. of
LF 2 . Approximately 99% of this ground hold heat leak is attributed to
the tank itself, with approximately 0. 3% from the combined effects of
the fill and vent lines together. Heat leak through the fill and vent
systems is negligible."
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Appendix II

OXIDIZER CHARACTERISTICS

(U) A summary of the information on the characteristics, principal
byproducts, 6nd contaminants of the four oxidizers under consideration is
shown in Tables IX and X.

(U) For liquid fluorine (LF 2 ) it may be noted that in addition to F 2 the
primary reactive conistituents are hydrogen fluoride (HF) and oxygen difluor-
ide (OF 2 ); both products are forrmed from moisture contamination. Oxygen

[- (G0,) ;s considered mildly corrosive and the remaining constituents are
either inert or ha-.e negligible corrosive effects.

(U) For chlorine trifluorcide (CTF), the most reactive constituent is also

HF. Perchloryl fluoride (CIO 3 F), chlorine monofluoride (ClF), and chlorine
(C12) are also corrosive bvW. to a lesser degree ti~an HF. The remaining

constituent• are either inert or have negligible corrosive effects.

(b) FLOX, a mixture- of liquid fluorine and liquid oxygen, may contain
all of the contaminants noted for liquid fluorine plus those which are common
to liqaid oxygen. Oxygen is produced by liquefaction of air, and its principal
contaminanta are nitrogen and argon, which are inert. In general, LO con-
tains a higher perc~ntage of hydrocarbons than gaaeous oxygen. When FLOX
is prepared in large quantities, *t is usaally prepared by combining LO and
LF 2 . Reaction between LF 2 and the hydrocarbons may cause an appreciable
increase in the HF present in the FLOX. Smaller amounts of the contami-
nants per unit volume should be present in FLOX than in LF 2 , and as would
be expected, -LOX has been shown to be less corrosive. Rocketdyne has
ieported that in tests which they have conducted, the compatibility of metal
materials with FLOX with concentrations below 40 or 45% fluorine is essen-
tially the same as for liquid oxygen. With high concentrations of F2, the
FLOX reacted with metals to a degree approaching the reactions with LF2.

(U) The chemical composition of Compound A is classified, and a

breakdown of i.s byproducts and contaminants are not included in this report.
However, after laboratory testing of both CTF and Compound A, Rocketdyne
has reported that, in general, materials which are compatible with CTF are
also compatible with Compound A, and that CTF criteria are applicable.
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Appendix III

MATERIALS COMPATIBILITY

COMPATIBILITY OF MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION WITH LIQUID
FLUORINE

(U) Several test programs to determine the compatability of materials
with LF2 have been conducted by various research organizations.
Table XI indicates the conclusions reached by researchers after a
literature search and after survey trips to several organizations which
had actual experience with LF2 testing.

(U) Tables XII through XV present the results obtained from some
typical test programs and indicate the relative corrosion resistance of
some of the common materials. No attempt has been made to ration-
lize the differences in the magnitude of corrosion rates reported by the
different researchers. The different values may be the result of
different exposure time, different test corditions, or different methods
for assessing corrosion rates. However, the relative corrosion rates
of the various materials should be sufficiently valid to serve as a basis
for selection of a material for a specific application.

(U) Table XVI presents the classification code representing the com-
patibility of liquid and gaseous F 2 with the materials listed in
Table XVII, which compiles the da•ta gathered and published by the
Defense Metals Information Center.

Table XI
STRUCTUAL MAT ERIALS COMiPATIBLE WITH LFZ IN THE

ORDER OF DECREASING CORROSION RESISTANCE. (U)

1. Monel

2. Nickel

3. Low silicon stainless steels

4. Copper

5. luminurn

6. Magnesium

Reference 37 (U)
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(U) The following pertinent information on the compatibility of materials
with fluorine and comments on fluoride films were extracted from
Reference 37.

(C) Laboratory test and handling experience in recent years reveals
that several metals have been used -with both gaseous and liquid fluorine
at room and cryogenic temperatures. Of these, Monel has the highest
corrosion resistance, followed in order by nickel, low silicon stainless
steels, copper, aluminum, and magnesium. The utility of these metals
is based on the formation of comparatively tenacious fluoride films
which tend to protect the metal from further attack. The density and
adherence of the protective film is a measure of the relative value of
the metal for service in fluorine; nickel and Monel will form a dense,
tough coating whereas steels form loose, porous coatings and are less
corrosion-resistant. High-velocity liquid flow studies are used to
indicate the films that are stable.

Table XII

CORROSION OF METAL IMMERSED IN LF 2 FOR 1 YEAR* (U)

Metal Corrosion Rate (mils/year)

15-7 Monel 0.0010

304 Stainless steel 0. 0026

Copper 0.0028

Nickel 0.0034

Monel 0. 0035

410 Staialess steel 0.0630

AL 6061 0.1843

AL 1100 0.2093

TiC- 120 0.2267

TiA- 110 0.2806

Mg AZ-31 0.3437

Mg HM- 31 0.6741

*Based on five specimens for each material. (U)

Reference 38.
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Table XIII

CORROSION OF UNSTRESSED METALS IN LF 2 ,
7- TO 14-DAY EXPOSURE (U)

Corrosion
Rate No. of

Material Alloy (mils/year) Samples

1. Magnesium HK (coated with 0. 1 4

DOW- 17)*

2. Stainless steel 304 0.2 8

3. High-strength steel PH15-7 Mo 0.2 6

4. Nickel 0.2 6

5. Gupro-nickel 10% Ni 0.2 4

6. Brass Cartridge 0.2 12

7. Stainless steel 316 0.3 8

8. Stainless steel 420 0.3 8

9. High-strength steel AM-350-CX 0.3 8

10. Stainless steel 347 0.4 8

11. High-strength steel AM-350-C 0.4 7

12. Copper 0.4 10

13. High-strength steel AM-350-D 0.5 8

14. Monel 0. 5 4

15. Brass Yellow 0.5 2

16. Aluminum 1100 0,6 14

17. Aluminum 6061 0.6 iz

18. Cupro-ni-kel 30% Ni 0.6 5

*DOW-17 -- A propriezarý aiodic anticorrosion conversion
coating for magnesium and magnesium alloys. (U)
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Table XIII -- Concluded (U)

Corrosion
Rate No. of

Material Alloy (milse year) Samples

19. Magnesium AZ-31 (coated o.6 4
with DOW- 17)

20. Aluminum 7079 0.7 15

21. High-strength steel AM-350-DX 0.7 8

22. Magnesium HK-31 0.8 10

23. Everdur 1010 0.8 6

24. Magnesium AZ-31 0.9 6

25. Titanium AI0AT 1.1 6

26. Titanium C120AV 1.2 6

27. Aluminum 2017 1.3 11

28. Brass Casting 1. 5 4

29. Pressed carbon C-13 1.6 8

30. Aluminum 5052 1.7 15

Reference 39. (U)

Table XIV

CORROSION OF METALS IN LF2 5-HOUR EXPOSURE AT
-320OF AVERAGE TEMPERATURE* (U)

Corrosion**
Rate

Material Type (mile/year)

1. Nickel A 24.1

2. Inconel 26.7
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Table XIV -- Concluded*U)

Corrosicn**
Rate

Material Type (rils/year)

3. Steel LC 26.7

4. Tantalum - 32.4

5. Brass (Amer) #243 55.6

6. Zircalloy II 60.4

7. N•agnesium MIA 65.7

8. Nickel L 71.8

9, Magnesium HK31A-H24 82.8

10. Illiurn R 87.2

11. Almninum 11II00-HI.' 87.6

12. Monel Cast 118.3

'3. Zirconium 135.8

14. Stainless steel 304 137.6

15. Brass l Red 157.7

lb. Copper ETP 157.7

17. Stainless steel 347 157. 7

18, Titanium B10-VCA 157.7

19. Monel 160.3
20. Ah..-,inum 2024-T3 166. 5

21. Aluminum 5154-H34 192.7

22. Aluminum 3003-H14 210. 3

23. Titanium A-55 232.2

24. Magnesium AZ81C-T6 577.9

*Based on , '.amples for each material.

**Corrosion rates (expressed in mils/- ear) based only on 5-hour
exposure data, are likely to indicate exressively large corrosion
rate values, as initial exposure te'ds to inhibit subsequent
corrosion.

Reference 40. (U)
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(U) Metals which do riot form protective films include silver, cadmium,
bismuth, titanium, zirconium, cobalt, tantalum, mol,,,,t nurn, tungsten,
uranim-n, indium, platinum, and gold.

(U) Water vapor is a prime potential source of trouble; it reacts with
fluorine to form a mixture of oxygen and hydrogen fluoride and
containing small amounts of ozone, hydrogen,, peroxide, and oxygen
fluoride. Some of the .orrosive properties assigned to fluorine by
early workers to explain apparatus fail.,res were actually caused by
contamination of the gas by hydrogen fluoride.

(U) The fluoride film formed on most metals exposed to F 2 becomes
hydrated when exposed to water and turns to a luuoe powdery substance
which easily seapartes from the metal. Nickel forms fluoride films
which are fairly renisLa;nt to hydrLi.on although they absorb moisture.
Aluminum fluoride films hydrate slowly after an induction period.
Copper flucride films hydrate immediately. Hydrogen fluoride will also
disrupt protective fluoride films of some metals by forming !aifluoride
complexes. Fluorine systems will have to be either kcpt ty-y cr dried
to remove absorbed moisture; the passivity of most metz.t fluoride
films is destroyed by traces of moisture.

(U) Metal cxides may be less reactive to fluorine chan their base
metals. Time for complete fluorination varies .p to many hours, which
helps explain variable performance in passiva'ing fluorirnc syote-rns

(U) Published articles on materials compatibility with fluorine indicate
that nickel and Monel may be used with 2onfidcace in liquid fluorine
systems. Copper and aluminum 1100, 3003, 2024, and 5052 can be
used if the system can be kept dry. The more noble metals can be used
at cryogenic conditions, but :hey lail in gaseous fluorine at elevated
temperatures. Other materiali. can also be used under more restricted
conditions. Corrosion of metals forming protective films was generally
no more severe in liquid fl,,orine than in gaseous fluorine. Low carbon
steels, which are genera.lly poor both in fluorine resistance and in
physical properties at -,ryogenic temperatures, are to be avoided.

(U) Highly fluorin-.ced compounds such as Kel-F, Viton, and Teflon are
le only organic mnaterials possessing some resistance to fluorine. Of
.ese, only Tefion is sufficiently inert for limited st uctural use. It

has been utilized successfully at modcr-ate gas velocities and in liquid
fluorine urwier static conditions. Freedom from contamination is a
necessit; to prevent secondary reactions which would generate destruc-
tive temnperatures and initiate a polymer breakdown which forms carbon
te trpiluoride.

(U) Nonmetallic materials such as synthetic E ,,phire, Norbide, and
l-.tanium are rerportedly nonreactive in liquict fluorine. These and
other similar -.t .rials may be suitable for use in bearings and seai'
Among the other oxidation-resistant cermets being considered are
ductile magnesium oxide and a titanium carbide-columbium combination.
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2. COMPATIBILITY OF MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION WITH 2FH-LORINE
TRIFLUORIDE

(U) The Pennsalt Chemical Corporation has conducted pcrhaps the most
extensive tests to date on materials compatibility with chlorine
trifluoride (CTF or CLF 3 ) (References 42 and 43). Other companies,
including Rocketdyne, have obtained practical experience on the com--
patibility of actual system components with CTF (Reference 44). The
results of the Pennsalt static immersion tests are summarized in
Tabies XVIII, XIX, and XX. Recommendations by Rocketdyne on
compatible materials for specific applications are shown in Table XXI.
Table XXII is a compilation of materials wbich are known to be unsuitable
for use in CTF systems. Table XXIII, prepared by the Battelle
Memorial Institute, summarizes test results from several researchers
on materials compatibility with CTF.

(U) In a search for electrode materials for use in halogen fluoride
electrolytes, 19 metals and alloys were tested for compatibility by
Douglas (Reference 45). Weighed specimens (coupons approxi-nately
I x I cm and of different thicknesses ranging from 3 to 60 mils,
depending on the sheet stock available) were exposed to liquid bromine
trifluoride at 25 0 C and liquid chlorine trifluoride near the ]:oiling point
(11. 80C) for periods up to 24 hours.

(U) Qualitative observations are given in Table XXIV. Many of the
metals tested either ignite violently or dissolve rapidly in both chlorin.•
and bromine trifluorides. Aluminum, cadmium, copper, lead, Monel,
and nickel suffer only negligible to moderate weight changes and some
tarnishing in 24-hour exposure. Magnesium, silver, and zinc are only
slightly tarnished ir chlorine trifluoride, but are extensively corroded
by bromine trifluoride. Gold dissolves fairly slowly in bromine
lrifluo:=.de, but was not tested in chlorine trifluoride. Platinum is the
only metal tested which does not change weight or appearance in
24-hour exposure.

(U) The Pennsalt researchers (Reference 43) subjected aluminum
;1100, 2014 T6, and 6061 T6), nickel 200, 347 SS, and 410 SS, and
" r. on to a dynamic flow test of CTF through an orifice in the specimen
a. approximately 1N0 ft/sec for approximately 1 hou . N-: -erosion of
the orifice was noted on the metal specimens. However, LC,'. -flon
orifice was seriously eroded in less than 30 min.

(T i ultra higi' elocity, -t-mperature impingement , .v s
cc, :ted in whi .t smnall a .1L' -f steel wool was placed iL. i ath

f t jet imme( tely prior to -,?ingement on the 3/8-in. -thick
spe' nen, to en- _re ignition of tne specimen. Althougl, this is io 4 a
re• tic test for evaluating rra rials for an oxidizer c-ystem, 4,r ( es
pr, de informati *i. on the rt ti- - -emistance of tb axaterials t.- ted at
hi temperature and flow conditions. If the volume .f metal 1o-: during
t0 test is assumed to be the criteri .. the order of decreasing resist-
a of the metals tested is: coppe nickel, Monel ' `7 SS, ' '55,
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Table XVIII

CORROSION RATES IN 21-DAY IMMERSION TESTS IN
LIQUID C1F 3  T'J-_- (U)

Average Corrosion

Hours of Rate
Material Alloy Exposure (mils/ ', ,ar)

1. Nickel A 522 0.00

2. Inconel - 522 0.00

3. Aluminum 1061 524 0.01

4. Aluminum 1100 524 0.01

5. Aluminum 2024 524 0,01

6. Aluminim 3003 524 0.01

7. Aluminum 5052 524 0.01

8. Aluminum 7079 524 0,01

9. Monel 522 0.01

10. incol 522 u.u0

11. Stainless steel PH1f-7Mo 522 0.01
(Cond. RH 950)

12. Stainless steel PHI5-7Mo 522 0.01

13. Low Carbon steel 1010 523 0.01

14. Low Carbon steel 1010 523 0.01
(Coated with
Fosbond Z7)

15. Stainless steel 304 383 0.02

16. Stainless steel Carpenter #20-Cb 383 0.02

17. Alurninum bronze, 8% Armpco 8 520 G.03

18. Brass yellow 524 0.03

IQ. Nickel silver, 18% Alloy A 524 0.03

20. Cupro-Nickol, 30% - 524 C 03

12. Magnesium AZ31B 520 0.0O

22. Stainless steel 304 568 0.03

123. Stainless steel 316 383 0.03

24. Stainless steel 403 383 0.04

25. Lo~v Carbon ste-l 1010 523 0.04
(Coated with I
Fo sbond 'M ( U1
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Table XVIII. Concluded (UJ)

__________________________T__- - - - - -

Average Corrosion
Hours of Rate

Material Alloy Exposure (mils/year)

26. Stainless steel 347 383 0.05

27. Stainless steel Carpenter #20-Cb 568 0.05

28. Magnesium HM21A 526 0.05

29. Stainless steel 316 568 0.06

30. Brass Rule 524 0.07

31. Stainless st.mel 403 568 0.07

32. Stai:,kcss steel 347 568 0.09

33. Copper ETP 520 0.11,

34. Beryllium copper, 2% Berylco 25 520 0. 11

35. Copper DHP 520 0. 12

36. Magnesium AZ31B 5,U 0. ii

i.- t-'obptor oronze, '5%,j Grade A 5720 0. 15 .

38. Teflon CaF2 .-filled 520 0. 16% wt n

39. Teflon - 520 0.70% wt gain

40. Kel-F 520 1.02 W wt gain

,,Based on two specimens per each material.

Reference 42. (U)

1020 cafbon steel, PHI 5-7Mo, 41OSS, 6061 aluminurn, 1100 aluminum,
and 2024 aluminum. There was little difference between copper and
nickel; both were resistant to attack under the condit:-.2: u,-. Car'- ...
steel 1020, 410 siainless steel, and PH15-7Mo were all about equally
attacked. The aluminum targets were the only ones that were cut
through.

(U) The following useful information was obtained during tht.. dynamic
flow testing program:

a. An air--operated stainless steei valve functioned satisfactorily with
oxidizer at pressures up to 600 psig. The oxidizer-wetted parts of
the valve were 347 stainless steel bellows an '16 stainless steel
valve seat and valve body.
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Table XIX

CORI DSION RAT1 - IN 21-DAY IMMERSION TESTS
IN C1 F 3 VAPOR AT 300* (U)

Average Corrosion
Hours of Rate

Material Alloy Exposure (mils/year)

1. Aluminum 1100 501 0.02

2. Monel - 501 0.02

3. Nickel A 501 0.06

4. Low-Carbon steel 1010 501 0.07

5. Stainless steel 316 501 0.09

6. Copper ETP 501 0.11

7. Stainless steel 403 501 0. 13

8. Aluminum bronze 8% (Ampco 8) 501 0.15

9. Magnesium AZ31B 501 0.15

10. Brass Yellow 501 0.60

*Based on two specimens for each material.

Reference 42. (U)

b. Silver solder proved very satisfactory for sealing all of the stainless

steel threaded pipe joints.

c. Inert arc-welded pipe connections proved completely trouble free.

d. Metal valves were cleaned as for oxygen service; and Kel-F oil was
used as lubricant on all moving parts except the valve seat.

e. The small amount of fine metal chips from the pipe threading oper-
ation that was introduced into the system was successfully removed
by a stainless steel filter. These fine metal chips did not react
with the oxidizers.

(U) The following pertinent conclusions were reached as a result of the
test program:

a. Weldments of the materials tested had corrosion resistance equal to
the base material.
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Table XXI

MATERIALS COMPATIBLE WITH CHLORINE TRIFLUORIDE (U)

Structural Application Liquid CTF Gaseous CTF

1. Exhaust gas neutral- Mild steel
izer and/or burnoff
stacks

2. Gaskets Aluminum 1100 Aluminum 1100
Lead irldium Lead indium

alloy alloy
Copper Copper
Copper Teflon

laminated Tin
Stainle s s

steel 303
Sterling silver

3. Lines and fittings 300 Series Stain- Same as for
less steels liquid

Nickel
Monel
Inconel
Aluminum 1160
Aluminum 6063
Aluminum 3003
Aluminum Z024
Aluminum 5052
Aluminum 6061
Aluminum 6066
Copper

4. Lubricants Nor,? None

S. Orifice - meter K.-T"rnl None

6. Pump materials A]v ,.i7 .,n 356 Aluminum
(volute, inpeller, Ai,. V'num Aluminumand shaft) tens 50 tens 50

Aluminum 6061 Tin
Aluminum 6066 Boron carbide
Rene 41
Tin
Carbon
Monel

Reference 44. (U)

Bost ACopy
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Table XXI -- Contin-ed (U,

Structural Application Liquid CTF I Gaseous CT fK -!
7. RotatIlg seals Tin indium alloy Tin indium alloy

Copper Copper
Indium Indium
Silver solder Silver solder
Boron carbide B ron carbide
Carbon Carbon

8. Wear plate. Rene 41 Rene 41
Stainless steel Stainless steel
Stainless Stainless s

steel-347 steel-347
Nitralloy Nitralloy
Chromium Chromium

plated-steel plated-steel

9. Bearings Aluminum Aluminum
Copper Copper

'Bronze Bronze

10. Valve bellows Stainless Stainless
(packless valves) steel 321 steel 321

Stainless Stainless
steel 347 steel 347

Monel Monel
Aluminrnum Aluminum

11. Valve bodies Mnst 18-8 s t ain- Most 18-8 stain-
" less-steels less-steels

SB,-onze Bronze

K- Morel K- Monel
Aluminum Aluminum

castii5 casting
alloys alloys

Aluminum Aluminum
tens 50 tens 50

Aluminum 356 Aluminum 35.,

12. Valve packing T2f.on-Chevron Teflon-Chevron
Copper-

e9ion (J)
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TabLe XXI -- Concluded (U)

F Structural Application Liquid CTF Gjaseous CTF

13. Valve plugs Stainlesi; Stainless
steel 304 steel 304

Sta inles S Staintess
qteel 321 stecl 321

Staia..ess Stain~ess
steel 347 steel 347

K-Monel K-M--orel
InconelInconel

14. Valve seats~~__ Copper Ccpper

15. T ank.s 3-.qie materials Same materials
Ias for lines and as for lines and
fittings I fitt-ings

NOT n: GIF wir' occasionally ignite -fluorocarbon polymers, there-.
!-r,ý' each T-:Pli-cn gasket should be exposed to CTF pr~or to its

usu tc provýe ;Y)!npati1)ility. No point on the exposec' Teflon
JLzasket or Fýýiing surface should be more than 0. VX)' or
0. 003 in. -emoved from a metal heat conductor CrF does
nct react. with Pyrex glass, but will attack it v:.a HF upon
ýXPOS-jre Eo moisture.

(U)

/L

Table XXo u

MATERIALSAUNSUITABLE FOR USE 1N CTF SYSToEMS

'-1. Titanium 9. Grapbin te with pastic binders

2. Colurnibium 10. Carbon with plastic binders

3. Molybdenum 11. Class and glassed steel

4. Polyethylene 12. Silicones and fluorosilicones

5 Saran 13. Hydrocarbon oz ester base lbricant

6. Nylon 14. Koroseal

7. Rubber -b-na and butyl) 15. Viton-A

8. Neoprene 16. Glytal sealants

17. Ep-oxy sealants

Reference 44.
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Table XXIV

QUALITATIVE META]L REACTIONS WITH CHLORINE
AND BROMINE TRIFLUORIDES (U)

Wt. Change
of Metal

Metal or Halogen* After 24-hour
Ailoy Fluoride Exposure Remarks

Al CIF (1)** Unchanged very slightly Lari..,he3
3 (BrF 31) Slight loss Gray deposits

S b C.F 30) Destroyed Ignited--reaction violent

BrF 3(l) Destroyed Ignited--reaction violent

Cd CIF 3 (i) Slight loss Tarnished

BrF 3 (1) Moderate loss Tarnished

Cu ClF (l) Slight loss Tarnished

BrF 3(1) Moderate gain Tarnished

Au BrF 3(1) Destroyed Tarnished before dissolving
-mild reaction

Pb BrF3( (1) Moderate loss Tarnished

Mg ClF 3(1) Flight gain Tarnished, metal floated

BrF 3 (1) Heavy loss Gray deposits, metal flotated

Mo CF 3(1) Destroyed Ignited-violent reaction

BrF (1) Destroyed Delayed ignition while dissolving
--violent reaction

Monel BrF 3 01) Unchanged Slightly tarnished

*Test temperature for BrF 3 is at room ternperature and for CIF 3

is near its boiling point (b. p. 11 80 C).

**(l) denotes liquid phase.

. 2



Table XXIV. Concluded (J)
TI

Wt. Change
of Metal

Metal or Halogen* After 24-hour
Alloy Fluoride Exposure Remarks

Ni ClF3 (1) Unchanged Slightly tarnished

BrF 3 (0) Moderate loss Deposits

ib BrF 3 (0) Destroyed Ignited -violeýit reaction

Pt CIF3(1) Unchanged No detectable change

BrF 3 (0) Unchanged No detectablF change

Ag CIF 3 (l) Moderate loss Tarnished

BrF 2 (1) Destroyed Tarnished before dissoiving
"-mild reaction

Ta (ll" 3 (g)*- Destroyed Ignited--violent reaction

BrF 3 (1) Destroyed Ignited--violent reaction

Sn BrF 3 (1) Not measured Vigorous bubbling--violent
reaction

Ti CIF 3 (1) Destroyed Vigorous bubbling -violent
reaction

BrF 3(1) Destroyed Ignited -violent reaction

Ti Alloy CIF3(1) Destroyed Vigorous bubbling -violent
reaction

(5A!, BrF 3 (1) Destroyed No igr--cion- moderate bubbling
2. 5Sn)

Ti Alloy CIF 3 (1) Destroyed ViSorous bubbling

(6A, 4V) BrF3 (1) Destroyed J:nited - o n re:.ction

Zn CIF (1) FTlight gaiin Tar-i.ished

BrF 3 I ( Hea-.'y lose . rnis'ed

*Test temperature ior BrF3 i at rorn ternpcriture and for C1F3
is near its boiling point (b.p. !!.8oC).

Nj*(g) denotes gas piza;e. cc
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b. Typical alloys of aluminum, copper, magnesium, nickel, low carbon
steel, and stainiess steel were found to be highly resistant to CTF
at 30(0G.

C. Titanium, columbium, molybden-am, carbon, and graphite are
rapidly attack-2d 1)y CTF.

d. Teflon and K~el-F can be used with GTF, but only with extreme care
and only under mild conditions of heat and shock. Both plastics
adsorb moderate amounts of oxidizer and may undergo structural
changes. Occasionally they do fail, but the faliure is not likely to
spread to 74mu:, iv.netal. These plastics are best used in vapor
and when provided with good heat release. They should nevýer be
uied in servict, with this oxidizei when subjected to heat, shock,
or flow conditions.

e. At 6600-, Lipe 4L-- stairiless'steel had a markod increase in corros~on
comparea to the results at 30 0 C (see Table XY). The spcci-cns
had a more volumn-inous corrosion deposit, pait of which was
powdery ane 'cosely held. Insoluble- corrosion products -of this
type, carried along in the liquid stream, could prove trojublesomne
at flow restrictions such as valves. Therefore, the use of the
straight chromium stainiec- steels in *this oxidizer is not recomn-
mended for conditions exceeding ambient temperature. It would
appear that a minimum nickel content in combination with the
chromium is necessary for coorosion resistance above ambient
temperature.

f. The results of eynarnic testing of the metals cQxposvd to CTF wvas
favorable for its safe oractical use-. GTE is not shock- sensitivce
in contact with aluminum, nickel, or stainless steell, and it does
not s-.ow an erosive attack on the common metals ar normal
temrper.atures and flow rates. Nickel or high nickA:- alloys should
be usfed where extremew conditions of temnperatures or flow\ art,
expec ted

g. Because of the.t possible selective attack of CTI'' on coiumbliuni i.nd
m~ybdnum, ightStructural elements '1uch as diaphragmbeos

and fine w~re maide from certain stainless steecls cont~iin~ . th '
stabilizing elem eeits in significant a.--ounts s-hould not bc In
such elemrentsi, a Sn'all s-urfa-ce- corrosion could re sult in seriou,
c h~inge mn thc Pn'ea~caI~ropc-rie, ofil' ojet

AU) A- ob. rvation was prt-sentcd that only those me(tals ',ha t fl.~~
vola-inle ihxortdes or fluorvc~ : 5oluble- -r. (CTF have hielh cor osu. ra-tfes

lt ow t* nte rzt-urt s -l It '..as n!oted t'hat iron. cor per. nicke kiut-rn
and -,,agnes-iumr all had verr low corrosion AMC!e anZ hat trwtuirce
of thrcze mietals hyrlow , .oor pre ssui-es up to scvcia~l llundr-d dc:c
Titaniunm, mnolybdenuni. uranium. atnd colunnuium all1 iorr?- flodiýs
("-it ha .hikh '- apor nrr ssurrs at .7ttmoeinmhe nc tpentrsor
co-nplcý'. ioni that are olubl- in CTF All o." 0hese mtrass.
:'ttack -,n liquid CTF it low temrp.zraturcs.



CON FIDENTIAL

(U) J' was rioted by Rockotdyne (Reference 44) tdat fluoride deposits
accumulate on stainless steel components after prolonged exposuire withn
CTF. The corrosion product consists priniarily of liycirolyzed flutoride
salts of iron, chromium, and nickel Of the ':v £

ý04 gives superior service. Types 303, 3211, a)-d .347 stainles's Ft,-cls
have greater corrosion buildup bDecause of ilie rceaction wit:-, im;aurities
that are trap~ped in in~clusions in these steels. TLhe pre-sence of mnoisture
in, a CTF systemn accelerates corrosion (hydrolyzed fluoride salts), and

wlcause cri-brittlernent of the, protective fluoride filmi. %1ec]:inc:?l
shock can then cause separation of this coating and expose unpasFsiv: ýcd
surfaces to OTF. C'.ad steels are unreliable for use .with CTF bccauseI of difficulty in ensurilng continuity and qua~lity- of the covering material.

3. COIMPATIBILITY OF MATE]R1,ULS WITH FLOX

(U) Because FLOX is a mnixture of fluorine and oxvpfen and iluirine is
mnore reactive than oxygen with materials of construction, ;it may be
expe-cted that materials which are comnpatible with fluorine w0ili also be
compatible with FLOX. Table XXV, compiled by ilhe Battelle Met- .~ rialI
Institute, is a summrary of the test results f7rom F,0," cornputtibiiity
te sting.

4. COMP AATIBILITY Or M-ATFRIALS WITH COMPOUIND A

(C) Ih appears that on!,y a limited amnount, of d-ta. or miateri..al compati-
bility with Compound A has been publibhcd. The follow,,iov, data . :)s
published by Rocketdvne (Rýeference 46).

(U) M'vaterials comopatibie wihCompound A a re.:

Magnesium Chrornuim- Nickel Pldu ci

Alumninum Mangane se Copper CadI--:l; Nic hrrnme N

Indium- Coba1 , Zinc Pa ;n

(Uj) PuA ickel and Hastel-Inv C were the inoQ; corrosionrc-stn
ni eta is.

(U) Kel-F, and Teflon v,-, v used un-d<r limited and cowtrolled 'e g

conditions.

(U-) Metals w,,hich are reai-tiNve 7t 2Y0C C as, follows:

i.A0hiurn Niobium, Mercury A r.scn: c

Titanium Nfco 1, nu'im B o ron Ant;In

Vana;diium i ungstvn S i 1i c c'

CONFIDEN-TIAL
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CONFIDENTIAL

(U) 7A general, materials which are compatible with CTF are compatible
with Cumpound A.

S. MISCELLANEOUS COMPATIBILITY DATA

(C) The following comments were furnished by Rocketdyne (Refer-
ence 47) and are based on their experience with compatibility of
materials with the fluorine oxidizers. They have found that contarrina-
tion from water is the biggest problem. The fluoride film formed on

most metals exposed to a fluorine oxidizer becomes hydrated when

exposed to water and turns to a loose powdery substance which will
break away and contaminate the system during a subsequent flow of
oxidizer. Therefore, when a line is disconnected, great care must be
taken to prevent exposure to moist air. Copper and most nickel alloys,
including Monel, are subject to this type rf contamination. Rocketdyne
has found pure nickel to be relatively free of this problem and
Hastelloy C to be the most resintant of the nickel alloys.

ýC) Rocketdyne tested Lucalox, an aluminum oxide material produced

by General Electric, with Compound A and found essentially no

teaction. They also commented that titanium carbide has an interesting

reaction when exposed to fluorine. It has a very slow reaction which

produces a liquid lubricant and therefore has possibilities for appli'-ation

where friction is a consideration.
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Appendix IV

FACILITY, RANGE, AND REGULATORY AGENCY CONTROLS

1. TOXIC LIMIT DATA

(U) Maximum allowable concentrations (MAC) or (more recently)
threshold limit values (TLV) adopted by the American Conference of
Governmental and Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH) for fluorine and CTF
are fixed at the same value, 0. 1 ppm by volume (Reference 48). A
sample graphical solution of the equation for fluorine is shown in
Figure 41. TLV's are based on the best available information from
industrial experience, experimental animal studies, experimental
human studies, and a combination of all three, when possible. As such,
they are intended to be used as guides of time-weighted average con-
centrations to which most workers could be exposed for 8 hours each
day, 5 days per week, for life without adverse effect.

(U) Following World War II, the production and use of large quantities
of fluor'ne by the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) and the chemical
industry, and its planned use for rocket propulsion prompted more
extensive toxicological investigations to determine realistic short-term
exposure values applicable to operationai personnel. Some toxicity
studies on hydrogen fluoride (HF) were completed in 193!. and 1935 oy
W. Machle, et al. (References 49 and 50). HF was a well known and
much-used chemical, whereas fluorine usage was slight, which may
explain the dearth of toxicological data available up to 1945. Additional
work was reported on fluorine (F2) in that year by N. Eriksen,
H. Stokinger, et al (References 51 through 53), with F 2 and HF data by
Voeglin and Hodge (Reference 54) and later work on HF by Carson, et al
in 1961 and 1963 (References 55 and 56). A distinct difference in chronic
toxicity between F2 and HF has been noted, but for short exposures,
both exhibit fast-acting irritant action on the eyes and respiratory
mucosa. With high concentrations, exposed personnel would be forced
to vacate the area because of involuntary choking or spasm.

(U) One knanufacttrer of fluorine has found that 25 to 35-ppm F2 forces
the vacating of an area (Reference 57).

(U) Flhorine is easily detectable by odor, and personnel are trained to
leave an area in a few minutes if the odor is detected. However, odor
detection is of limited value, in that it is impossible to determine con-
centrations quantitatively.
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(U) The amounts by which the concentrations may exceed the TLV
recommended values (FZ-0. 1 ppm, HF-3 ppm) up to the intolerable
concentrational values for short periods without injury to health depends
on a number of factors:

a. Whether high coc exitrations even for short exposures produce
acute poiEoning.

b. Whether the effects are cumulative.

c. The frequency and duration of th,ý exposures.

(U) For fast-acting substances, a ronre appropriate limit, kno-vn as a
ceiling (c) limit, was agreed to be more applicable than the TLV.
Certain ceiling limits have been agreed to and adopted and published
by the ACGI- 26th Annual Meeting: April 1964. In general, the bases
for assigning a (c) value rest on whether exposure to concentrations
above a proposed limit for periods up to 15 min. may result in:

a. Intolerable irritation.

b. Chronic or irreversible tissue change,

c. Narcosis of sufficient degree to increase pruneness to accident,
impair self-rescue, or materially reduce work efficiency.

(U) In addition to these values, the AGCIH, in conjunction with the
Advisory Center on Toxicology of the National Academy of Sciences
(NAS) National Research Council (NRC) have recommended emergency
tolerance limits (ETL) and emergency exposure limits (EEL) for
fluorine oxidizers (Reference 58). The limits are set to give guidance
in the control of single, short-duration exposures of personnel to
toxicants relezsed to atmosphere.

(U) ETL and EEL values differ only in the degree of hazard risk
encountercd operationally. ErL's are guideline levels for control of
predictable short-duration occupational exposures that may be repeated
with competent medical control. On the other hand, EEL's are guids-
line levels foi control of short-duration occupational exposures of the
rare, but ,npredictable variety. EEL values are concentrations which
the normal inclividual can tolerate without perm-ranent adverse affects,
but not necessarily to the exclasion of irritation or mild discomfort.
EEL's are based on the following:

a. Exposures at these levels will be from unplanned accidents, not
the result of engineering controls designed to hold exposures at
these levels.

b. Normally prevailing values of airborne contamination in the
occupatiLnal environment will be below TLV for continuous
exposure ana below ETL for short-time exposures.
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c. Normally prevailing values of airborne contamination for the
nonoccupational, off-base environment will be below standards of
good community atmospheric pollution control.

d. These accidental exposures will be single events; that is, if a man
were exposed at these levels, further exposure would be prevented
until he regains his normal resistance.

e. Men who could be exposed under these conditions will not be hyper-
seasitive to or predisposed to disease from the specific contaminant.

f. Persons who could be exposed under such conditions would be under
rnedical surveillance.

g. The probable severity of injury from secondary accidents, resulting
from impairment of judgment and coordination, will be cousideret!
in applying these values. A degree of temporary intoxication that
prevents self-rescue is not considered acceptable.

h. Safety factors such as those used in deriving TLV's and air-quality
guides are not applied to EEL's except in cases of low confidence
in *he extrapolation of animal data to man.

i. Mixtures of contaminants that may produce possible interactic-ns,
such as potentiation or antagonism, have not been considered in
proposing EEL values.

,j. EEL's are intended to provide a finite number which c.ould be
introduced into atmospheric diffu3ion equations to predict downwind
vapor hazards for the purpose of siting facilities within a
Government reservation.

(IT) Because the risks attendant upon the usc c.i EEL criteria are great,
-an intensive effort to define more certainly fluorine-containing oxidizer
hazards is currently underway, funded by the NASA and the Air Force.
"Results from these study programs will probably not become available
in full force until 1956 or 1967 (Reference 59).

(W; Recent contacts with personnel of the Aeromedical Research and
Development Laboratory, Toxic Hazards Branch %Reference 60) indicate
that preliminary results from current animal toxicity work with fluorine
Are not expected to change the recommended EEL's promulgated by
NAS-NRC.

(U) A surnmary of the toxic hazard concentrational limits of fluorine
and fluorine containing oxidizers appears in Table XXVI. The lethal
concentration (LC 50) values are preliminary average figures reported
by P. Ricca, KSC Safety Center. This work, funded by NASA, done by
M. Keplinger at the University of Miami, is progressing and is expected
to yield gross pathological and toxic effects data on rats, mice, guinea
pigs, and rabbits exposed to lethal c'-ncentrations of fluorine.
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(U) H. F. Smyth, Jr. and coworkers (Reference 58) pointed out that
there is no justification for distinguishing between ETL's and EEL's,
since it is recognized that both occupational and nonoccupational
exposures can occur at predictable time intervals. Repeat eiposures
to EEL concentrations will be permitted only with medical monitoring
and authorization.

(U) Safety factors, often used in arriving at TLV's, are not applied to
the EEL except in cases of low confidence in the extrapolation to man of
animal-derived data (usually LC 50 values). TLV safety factors ofteo
are established at levels of lOx or more, depending on the degree of
industrial experience and known pharmacology of the toxicant.

(rT) Beý_ause EELs. ire established for cases in which personnel may
be exposed to higher concentrations for short periods of time, they are
intended as guides for the specialist in range safety and tooxicology, to
aid him in making realistic judgments which will give maximum pro-
tection consistent with efficient launch site operations.

(U) Employed by the specialist in this way, EEL's are usec as peak
values that should not be exceeded except in emergency cases where
health risks are justifiable in order to prevent a still more serious
event or in the advance planning for particular launch or test site
emergencies. The use of these limits as tine-line exposures, dis-
criminating between dangerous and tolerable exposures, is not implied,
and should be avoided. Extrapolations of these limits to other exposure
periods by means of calculations adjustecd from concentration-time
product or total integrated doses (TID) are not necessarily valid. For
example, the 1966 peak concentration limit recommended bv NA3-NRC
for 10-min. exposure to fluorine is 3 ppm. Tne TID in this case equals
30 ppm-min. Using this value to calculate d peak concentration allow-
able for 0. 5 nm.in exposure (30 pprn-min. /0. 5 rrin. ) yields 60 ppm, a
peak concentration which is intolerable even for 0.5 min. Thus, it is
clear that peak concentrations are as important as eyposurf time in
judging the degree of hazard. However, total integrated do:zes based
on peak concentration x time are more valid in terms of the toxic
hazard if the concentration does not eAceed intolerable levels; c. g.
10 ppm-min. dose is equivalent to I ppm-1 0 m:n.

(U) The emergency exposure limits imposed by cognizant authorities
for control at a number of sites after careful evaluation shov. i con-
siderable spread in permissiveness. During the past 3 years, sneci,-i
sets of EEL's, ETL's, TLv's, and total or average dosage values hlu ve
been established for sites under contrac! to do fluorine R&C for the
Air Force and NASA. These include those set by the USAF Surgcor's
Office, SSD, Los Angeles, for Rocketdyne and TRW (Refernce 61) for
specific use at rocket engine test sites on the west coast. Other
facilities include those sited under NASA contrec:'s for GD/A at
3ycamore Canyon and Douglas at Edwards AF (A-23 la-_ion)(Refer-
enc:e 6Z). Table XXV!I summarizes the sveccfic .ite dev~ations_ per-
mitted or recommended by va, ious c•'gn- .ant avi-horities.

I
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(U, Several of the assumptians listed as basic conditions applicable to
the use of EEL values for control cf personnel subjected to short-term
inhalation of fluorine oxidizers serve to emphasize certain vague infor-
mnationt'l areas. Much animal toxicity research presently underway
must be cernpleted to define the limits. Furthermore, in the case of
fluorine, the toxicity situation is conitinuously changing during emissions
into air bec,'use of reaction with water vapor to form HF. The rate of
corversi-on is acot accurately known and .more or less subjective
approach must therefore include EEL's for both substances

(U) The primary effects of short -duratior. exposures to F2 and HE at
levels ;?bovt. the F'iL are caused by their irritant actions on the tissues
of the eye and respiratory tract tissues. P. Ricca (Reference 63)
points out that industrial and animal studies demonstrate that 2.cute
exposures cause pathological lung changes long before the occurrence o
significant biochemical, herriatologiczl, weight, or skeletal changes.
Reference 63 also shows that the LC 5f) animal studies of Carson,
Eriksen, and Machle correlate quite well and ETL's and EEL'i; can be
establiished at 0. 6% and approximately 4T% of #-he LC 50 va es obtained
for HF from animal experiments, respectively. However, fluorine
ETL's and EEL's will probably be found to establish at levels of less
than 2%6 of the LC 50 animal values

(U) Other difficulties involve the reliability and accuracyi of chemical
methods o:- instruments available for deterraiining when limits have been
exceediec. Another problem is the number of reueat' expisures and
Ilength of recovery periods in between which can be tolerated without
encountering secondary pathological chatiges. This proba;,bly varies
c--:nsidera bly among healthy noraval individuals.

(U) it shoul d be emphasized that there- is sufficient research data
(Referenc'ýs 49 through 56 )to fix the cl-ronic tolerance levels -for 14F
ane. F 2 at 6 and 1. 7 mg/m, respectivf-Iy (3 ppm HF a-.Ld I ppn-a F-).
Above these le'rels, the ability of the I-ody to reject these quant4ý,es is
jeopardized; fluorosis can b.ýý the lorg-terrm result,

UT) Another fluorine toxicity valut' -which so far remains s-ornewhat
;nvialate is the minimnum lethal dose (MLE). Continuous exposure
to 200 ppin of fluorine gas fcr. 3 hours has proved fahlat to huori.n F-eingsI(Reference 64). An MLD set Mt 200 ppm-hours. there-o -e. ap;,_-ear~s
to be a rrealistic ..gure. Currently establish-n-i EEL's 1,iving I oser *
30 to 60 ppm-mmn. are quite conservative and p:'-ovidto !ettcx- 'han, a
iD 0-fold safety factors ander the MLD value.

(U2) The followxng listing sun.,nar&ie-s the toxic hazard d&ta ar~u krow!-
edge -,mrnp~anf. for establishment of guidelines on engireer~ng design,
range plan- -In, operation~al constraints, personnel risk- cri*Cria on
rni~ssiSe sites, and avoidance of :egal risk arising frý<m, ;?xposures of

of-iepopulation to fluorine oxidizers..

Ia. Trhe guideline EEL.'a established for the fittorine %xidizers as
prv~r.-_uigated by NAS-NR~C Zhould he lfoiiowe'd tc contrt-I range

Ii ~per so~nnel.
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b. Deviations should be allowed only after intensive evaluation by an
informed specialist with the concurrence of the cognizant rangr
safety or siting authority.

c. In all cases, the general provisions of the Clean Air Act must be
met.

d. Instrumental analytical monitoring should be set up to confirm that
the operational and safety procedures used to minimize toxic
hazards both on-site and in adjacent uncontrolled populated areas
ý,. - valid.

e. Operations must provide the go-no go criteria based on the toxic
hazard expected in case of a most credible incident which gives
maximum assurance that dosages in uncontrolled -.reas do not
exceed the ETL value (applicable only by permission of local
authorities) or the TLV established for the particular oxidizer.

2. CLEAN AIR ACT

(U) The Clean Air Act is the basic federal instrument defining the pro-
cedures and controls imposed on organizations planning to use toxic
propellants (Reference 65). The provisions of the act are administered
tlirougl: the U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare.

(U) In accordance with the requirements of the Act, range management
and operating personnel are jointly responsible for conducting those
studies necessary to provide clear-cut operational limits. Conformance
requires (in part) the following procedures:

a. Notify and work with local pollution control authorities (state,
county and/or municipal control boards for air, soil, and water
pollution).

b. Provide pollution sampling and detection instrumentation for docu-
menting peak and integrated pollution concentrations at the
boundaries of the exclusion area and at facility boundaries.

c. Select weather windows which will not permit pollutant drift of
hazardous quantities downwind into populated area, taking all
precautions to prevent exposire of humzns, animals. and valuable
plant life outf'de the ex~lus ion area.

d. Perfnrm soil and wate- sa:nplin.' and chemical analyses before and
after teasts to record and document possible pill-tion

3. FACILITY REGULATICNS

(U) Facility regalatioii is of prinmari importance in or,!e- to prov!de
adequate safe.v -'ontros for the protr_.ion of emp'oyeeb, the popu!atian,
plant and anima' life. materitils, equipment, and other p-opertf bcth
on- and offsite.
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(U) Failure analyses specifically instituted for a partic:ular site and
facility should be undertaken to achieve maximum safe operation. All
the possibl. modes of failure must be anticipated so that correct engi-
neering design and operatkon procedures, ri-ay be employed to minimize
iyipredicted fluorine releases.

(U) Most credible release evaluations should be undertaken to design
a 'ýquate facilities for disposal, puri-;ag, ccntaiiiment, and control of
fluorine to atmosphere. Souces of fluorine or its principal reaction
product, hydrogen fluoride, iiLclude the foilowing:

a. Ruptures of lines, diaphragms, valve seals, purrps, and quick
disconnects.

b. Rupture of storage or condensation tanks.

c. Rupture of missile tanks during launch.

d. Exhaust products from vehicle engines.

e. Residuals from lines and other hardware after passivation, from
parts being repaired or replaced, and from vent lines or parts
under test.

(U) Range reg'ilations at launch sites agreed upon by safety personnel
of Lhe cognizant agencies are set in each case in accordance with the
provisions of the Clean Air Act and state or local air and water pollution
laws and ordinances. Toxicity levels (EEL's), permissible emission
rates, duration, and meteorological conditions must be evai.iated in
order to adequately locate (site) a toxic propellant opeiation.

(U) The responsibilities reserved oy ETR saiety authorities and those
required of the range user for control of fluorine lauich programs are
abstracted (below) from Reference 66:

1. The basic philosophy applied to the determination of responsi-
bility of conducting studies of the type descriled in refere::ced
correspondence is: the Range will conduct those studies
required to determine the capability of the Range to accommo-
date a program using hazardous material; the Range User is
expected to conduct those studies necessary to assess a poten-
tial hazard to the Range resulting from the use of hazardous
material.

2. Taking the foregoing into account, the following describes the
studies and analyses required and the agency responsible for
initiation of the studies.

a. Range Studies:

(1) Background Ecology. This st:udy wijl determine
existing levels of material from natural and/or
artificial sources.
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(2) Routine Ecology Studies and Analysis. This will be
done at intervals of time (depending on frequency of
use of the hazardous material) to measure rate of
increases when compared with initial background
studies (Sub-Paragraph 2. a. (1) above).

(3) The Range will analyze Range User studies of emission
rates (see below).

(4) The Range will conduct air sampling and sensing pro-
gram3. This will be primarily "off complex" activity;
however, it .nust be closely coordinated with "on
complex" sensing, which will be done by the Range
User %Sub, paragraph 2. b. (5) below).

(5) The Range will determine hazard radii and will develop
and implement plans for the control of people.

(6) The Range will, based on analysis of Range User
Emission Rate Studies, establish propellant handling,
transfer and launch operations restriction to those
times when assured that hazardous material above the
emer-ency tolerance limit does not exceed a boundary
line two miles inside the Range boundary.

(7) The Range wili dispose of contaminated propellants.

(8) The R:.ige will analyze the vehicle propulsion system
to determine validity of the Range User's Emission
Rate Study. Complete schematics with stress speci-
fications will be required.

(9) The RaiAge, through Medical Service people, will pre-
scribe pre- and post-exposure medical examinations.

(10) The Range will evaluate and approve, personal protec-
tive equipment and devices proposed for use by the
Range User.

(11) The Range will sitz a facility using fluorine to minimize
influence on adjoining facilities, if appropriate. If an
existing complex is converted to fluorine use, siting
would not be appropriate.

(1Z) Sampling and analysis will be accomplished by the
Range. Maximum lead time prior to use of fluorine
is required to allow procurement of necessary equip-
ment. A minimum of six months is estimated to be

¶ required.
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b. The Fange User:

(1) Conduct Emission Rate Studies. The complete
propellant storage, transfer and loading system, as
weli as the vehicle, must be analyzed to determine
likelihood of leaks and spills. The amount of material
versus time versus meteorological conditions versus
surface area andmaterials of construction must be
considered to determine r ounds per minute of vapor
emitted. The launch abort following flight termination
action or other incident must be included.

(2) Conduct studies to determine expected ecological
effects.

(3) Determine methods of decontamination and
neutralization.

(4) Determine composition of products of combustion and
significant followon reactions.

(5) Maintain a sensor and repair crew on the complex
while fluorine is on the complex. Portable. sensors to
scan components of the complete plumbing system
must be used to discover leaks. A tedm of people
qualified to operate the system to effect repairs and
minimize loss of material will be required.

(6) Identify and propose for use, protective clothing,
equipment and devices suitable for fluorine use.

(7) Plan and schedule use of the material to correspond
with meteorological restrictions imposed by the
Range.

(3) Determine emergency tolerance limits to which people
may be exposed.

3. The foregoing attempts to describe work required of both the
Range and the Range User. The list is not necessarily com-
plete, but should serve as a guide to identify the total work
required.

4. It should be noted that initiation of studies, scheduling of work,
progress reports, etc., are dependent on a firm commitment
to use fluorine. The location and amounts to be used, including
back-up supplies, must also Le ide-tified."
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4. STATE AND LOCAl REGULATIONS

(U) The California Standard of Ambient Air Quality, administered by-
the California Department of Public Health, Bureau of Air Sanitation,
does not prescribe any legal limits on the quantity of fluorides or
fluorine in the atmosphere. There is some discussion of un.esirable
concentrations (2 to 5 ppm of HF being regarded as causing skin and
mucosa irritation), but these are not legal limits. Most counties in
California with Air Pollution Control Boards follow the recommenda-
tions and limits determined by the Los Angeles County Air Pollution
Control Board (LA APCB). There are no regulations of the iA APCB
directly applicable to fluorine or fluorides. Rule 50 deals with making
the air opaque by aerosols, smoke, and other means. The limit on
opacity is 40%6. Rule 52 states that particulate matter, including
aerosols, shall not be enmited at a concentration of greater then
0.4 grain (mas s)/cu ft of air. Total solid effluent allowed depends on
the amount of material handled (Rule 53); for a throughput of 60,000 lb/
hour, the legal maximum of solid effluent is 40 lb/hour. Data for
Florida (ETR) are not at the moment available; air pollution in that state
is under the control of Bureau of Sanitary Engineering, State Board of
Health.

2
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Appendix V

SUMMARY OF CURRENTLY USED QUICK DISCONNECTS

(U) A survey was made of existing quick disconnect (QD) couplings for
possible adaptatiorn fl iorine service. The specific couplings which have
been reviewed are those used on Thor, Saturn IVB, Titan 11, Centaur, and
the APOLLO service module.

(U) Six-in. -diam couplings are utilized on the Thor. The ground half of
the coupling is manually inserted into the vehicle half, an operation which
also opens the vehicle poppet. No latching mechanism is used and decoupling
as well as closing of the vehicle poppet is effected at liftoff by a combination
of the forward motion to the vehicle and lateral movement of the ground half
by an AGE actua;tr. The coupling is too large to be considered for the
current fluorine QD program, ant' it utilizes soft seals incompatible with
fluorine.

(U) Four-in. -diam QD couplings are used for loading propellants on the
Saturn IVB. There are no shutoff valves in either half of the coupling. The
coupling is manually installed and preloaded against a Teflon seal on the
vehicle from a carrier plate which supports a majority of the umbilicals to
the stage. Decoupling is accomplished at vehicle liftoff by pulling a release
pin and moving the carrier plate clear of the vehicle with an AGE actuator.
The coupling is too large to be used on the fluorine QD program, and the
Tefl.on seal would not be incompatible with flowing fluorine.

(U) The 2-in. -diam Titan II coupling is in the proper size range to be a
possible candidate for the fluorine QD application. It is designed for manual
coupling and decoupling and has no quick release feature and no provisions
for misalignment between the coupling halves. The coupling halves are
joined by means of Acme threads. After initial engagement, manual rotation
of the outer sleeve mates with the interface seal and further rotation opens
the conical seat poppet valves in each half of the coupling to permit propellant
"transfer. Edge-welded metrl bellows are utilized in the ground half of the
coupling to provide positive sealing between moving parts and to provide a

* pressure-energized force on the interface seal during propellant transfer.

(U) The Titan IU QD could not be readily modified to provide a qt ick
release mechanism, The Teflon seals incompatible with fluorine under
dynamic flow conditions (modification to metal seals would require major
redesign), and proper cleaning of the metal bellows to ensure compatibility

* for fluorine service would be very difficult. Therefore, the Titan H QD is
not suitable for this adaptation.
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(U) Quick disconnect couplings of a 2 1/2-in. diam are used for loading
propellants on the Centaur. Both the vehicle -'nd gi ound halves of the
couplings have shutoff valves controlled by the same AGE actuator. The
valve in the vehicle half is spring-loaded ciesed aid is opened by the opening
motion of the valvc in the ground half of thn coupling.

(U) The QD is manually connected ard held together by two frangible
bolts which are designed to rupture within narrow applied-load tolerances.
The interf;,.ce seal is a U section, pres xre-energized Teflon seal which
utilizes a metal spring to maintain its rhape prior to pressurization. Because
of the low strength of the frangible bolt,, the attaching nuts are torqued only
fingertight.

(U) To prevent the formation o; ice at the parting joint of the QD, a
garter-type Mylar bag is installed across the separation flanges. The bag
and joint are purged with heiium to keep air and moisture away, and the bag
slips off when the QD is de -oup) ecI.

jU) Disconnect of the QD is accompnlished at liftoff. Lanyards are

attached between the ground hila of the QD and a retraction mechanism trig-
gered by a liftoff switch. The two frangible bolts in the QD are ruptured by a
suddenly applied load irom the retraction mechanism through the lanyards,
and the ground half of the QD and fill line are pulled free from the vehicle.

(U) The Centa-ir QD design is not suitable for use in fluorine service.
The Teflon interface seal is incompatible with flowing fluorine and the use of
low-rupture-strength attach bolts (low margin of safety for inadvertent loads)
is not consistent with the required safety precautions for such a highly toxic
and reactive fluid.

(U) A QD that is 2 1/2-in, in diameter is utilized in the Centaur H? vnt
system. The coupling is mated in a slightly, recessed butt joint and locked
together wiLh two adjustable overcenter toggle latches. The inter'face seal is
a sheared Teflon flat gasket and the housings are aluminum castings which
form a 90* elbow when mated. The design pressure is 12 psig and permis-
sible external leakage is 10 cc per hour, or approximately 10-2 SGCM. The
coupling must be manually engaged and adjusted to the desired preload;
decoupling is accomplished by pulling a lanyard. The c.upling contains no
valves although it does have an orifice mounted in a swinging plate in the
vehicle half which closes and effects a flow restriction when the QD i.'
decoupled.

(U) Although some of the basic principles of this coupling might be
utilized for the fluorine QD, the coupling would have to be redesigned to
withstand a higher pressure and the interface seal would have to be changed
to a material compatible with LF2 under dynamic flow conditions.

(U) The Apollo service module utilizes 1-in. diam manually operated .,
couplings similar in design to the Titan U couplings. They are too small for
present fluorine application, and the connector is incompatible with fluorine
for the same reasons discussed for the Titan U QD.
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(U2) Roylyr submitted a candidlete QD for evaluation, 'a 2-in. -diam proto-
type model derelopLd for a high-terneperature pneumatic 'application It was
of ali-metit) construction, utilizing stainless steel for the bcdy. The inter-
face seal consisted of flat, precision-lapped suriaces with a machined
Inconel X >ellovs to furnish the preloading force. A ball lock wa. used for
latching mr~echanism and a lever-operated sliding sleeve serv.!d as a retainer
for the Salls in the latched position. The latch culd be operated remotely by
a~tachi,•g a linear actuator to the lever, The AGE half of the OD contained a

I * hi-ved shutoff valvc actuated by the same lever that controls the latching
mechanism.

(U) Although the QD was constructed of fluorine-compatible materials,
there were several features in the design not acceptable for a OD for fluorine
service. The interface seal on the vehicle h;Lf of the QD was vulnerable to
damage during the mating operation. It is moot unlikely that a suitably low
leakage zate could be achievcd with the type of seal used. Tht, seal bellows
would b, very difficult to clean and indpect for cleanliness. Lap-type weld
joints are ueed in the body and it would be impossible to determine that the
lap joints were sufficiently clean for fluorine service. The latching mech-
anism is not adaptable for a redndar.t release system, a highly desirable
feature for a QD for fluorine service.

(U) noncurrent with the survey of exisLing QD's a, survey of six vehicles
texisting aaid stAdy phase) was made to collect data on various weight, struc-
taral, and propelant p• arneters. The sumnmarized data froin- this survey is
present-d in Table XXVMII to indicate some of the previous thinking regarding
propellant loading requirernents.
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Tabie XXVII]

VEHICLE CLASSIFICA

MANSAT Saturn IV SP turn IVB

Vehicle

Vehicle parameters

Gross weight ZO,000 lb 115.337 1b 245.000 lb

Vehicle type Maneuverable, hý,gh energy upper stage Booster second stage Booster seconwltriird stage

Propellants LFZ/ LAZ! L0 2 / LH2  L.02 / LAZ

Oxidizer weight 14,615 lb 83.000 ib 184.000 lb
Oxidizer tank volume 162.R 9t 1262 ft3 2

8
28.3 tt"

Oxidizer tank pressure 75 psia 46.5 psia 37-41 peia

Fill-line size 2" din. (tentative) 3" 4"

Vent-line size 2" dia. (tentative) 5" 5'

PU System Not deterniin.d Closed loop (capacitance) Closed loop fcapacitai.ce)

Structure

shell Frame etiffened, corrugated skin Integral with tanks Integral with tanks

Oxidizer t•ak !pherical, 81.5" dia. - 0.032 aluminum ZOO" din.. elliptical, common blkhd Elliptical, common blkhd

Insulation High performance on ta-nks (ground purge) Interior of tk. and in common blkhd Interior of tank and common blkhd

UmbhlIv.al

Oxidizer LF, vent, LF2 fill/drain LO fill/drain L.O till/drain

Fuel LH2 vent. LHZ fil/drain LH, vent, LH2 fill/drain LHZ vent. LUH2 till drain

Propellant loading parameters

(lz•d;iee- flow rate r',t determined (Total fill time 2z0 min.) Approx 30 min.

Hold time No known limit 7 rain. max. while pressurized 3 min. while pressurized

Oxidizer tank pressure Near mn teat during fill 46.5 psia (vent) 14 psia (vent)
Oxidixer coditico Possmble slight subcool (-307 F. -315F) lotling point at arbient press. Boiling point at ambient press.

Retarksa Final topping while pressurized Fmnal topping wh,.Ie pressurisid.

Vehicle 0. D. and line are draiaed Vehi.cle 0. D. and lines are drained
and purged prior to lilioft. and purged just prior to liftoff.

CONFIDENTIAL
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ble XXVMII

LASSIFICATION (U)

Nomad
Iva Centaur Delta (G-l Early Flight Vehicle)

000 lb IZ,000 lb 14.000 lb 14,303 ih

ird stage High eitergy upper ntage Second Stage Booster Feasibility test; second stage

/ LHJ'[ LZ/LH2  IRFNA/UDMH LFZ! Hydrazine

000 lb 23.400 lb 8,000 lb 5.300 lb

.6 ft 3  
407 ft 3  

2 ft 3  
79 ft 3

I psia 32 psia 340 psia 215 pjia

2.5 ,.. 3/4" !.0' dia.

2.5 in. I/Z" (overflow ard vent) i/2" dia. (emergency v.rt)

itance) Closed loop ;AP.) Open loop Open loop

Integral with tanks Lntegrai with tanks 1/3" alum. cylinder with stiffeners

blkhd 10' dia., elliptical 55" dia.. cylindricai, cýlrmmon blkhd 61.5" d".. alum. sphere with LNý cap

common blkhd Plastic, exterior, jettisonable None Fiberglas external (ank insuAlation

Not determined Manually connected MS fitt;ngs F. fill/drain, F Z pre~sivera

drain L.4z vent. L-I1 fill/drain Fill and drain porta capped after fill I-',drazine zill/dr-tin

500 GPIA (max.) 20 GPM Not de.enined

suried 2.1 min after topping Launc'i I day afler fill Not determined

29 peia Ambient ziO paint

-Asm press. Doil off for 20 min. i. veh. tank Ambient Subcocled I • -3-O F

peessurized. External leakage - i estm max-. Prcptla.nt lc-ading valves are hand Top oW1 before presurizmic
operated.

limes are drained For all couplings at interface vehicle - Fill tanks until liquid comes out the O'xtd.,er tank has * high press.
ior to lftof•l. hal val et (fill and drain) overflow and then drain "x' lbs. re!,cf eastern separate tro:n thr

bat as and LF'2  S00 scim. psurainvitsyste..1 and Q-1).

70. 7T, 72, and 73 4 75 (C)

i
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Appendix VI

SUMMARY OF LF2 QDr AND RELATED STUDIES

1. INTRODUCTION

(U) A review of the available literature on fluorine . esearch and experi-
mentation indicates that there have been very few attempts to define or
build a QD for iluorine service. In one instance, a QD waz cdsigned,
built, and tested by NASA at the Lewis Research Center (I.eRC),
Cleveland, Ghitý. A preliminary design concept for an LF 2 QD has been
suggested by Aerojet-General Corporation and is presented in this
section.

(U) The present work by Dotglas was initially aimed at meeting a set of
requirements for an LF2 QD defined by the Request for Proposal,
Reference 76. A preliminary concept to meeE these requirements was
evolved and is presented herein.

2. NASA LeRC QD

(U) A prototype OD c.upling for ground to vehicle transfer of LFZ or
FLOX was designed, fabricated, and demonstrated at LeRC in 1963
(keferencL. 77). The primary features of this QD courling include
remote separation capabilities and nrgligib•.e F2 spillage when
disconnected.

(U) Each half of the coopling has its own poppet-type sih .toff valve
spring-loaded to the closed position. The interFxce surfaccs are basi-
cally plane surfaces with deep intermeshing surrations which serve tV.
align the two hal.,es during mating and also for bri ;, labyrinin pith between
the inner and outer interface seals. Two mt.-tal V-ring sea,6 locatted
concentrically on the separation interface and with vertex of each V
oriented outward are used to pruvent external iealb,•,kge. The concept f'r
sealing is that any leakage past the inner \--! will gasify betwrce•o the
labyrinth faces from normal heat transfer, thereby u•ilding up ,-rYssure
in the interseal cavity and causing the gas to leak back .nco the iiquid
floMv passage, since the orientition of the V--:seals *Affers iess ý'esistaneie
to leakage in the inward direction.
(U) Latchn is accomplished by three rnech;:iical fingers which vivor on

the AGE hal coupling mand lock o,-er a flange on the veh.cle half coupiing.
Pneumatic cylinders were used to operate the latches and -nove the AGE
half coupling in and out of engagement. The coupling vait m s op-ned
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by pressurizing an integral pneumatic cylinder in the AGE half coupling
which ope'-s both poppet valves simultaneously. When the pneumatic
pressure is vented, the valvw. prin6 s return the poppets to their
respective seats.

(U) The co'lpling was subjected to a lira.ted aiiour- .L functional testing
and opec.ation was reported satisfactory within the iange of imposed test
conditions.

3. QD CONCEPT FROM LF2 AGE HANDBOOK

(U) General design approaches for both insula -d anm unin>..lated LF 2 QD
couplings are prejented in Refere-ace 78. Tie , ncepts - c similar,
except that overlapping vacuum -jac .et -d ar- s are p. ,josed for the
insulated concept.

k U) The design has shutoff valves in each h.Af -nd both coupling and
decoupling are manual .,peratI3nz. Soit --etal L proposed for the inter-
face seal, which is accomplished by br, ,ing the two halves of the
cCupling together and iatching with a hail 'ock mechanism. An interlock-
ing pin prevents opening the valves before the coupling halves are engaged
and locked together.

(U) An outer sleeve on the AGE haff ':ci.Ang is rotated on a coarse screw
thread to open the valve poppes. A lonel be.iows seal permits axial
motion to be Lransrnitted to the popp s and pievents leakage past the
operatin, mechanism.

(U) A positive interlock is provic-'d so that the coupling cannot be sepa-
rated when th- valves are open. Stainless steel conical poppets with
soft copper or aluminum .eats are pr,,posed.

(U) The design aim foi- the coupling is to prevent any spillage, or to
permit on'y a small wý:tted ire- on the coupling halves when separated.
A simnple enciosu•-e built around te disconnec. nnd Iuppiied with an inert
g..o purge was p; ,posed for dissipating any F2 cemaining orn the interace

Le' een the coupling halves.

4. ORIGINAL DU,_'LA3 cNJEPT

(U) I :ie first co,)cept cons,.dered by Dougla3 -was based ,an a se', of de.ign

requirements wh,.h wer df-ired by the Request tor 'uoiation, fX; e r
ence 7b: The -ignificant features of this concept were as follows

a. Rxcmok,ý couptng and dec( .?iing.

b. Shutoff '.alves in both halv,,s o0 the coupling.

c Mzsa|ignment capability.

i
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d. Double seat at interface.

e. Purged interface seal ca-vities.

f. Redundant release mecthanismn.

(U) Figure 42 is a sketch of the concept for the vehicle half of the
coupling. It consista of a valve body with a spherical outer shape f or an
interface with the AGE half of the coupling. The shutoff valve in the
vehicle half coupling consists of a spring-loaded spherical poppet which
clobes against a narrow land seat formed by the intersection of two
spherical concave surfa.;es, to nroduce a perfectly circular seat. The
desired seat width would be formed by a combination of coining with a
hard tooling ball and lapping with a spherical lap.

(U) Figure 43 is a sketch of the two halves of the coupling connected.
The latching mechaniism consists of a number o! balls which are locked
into tLle latched position by a spring-loaded outer sleeve. Unlatching is
achieved by applying pneumatic pressui: to Port A; this rct!r cts the
sleeve and permits the balls to move outward and release the vehicle half
coupling. The shutoff valve in the ACE half n'. the coupling has a spring-
ioae-d spherical poppet similar to but an~.aller than the vehicle half. The
AGE poppet is conn~ected by a shaft to a pneumatic cylinder. Application
of pneuixiatic pressure to Port B opens the AGE valve which in turn
pushes the vehicle valve open. The valve- are closed by their respec-
tive springs when the pressure is vented thtough Port B.

(U) The spherical interface beLween the cu~apling halves permit V mis-
atignm1ýnt in any direction b-etween the vchicle and AGE equipment. A
crnncept for a primary interface seal is -iown in Fig ire 44. This c'--
cept, consists of two thin lips inachined into a replaceable metal ring. A
secondary seal iust outside the primary seal _3 sh,-)wn in Figure 42. It
was planned to use Teflon for the secondar- "ea>l because it would only
be exposed. to a dilute mixture olf gaseous fluorine leaking by the prime~ y
seal and NZor He purge applied to Port C and exhausted through Port D.

(U) A redunidant discornect mode is etfect-d by cutting a number '~slots

in the outer (bail retention) sleeve and adding a thin rn..tal ring to rein-
fore te so~e meberdu~-iL normal operations. A lanyard con-

nezted to this outer sleevc would provide sufficient force ýo rupture the
reinforci~ng ring asn, thereýby release the locking balls in tWe ev~ent of
faiil-:re of the prirna,-y i elease.
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